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Veranda Goods, made of Heed and
Basket material.
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75c to
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Refrigerators,

The Coldest Aetlcle you can invest
your dollars in. Have sold more of them
this season than ever.
Perfectly satisfactory to every purchaser. Just take a
look at them at
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SOLDIERS

A third squadron, it is reported, will
leave Cadiz July 15.
The ships there include the Vitorin, only lit for coast defense, the Alfonso XIIL, whioh cannot
be ready for sea for a long time, and is
incapable of more than twelve knots, and
the Havel, whioh has just been armed by
the Armstrongs and should be etHoient.
The Numancia, whioh is at Barcelona,
The
ought to be ready In a fortnight.
armored cruiser
Lepanto, Spain’s best
ship, will leave Carthagena in ten days
for Cadiz, for her gun trials. The Cardenai Cisneros is at Feral and is uf little
value. Several transports still remain at
Cadiz, with a few guns, bnt they are
useless for the
of conveying
purpose
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Three Soldiers and
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NATIONAL BUNK

CHAPMAN

of Portland, Flaine,

CAPITAL,

Tupelo, Miss.,

June 26.—A railway ac3.40 this afternoon li 1
which three soldiers and a railway portei
lost their lives and other soldiers receive!

cident occurred

at

serious injuries. Everything possible wa
done to relieve the wounded by the loca l
physicians and citizens who were sooi
Col. Torrey’s regimen
upon the scene.
of rough riders from Cheyenne,
Wyo.
reached this city via the Kansas City

Memphis

TSB

$100,000,00

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.00

& Birmingham railroad.
Thi ,
bad stopped to take wate:
first section
and had whistled to start on when thi 1
second section rounded a sharp carve ii
the track just before the town is reachec
and dashed into it. In the rear of the firs ;
section was the sleeper “Seville” contain
ing Col. Torray and his regimental staff
This car was

completely demolished, yet

strange to say, every inmate escaped un
scathed except the;Colonel who is injnrei !
The chief fatnlitie
but not seriously.
occurred in a coach in the centre of thi

Solicits the accounts of Basalts, Mer.
cantile Firms, Corporations and
Individuals, and is prepared to furDish its patrons the best facilities first section which carried troop 0 fron
Laramie, Wyo. This coach was complete
and liberal accommodations.
ly telescoped and the soldiers within wer
jammed and bruised beneath the masse
of timbers, broken car seats and
otho

Interns! Paid on

Interviews and

Correspondence

Invi'ed.

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,

President-

THOMAS It. EATON,

Cashier.

--

DIRECTORS:

M.W&Ftflstn

in

the

town.

Th

the fleet

lies patiently in

Castle, awaiting

the end of next week the fate of

its commander in the Rocky mountul
June
Jam.,
25.—Morro
including the states of Wyoming
region,
the
most
formidable
defence
Castle,
about
Idaho, Nevada and Utat
Colorado,
harbor
is
it
Santiago
reported, on excellent authority, has been abandoned by the Those soldiers killed and mortally ir
from the first named stats
Spaniards. If this he true, it will now be jured were
misfortune to meet with
the simplest task for Admiral Sampson, They hasl the
the
in
wreck
yards at St. Joseph, Mo.
such
vessels
in
with
his fleet as he deems
in which two of the train orei r
necessary, for the work, to enter the har- Friday,
were killed and St. Louis,
Saturday, on 0
bor, attack Admiral Cervera’s fleet and
of the soldiers was accidentally killed b T
assist Gen. Shatter in the capture or debeing suffocated and falling from th
struction of the city of Santiago.
Admiral Sampson has been ready for a train in tho long tunnel at that placs
week to 6inash this last remaining fortifi- The fault of today’s acodient probabl
It
cation at tho ontrance to the harbor.
lies with the engineer of the section, wh >
was his intention to make the attack the
was running too fast and near the firs t
ha
after
had
verified
Saturday,
present
the information from shore that Lieut. section. The name of the
engineer 1 5
the Rawls and ho has
Hobson and his fellow heroes of
Th j
disappeared.
no
were
crew
confined
soldiers
to
have
threatened
Merrimac’s
longer
lynch him.
Not a horse was injured though
in the ancient and picturesque structure.
th 5
Morro long has possessed some of the stock cars were badly smashed.
most
modern equipheaviest guns and
The killed are:
Willie li. Wallace, Troop A.
ment to be encountered at any point on
It
was
AdSam Johnson, T roop C.
the Cuban ooast.
thought by
miral Sampson to be probably the most
-Gordan, colored porter.
Cornelius Lan nihan, Troop C.
difficult to silence of any of Santiago’s
defences. It stands in a commanding
Fatally injured:
at
the
bluff
eastern
Henry S.
position, on the great
Mapes, Troop C, both log !
bide of the harbor, and the American cut off; internally injured
Later—The engineer, who was reportei L
gunners anticipated some trouble in getting a good range at first.
missing was seen tonight, but was un
If the Spaniards have deserted the castle able to talk. He received internal injnrie
tho American fleet is likely to have little that have caused several hemorrhages. H
shooting to do until ingots within range is completely overoome on account of thi 1
of Cervera's
ships. There has been much deplorable affair.
rivalry between tho gunners on the
American warships, each being anxious to "■SPAIN’S'THIRD
SQUADRON.
get a chance at Morro
Admiral
when
Sampson decided to reduce the fortificaLondon, June 27. —The Gibraltar corre
tions.
spondent of the Dally News, says:

Kingston,

■

|

■

|

■

Before

Santiago

The general opinion among naval experts is that Santiago town will be
burned by the Spanish troops before they
surrender, that Admiral Cervera will de-

stroy his

and that he will then sub-

ships

mit to the enemy.

If this supposition is

correct the whole work should be

plishe

accom-

d in a week.

There is every

Spanish troops

possibility

that

may surrender

the

independ-

ently of Admiral Cervera.
When the Americans took

“I

s

front of Morro

and Admiral Cervera should be decided.

a

Baquiri they

letter partly written in the house

Spanish

Santiago
braggadocio.

sections contained troops A, C, B, L, G
MORRO IS ABANDONED.
and M, forming part of a regiment beini ;
It 1 3
to Jacksonville, Fla.
Santiago’* Formidable Fortress is Said to transported
States voluntee:
United
the second
Have Been Deserted.
cavalry, and was raised, by Col. Torrey

portion ot

its opportunity.

commandant.

Spanish

de Cuba

rades and with x axes ;[ and ropes am 1
buckets of
water, they worked lik<
demons tearing away the wreckage to gei
at the wounded and dead and quench thi

Press.)

June 25, by the

the army advances the main

dressed to the

debris. In the second sectionjone baggag
car was thrown into the ditch, but in thi
train few were hurt and none dangerous
ly. Action on the part of the soldiers wa
immediate to save their imperilled com

vancant buildinu

de Cuba,

Associated Press Despatch Boat, Kingston, Jamaica, June 26.-6 p. m.—While

of the

CULLEN 0. CHAPMAN, SETH L. LARRABEE,
E. M. STEADMAN,
CHARLES J. CHAPMAN, fire which had started in the
sleeps
BRICE M. EDWARDS,
PERLEV P. BURNHAM “Seville” which was a mass of broke]
HENRY S. OSGOOD,
JAMES F. HAWKES,
wreckage covering a steaming, hlsslni !
WILLIAM M. MARKS.
engine. The wounded were removed to
]el

1898 by the Associated

Santiago

found

Deposits.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS.

TROOPS EMBARK.

It consists off the battle-

squadron

consists

Expedition Sails This

Manila

and

It was ad-

commander
had

It read in part

the
as

at

tone of

follows:

well fortified and prepared to

PLEASED WITH SHIFTER-

San

off the

TO

re-

ABANDON CAIMANERA.

in

Presidcat Wircs Him His Congratulations.

cablegram congratulating him

and the
the excel-

men

American scouting vessels,have been notified and are expected to defeat this purpose.
Sigsbee yesterday warned a British ship
from seeking to enter the harbor of San
Juan de Porto Kico on the ground that it
was blockaded.
The notice from Spain that the government of that country has succeeded in
puivmooujg ouiou ijuwci.ii.4i
ers, gains not the

Spanish and Americans Four
Miles Apart.
BATTLE OF

SANTIAGO EX-

PECTED TO OCCUR SOON.

at Port Said

direct communication
with Washington.
Naval
officials are
gratified with Gen. Shatter's expression
of appreciation of the assistance he has
received from Admiral Sampson.
Assistant Secretary
Allen has been
strivng earnestly to procure for the general ru-i tenders he desires for landing the
heavier supplies of the army and the siege
train.
He has just securtd several colliers at Key West which,
on account of
their light draught will serve admirable
as tenders.
These have been ordered to
steam with all speed for JBaiquira. They
should reach there by Wednesday. Tho
*
story printed by an English newspaper
Washington, June 26.—Though there of
the
killing of Capt. Bob Evans and
were the usual number of officials for a
some of his
men
in the conning tower
their
desks in the war and of
Sunday at
the Iowa by a shell of the Spanish
is pronounced at the
navy departments today, there did not cruiser Vizcaya,
department to be a cruel canard.
seem to be any expectation of important navy
No word has been received from Sampnews.
Secretary Alger explained this son today;and with a cable line near him,
readily. In his view the army has been it is Dot imagined for a moment that he
moved on one of those stages incident to would fail to report immediately an occurrence of such gravity.
the progress of a campaign and is now
The war department following the satiseffecting a new formation.
factory example set by the navy departAs part of this plan the advance must ment has instituted a system of bulleting
halt and wait until the rear guard should for the benefit of the public, giving quick
and conoise
information of important
arrive. In the Secretary’s opinion this
happenings.
work was going on yesterday. To say
its
Through
agencies in the West Indies,
that the President and Secretary Alger the state department has discovered a
craft lying at Fort de France,
are gratified with the success that has so suspioious
Martinique. She is a collier and presumfar attended the progress
of Shafter’s ably
is trying to convey C03I either to
at Santiago or to Blanco at
campaign would be stating the case mild- Cervera
The President in quick appreciation Havana via the Isle of Pines and Bataly.
bano. Capt. Sigsbee of the St. Paul and
of General Shafter’s energy has
sent a some of the other oommanders of the

composing his army on
The message
sist ail the forces the American pigs can lent work they have done.
could not be obtained here, the officials
nmoincf. TIO 1
taking the ground that it would be proper
Evidently at this point the American for General Shatter alone to
make it pubtransports appeared and the boasting lic, but it is known to be couched in
Spanish officer ran off, leaving the letter words ol praise. Secretary Alger added
his tribute today in the course of a short
half written.
Laii, wim »au ^.aHuuiuieu r-ress
reporter.
Two thousand Cubans were transferred
He said he felt sure Shatter would prove
today from Accoradores to Aitares. They himself to be a wise, brave and prudent
He was particularly impressed
were taken off shore in pontoons under general.
with one short statement in Shatter’s deof
General Ludlow of the spatch received yesterday,
the supervision
stating that he
wanted nothing, which the Secretary reThey belonged to General
engineers.
as
an
evidence
of
self
garded
reliant
Calixto Garcia’s force and transporting character of the man.
Nevertheless the
is sending along reinforcements
Secretary
them by water from the west to the east with all
possible promptness. It is a good
It deal better to have 10J0 too many soldiers
side of Santiago saved several .days.
than 1000 too few in his opinion. He bealso saved unnecessary fighting.
lieves that General Duffield’s troops to
of 1300, which embarked four
The Cubans will join the army’s van. the number
days ago from Newport News will arrive
All the convoy ships except the battleship at Baiquiri tomorrow and within four
3400 more troops which leave Fort
Indiana, which is off the harbor, are coal- days
Monroe today will be at the
scene of
The
Hornet
action.
In addition there
has
will be a
ing at Guantanamo.
further movement of troops to Santiago
gone on blockade duty on the south coast. just as soon as the men and transports
Possibly Genaral Miles may
This morning the Gloucester shelled a are ready.
not
If ‘the troops are
go with these.
Spanish party that was working at the needed when they urrive, nothing will be
emlost for they can be
very well
railroad trestles east of El Morro.
ployed elsewhere and will have the
The
Secretary
advantage of seasoning.
that
took
state again
occasion
to
Gen. Shafter is being allowed the widest liberty of action, unrestricted by unnecessary orders from Washington. He
thinks the wisdom of this course is amply
*
justified by the results so far obtained.
reason it is not possible to ac(Copyright, 1898, the Associated Press.) For thisforetell
Gen. Shatter’s plan of
curately
Playa del Este, Guantanamo Bay, Sat- operations against Santiago, the matter
largoly in bis own hands.
urday, June 25.—1280 p. m.— It is believed being
Gen Greely, chief signal officer, received
of
that
here
thejtown
In camp
Caimanera, a dispatch last night from Lieut. Gol.
Allen, in charge of the signal corps, with
on the inner bay, is about to be abandoned
He said nothing about
Shuftor’s army.
but stated that
by the Spaniards, who are said to be in the military operations,
to
extend
his lines of teleabout
was
be
condition, owing to lack of graphic communication westward from
a desperate
1-st e to Aguadores, which.is
Playa del
food.
only half a dozen miles east of Morro castle
is that they will leave the and very much
nearer the advance of
The report
This will be done
the American army.
town and fall back on Guantanamo.
cable
whfch already exists beby a short
two
the
A
points.
Held telegraph
tween
ITO HAS liESIGJNED.
sevlce has already been despatched from
London, June 27.—The Tokio corre- Tampa, so that in the course of a few
spondent of the Times says: “Marquis days at most; Gen. Shafter will have a
telegraphic instrument in his own tent,
Ito, the premier has resigned."
am

putting him

BUT

Afternoon,

telegraphs
battleship Pelayo, gthe
armored cruiser Emperador, Carlos Quinto (V), the torpedo
boat destroyers Osado, Audaz and Prospina, the transports
Patriota and
Buenos, and the Isla de Panay, Colon,
Covdongo, Bapida, San Francisco.
the

taken she was flying the Honduras flaj
and so“far from attempting to elude tin
American ship she deliberately ran out
to the blockade lines with the* intention
of being made a prisoner. To the Vicasburg was assigned the task of capture,
and Ensign
Senn, with a prize crew,
brought in the brig. It is now asserted
that the Honduran registry of the vessel
was a blind, that she is owned by Spaniards and that she was being nsed in an
attempt to get food and provisions into
the blockaded oity.

Francisco,

the

June 26—Four thousand

comprising the third expedition to

men,

Philippines,

embarked

on

the deoks

in the holds and upthe
steamers
Ohio,

of

City of Para and Morgan City.
Tomorrow''the steamer Valenoia will re-

ceive her complement of the militia

aruiurou

uruio-

slightest

credence here.
No European nation possessing such vessels would dare be guilty f the violation
of neutrality involved in the making of
such a sale. If any vessels have been secured, it is probable they were only merchantmen, bought with a purpose to convert them into armed transports by the
addition of a few guns.
Notwithstanding the report of the arriof Admiral Camara’s squadron at
val
Port Said, the westerly entrance to the
Suez canal, the officials hero still doubt
that the vessels arts bound for the Philip
pines. Rumors reach here, unconfirmed
that the only ironclads in the
as yet,
squadron, the Pelayo and Don Carlos V.,
have left the squadron and returned to
Spain, so that Camara no longer possesses
a force that would threaten Dewey.

expeditionary

tomorrow

Gen.

to

Shatter.

bearing

and

SOLDIERS SAY THEY CAN PLAINLY
SEE SANTIAGO.

the bulk of

force probably will sail

afternoon

to be followed in

steamer

Newport

a

upon

which General Merritt is expected to de-

(Copyright, 1898,

part.

On board the Associated Press
despatch
boat Dandy,
off Juragua, June 25—8

■the

assignment or troops to the various

transports
Steamer

was as

follows:

p. m., via

the Associated

Press.)

Kingston. Jam., Sunday,

Jane

Morgan

City—First Idaho 26—3.30 p. m.—Troops of the United
volunteers and the first Nebraska recruits. States and of Spain are almost face to
City of Para—Thirteenth, JMinn.
face and less than four miles apart.
ToNewport N’ews.Va., June 26.—The auxIndiana—One battalion of the ISth U. night the picket lines at certain
points
iliary cruiser Harvard started at 2 o’clock
S. infantry, one battalion of the 23rd U. are within hailing distances of the enethis afternoon for

(Santiago

Massachusetts
ions
of

of

poople

the 34th
were

with the 9th

regiment and two battal-

Miohigan.

Thousands

answered with enthusiasm

the signal corps ana

S. infantry;

a

de-

tachment of engineers.

Ohio—First

It

my.

seems

Santiago

Wyoming volunteers;

bat-

The

certain that the battle of

must come

troops

are

within

all ashore

week.

a

tonight here

tery G and third artillery and recruits of and at Baiqdulri, with the exception of
troops who crowded the side of
The steamer Valencia
the 13th Minn.
a few scattered companies that hare
the vessel and caused her to list sharply
gone
the
which is taking on coal today at
forward. The
are snffloient to
on account of the
supplies
unusual distribution
Works
will
be
Union
ready tomorrow
enable
the army to sustain a week's
of weight.
morning for its assignment of troops—the
at both landing joints.
campaign
The
of
the
Harvard
North
Dakota
volunteers.
departuro
from first
by the

this

port

was

in

departure
Thursday, with

Yale’s

strong
from

contrast to the

Old

Point

on

the first

detachment of
reinforcements for Shatter. But few peo-

The Newport on
batteries H and

on

and staff.
is at the Pacific Mail dock.
ANTIS

assembled to see the Yale sail away,
but this afternoon practically the whole

Newport Nows

population

of

well to the

nation’s

Massachusetts
Fred B. Bogan

is

defenders.

in

command

bid fare-

of Col.

battalions of the 34th

Michigan

are com-

manded by Col. J. P. Peterman.
The
repair ship Vuloan followed

Harvard to

the

sea.

Time

of Vote

Fifteen

Regiments

of

Volunteers To

Be

Chlckamauga.

Chlckamauga National Park,'June 26.
order was issued by oommand of
Major General Brooke today which virtually amounts to an order for the movement of 15 regiments to Cuba. In accordance with this order the first division of
the first corps and two brigades of the
second|division of;tho|same corps will form

expeditionary force,

and are

ordered
prepared
and
equipped for active field service.
The
following brigades are Included in this
be

immediately

the beach,

and,

Annexation Bather Ques-

on

June 26.—There are no
positive indications of the close of the
Hawaiian discussion in the Senate and
unless the unexpected happens, debate on
this question will continue for at least
another week. There are rumors floating

through

the

week’s ra-

as one

already landed, it is believed

are

supplies
The

horses

and

supplies

nary.

With

only

will be ashore by

landing of troop

has been

one

>

xtraordi-

steam barge and

compelled

to depend on treaoherous small
boats, Gen. Shatter has landed over 16,000
men,

hundreds of horses and mules and
ot dollars worth of

thousands
the

exposed

beaohes,

supplies on

and only two men

have lost their lives.
No more than 50
vote
will be
been
and scarcely
animals
have
drowned
for
final
adreached
agreement
journment towards| the end of the a package of supplies has been lost.
week but no con flrmation of them can be
The
officers generally aro surprised at
CiCCUluU
diuu,
that, in the language of Senators Jones
the smallness of loss of life and properly.
and Davis, they appear to be
illusory.
The proceedings late Saturday afternoon Gen. Shafter said to a correspondent of
and the admissions of Senators who opthe Associated Press today:
pose annexation, indicate quite clearly
their purpose to resort to dilatory tactics
“I am well satisfied with the progress
while the appearances on the other side
is being made.
The disembarkation
that
are that there will be more
pressure
broug ht to secure a vote
Is slow, but considering the limited faNOTHING IMPORTANT FOR HOUSE cilities and the
nature of the

capitol

that

a

on an

—An

an

continual procession of small

required

the

Washington,

xxuut

Moved From

a

tied to

bounding surf,
tions

FILIBUSTERING.

tionable.

about the
TO GO TO CUBA.

This steamer

There'.is
boats

Tuesday, the 28th.

The 9th

and the second and third

Wednesday will take
K, third artillery a nd

General'Merritt

ple

to

CAMPOS TO BE DICTATOR.

the

few days by the

Reinforcements

Fight

Placed at 22.

and

Indiana,

HARVARD SAILS.
Carried

today

number of Dead at Sevilla

soldiers now swarm

these five transports

OS

PAIR.

orders.

ACCIDEM

for Graduation.

$1.50

awaiting

London, June 26.—Lloyds’ agent

that

_

fall line of White

a

in

is

ship Pelayo, Admiral Camara’s flagship.
The ironclad
Carlos
two
armored cruisers, three torpedo
V,
Empcrador,
boats and five transports, carrying 4,000 troops.

Santiago May Fall Before
ENGINEER

Said, June 26.—Admiral Camara’s squadron

1,500,000 pesetas in
million
paper, a
pesetas in withdrawn notes have teen

Killed.

THE

We have

a

Port

tlie harbor here

issued in an
underhand way and that
about a third of
the gold reserve in the
Bank of Spain has been
quietly withdrawn
for payment in
England—an
amount near 6,000,000 pounds.

IN SMASH-UP.

•

Battleship Pelayo, Cruisers and
Transports Constitute Fleet.

troops.

“I am told that besides the new issue of

ads. ?

unless

;

1

Tiirce Killed in Railroad
To

at

/

ffl

$3.50.

Columbia

!

Entrance to the
Suez Canal Awaiting Orders.

Spanish Squadron

n*v

xvuuoxo

UJI

Ciuuei

ou

Washington, Judo 26.—Nothing of importance is likely to come before the
House this week. Conference reports upon the sundry civil, Indian and District
of Columbia appropriation bill probably
will be submi tted and the conference report on the bankruptcy measure, which
conthe Senate has adopted, will be
sidered. Its adoption by the House is ap-

order:
First brigade, commanded
by Gen.
Ernest and composed of the 8th Massaparently assured.
London, June 27.—The Vienna corre- chusetts, 3d Wisco
nsin and Eth Illinois.
Mr. Hull, from the committeo on miliSecond brigade,
commanded by Gen. tary affairs will insist upon consideration
spondent of the Daily Telegraph says:
of
and
the
4th Ohio, 3d of a number of bills made necessary by
composed
“The latest advices from Madrid indi- Sanger
Illinois and the 4th Pennsylvania.
war demands, notably one to increase the
Third
cate that there is ground for the appre
brigade, commanded by Gen force of t he ordnance department.! The
and
composed of the 16th Penn- situation In the House Is such that final
Wiley,
Uension that Marshal; Martinez de Camsylvania, 2d Wisconsin and 1st New adjournment could be reached easily
within a very few days should the Senate
posjwlll soon issue a pronounciamento Hampshire.
Second division, first corps, first brigdispose of the Hawaiian resolutions.
and attempt a dictatorship.
ade, commanded by Co). Gardner, and Henceforth, therefore, the programme in
of
the
31st
Michigan, 160th In- the House must largely be one of waiting
“Minute directions have been sent to composed
diana, and 1st Georgia.
upon the Senate’s conclusions respecting
the
Austro-Hungarian ambassador at Second brigade, commanded by Gen. annexation.
McKee and composed of the 1st West VirMadrid, Count Dubsky, regarding the ginia, 108h Indiana
and 12th New York.
SCOTIA BLOCKADE RUNNOVA
The order does not specify just when
personal safety of the Queen Regent. The
NERS.
these troops will go or to what point thev
latest news from Madrid is that the will be sent for
embarkation, but it is
Halifax, N. S., Juno 26.—The steamer
understood that they will go to
situation is
Tampa Newfoundland, which attempted to sell
serious, so much so that for direct departure
for Cuba.
her cargo of food stuffs at Guantanamo,
several cabint
and was ordered away from that port by
meetings have been held
American warships, has arrived here in
THE AMAPAEA A SPANIARD.
in a desperate
uttompt to avert a crisis.”
ballast, having disposed of her cargo at
Key West, Fla., June £0—4.20 p. m.— Mavasjuez and San Juan, Porto Rico and
Federal oflioiais here are convinced tliat it is alleged will reload to again run the
BENNINGTON AT HOME.
by the capture of the little brig Ainapaia, blockade. The shipper of the cargo cleared
San Francisco, dune 20.—The United by the blockading squadron off Havana a handsome sum on the first
venture, and
States warship Bennington arrived here last week,
a daring Spanish scheme has
there ore said to l:e several other steamers
today from Honolulu.
been frustrated. When;the Amapala was fitting out for the same business.

exposed
landing places, the men have done well.
I
only await the landing of sufficient
supplies to begin the movement on SantiI

ago.
take

am

place.

I

unable to say when it will
am
much pleased at- the

Royal is the highest grade baking powder
hoown. Actual tests show it goes onethird further than any other bread.
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gallant conduct of

our

Sevilla yesterday

at

like

eran

work.

in the actior

men

and with their vet-

The

victory

was

com-

plete.

Wheeler,

Gen.

the

placed

in

his official report,

number

of

dead in the

en-

Further Details of (lie Fight !Vear

gagement at Sevilla at 22 and the wounded as between 79 and 80

Sintiugo.

No attempt has

yet been made to prepare

an

official list

with the names of the dead and wounded.

(Copyright 1S9S by the Associated Press.)
high grass and bushes of the battle
Juaagua, Cuba, June 25, 4 p. m.—Pei
it difficult to And the Associated Tress
ground mako
Despatch Boat Wanda,
bodies, but an official list will probably via Kingston, Jam., June26.—The initial
be prepared by Monday. The bodies of light of Col. Wood’s rough riders and the
of the first and tenth regiment]
89 Spaniards have been found and the troopers
cavalry will be known in history as the
Spanish loss in killed and wounded was bat le of La Quasina. That it did not end
The

doubtless much heavier than the Ameri-

perfect slaughter of Americans was
due to any mis-calculation in the
pian of tlio Spaniards for as perleot an
n a

not

cans.

The

of the American troops

majority
here

are now

or

at the front in the vicini-

ty of Sevilla. The force at the latter place

ambuscado as was ever formed in
the
brain of an Apache Indian was
prepared
and Lieut. Co], Koosevelt and his men

Santiago, num- walked squaroly into it. For au hour and
ber 6000 Americans and 1500
Cubans. a half they hold their ground under a
perfect storm of bullets from the froDt
Gen. Wheeler Is in command there, with
and sides and
then Col. Wood, to the
Chaffee.
Generals Young, Lawton and
right, and Lieut. Col. Koosevelt, to the
Wheeler
will remain at Sevilla, left, led a charge which turned the tide
Gen.
which will be made a rendezvous for the of battle and sent the enemy flying over
the hills towards Santiago
troops landing at Baiquiri and at that
It is now delinitely known that sixteen
The urtillery and cavalry are be- men on
point.
the American side were killed
ing put forward from Baiquiri and the while sixty were wounded or are reported
cavalry have been sent ahead to cut a to be missing.
It is impossible to calculate the Spanish
wagon road through the nnder brush.
losses, but it is known that they were far
From the American position at Sevilla, heavier than those of tho
Americans, at
Santiago is plainly visible and the forti- least as regards actul loss of life. Already
is about nine miles from

fications can

be

The

seen.

following

re-

ports to Gen. Shatter from generals at tho
front show these conditions:
“To

Gen.

ill d ad Spanish soldiors have been found
and buried, while many others undoubtedly are lying in the thick underbrush on
tho side of the gully an 1 on the slope of

Shatter— I have ju=t seen tho
body of the
hill, where the main
who left Santiago this enemy was located.
Tho wounded were
boys
negro
morning (Saturday.) They report that all removed.
A completa list of the killed and missthe soldiers and citizens aie very short
ing on the American side, revised to four
of food.
The soldiers and officers have
o’clock Saturday is as follows:
seized all the food
in the shops.
They
KILLED.
.ire killing young horses for food
and in
Captain Allyn K. Capron, first D. S,
the patients’ ward in the hospitals, they volunteer cavalry.
lwo

are

subsisting

bread

on

made

of

rye

first U.

S. volunteer cavalry.
Sergeant Marcus JJ. Bussell, Troop G,
first U. S. volunteer cavalry.
'•ihres Spanish generals took partin
Sergeant Bussell, lived in Troy, N. Y.,
and
was formerly a colonel on Gov. Hill’s
the fight at
Sevilla yesteiday.
Five
staff.
flour.

wagon loads of wounded

Santiago
there
ro

on

and many
horses

or

were

carried Into

other wounded got
We can see Mor-

afoot.

castle and the flag very

distinctly

position.
‘"The Cubans confirm the reports

from

our

the fine
around
wire

are

character of
tho city.

the

as

to

fortifications

Seven lines of barbod

strefeheed around the trenches.

Sergeant Doherty, Troop, A first U. S.
volunteer cavalry.
Private Legett, Troop A. first U. S.
volunteer cavalry.
Private Harry He.ffner, Troop G, first
U. S. volunteer cavalry.
Private M. W. Danson, Troop I, first
U. S. cavalry.
Private W. T. Irwin, Troop P, first U.
S. volunteer cavairy.
Private Slennoc, Troop K, first regular
cavalry.

Private B. Work,

cavalry.

Troop K,

Private Krupp, Troop B,
Spaniards have recently dug deep
cavalry.
around the entire city, connectPrivate Stark, Troop A,
cavalry.
ing a series of small forts.
Private Dix, Troop K,
(Signed)
cavairy.
Private Kehle, troop K,
“Wheeler."
cavalry.
(Dated Saturday afternoon.)
Private Barline, Troop K,
“To Gen. Shatter—We can plainly see cavalry.
Corporal White, Troop E,
Santiago, less than seven miles away.
The country is level for six miles this side cavalry.
The

trenches

first

regular

and
cheering and yelling with his men,
ied the advance. Bor a moment the billies were singing like a swam of bees all
around them and every instant some poor
fellow went
down. Then the reserves,
There
iroops K and K were ordered up.
Col.
'Vood,
was .no
more hesitation.
with the right wing, charged straight at
a
blockhouse 800 yards away, and Col.
Roosevelt on the left charged at the same
time,
lip the men went, jelling like
fiends and never stopping to return the
lire of the Spaniards, but keeping on with
a
grim determination to capture that
blockhouse.
“That charge was the end. Within 50C
yards of the coverted point the Spaniards
broke and ran and lor the first time we
had the pleasure which the Spaniards had
been
experiencing all through tho enof shooting with the enemy
gagement.
in sight.
“In two hours’ fighting, during which
the volunteers battled against their concealed
enemy, enough deeds of heroism
were done
to (111 a volume, Ono of the
men of troop
K, desperately wounded,
was lying squarely between the lines oi
lire. Surgeon Church hurried to his side
and with
bullets
pelting all around
him, calmly dressed the man’s wounds,
bandaged it and walked unconcernedly
back, soon returning with two men and
a
litter. The wounded man was placed
on it and taken into our lines.
“Sergeant Bell stood by the side of
Capt. CaproD, when the latter was mortally hit. He had seen that he was fighting against terrible odds, but ho never
flinched.
‘Give me your gun a minute,’
he said to the
sergeant, and kneeling
down lie deliberately aimed and fired two
shots in
At each a
quick succession.
Spaniard was seen to fall. Bell in the
meantime had
seized a dead comrade’s
and knelt
gun
beside his captain and
fired steadily. When Capt. Capron fell
ha gave the sergeant a parting
message
to his wife and father and bade the sergeant good-bye in a cheerful voice and
was then borne away dying.’’
With the exception of Capt. Capron all
the Rough ; Riders killed in yesterday’s
fight weru buried this morning on the
field of action.
Their bodies were laid
in ono
long trench, eaoh wrapped in a
blanket.
Balm leaves^ lined the treiteh
and
were heaped in profusion over the
dead heroes. Chaplain Brown read the
beautiful Kpiscopal
burial service for
the dead, and as he knelt in prayer every
trooper, with bared head, knelt down
around tho trench.
When
the chaplain
announced the
hymn
“Nearer, My God to Thee,’’ the
deep bass voices of the men gave a most
The
mpressive rendering of the music.
dead Rough Riders rest right on the
summit of the hill where they fell. The
site is most beautiful. A growth of rich,
luxuriant grass and tlowers covers the
slopes and from the top a far reaching
view is had over tho tropical forest.
Chaplain Brown has marked each grave
and has complete records for tho beneiit
of friends of the dead soldiers.
uapt. uapron s
body was brought into
but it
was
Juragua this afternoon,
doomed inadvisable
to send the remains
North
at this season and the interment
took place on a hillside near the shore,
back of the provisional hospital. After
a brief service a
parting.volley was ilred
over the grave of the dead captain and a
bugle sounded “taps,” as the sun sank
over the mountain
tops beyond. Santiago.

“AMERICANS
Iloilo

Spaniards

first regular

EXTERMINATED.”
Refuse

From

to

Credit

Kens

Manila.

first

regular

first

regular steamer Sun-KiaDg, from Iloilo June 22,
reports that quiet prevails there and that

first

regular

Hong Kong,
rebels

no

are

June

26.—The

known to be in tha

British

vicinity.

regular The Spanish and native troops hold the
place and are erecting earthworks; but
tenth regular
The Spanish
they are without artillery.
residents discredit tile
report of the
MISSIBG,
of the city except for hills on the
south,
declare that „be
capture of Cavite and
vvmch extend to within a mile of SantiPrivate ilerriman Camp, Troop G, first Americans are exterminated
by this time.
volunteer
These hills now appear deserted.
ago.
cavalry.
The governor of Iloilo, it is reported has
D.
Bell.
W.
Sergeant
The country is fairly open and it will
forbidden foreigners to mention any news
Trumpeter T. B. McDonald.
not be difficult to move
Private B. H. Cochrane.
troops over it.
All the firms
regarding the war.
are
Gen. Chaffee occupies Sevilla today.
Private ifred Childing.
shipping sugar hastily so as to got it off
first

Private J. S. Miller.
before the Americans arrive.
Food is
Privies W. S. Sharp.
scarce and commands high prices.
The
Private J. E. Stedman.
American cruisers from San
Francisco
Private
D.
the
C.
Dennis.
and
transports bound for Manila have
MARINE NEWS.
All of the first volunteer cavalry.
not been sighted.
Vineyard Haven, June 26.—Arrived,
McCormack and Captain Luna
Captain
schoouers M. K. Hawley, Swans Island of the first
volunteer cavalry, who were
or New York;
SUICIDE OF FORMER MAINE
Mary Ann McCann, Banas
among the dear! or
for do; sailed, schooners Joel F. reported yesterday
{or
WOMAN.
were unharmed, as was also
wounded,
and
Druid;
ram
Katuh- Col Wood, whom Adjutant Hall
passed,
rfjeppard
reported
[SPECIAL,
TO THE PRESS.]
tin, Commander Wilde, bound west.
as mortally wounded.
That the Spaniards Were
Boothbay, June 26.—Arrived, schooners
thoroughly
Milo, Juno 2d.—News [has been reoeived
A. H. Whitmore,
Deer Isle;
Charles posted its to the route to be taken by the hare of the
suicide, Saturday at MansCooper, Exeter, carried away main gall Americans In their movement towards
in squall Inst night.
Sailed schooners Sevilla, was evident, as is shown by the field, Mass., of Miss Nellie Kinsell, formCharias Beal, Portland; Herald,
Rock- careful prepaiations they had made. The erly of this town, but who has for several
main body of the Spaniards was posted on
land; Antelope, do.
resided tin Mansfield. Miss
years past
East port, June 26.—Arrived, schooner a hill, on the heavily wooded slopes of Kinsell
killed herself by putting a pistol
which had been erected two blockhouses
J. Kennedy, Portland.
flanked
by irregular entrenchments of ball through |her head. She was a memlelfast, June 26.—Arrived,
schooner stone and fallen trees.
ber of the Congregational churoh, whose
Paul Seavey, Bangor.
At the bottom of these hills run two
killed himself
pastor
last fall, and his
June
steamer roads along which Lieut. Col. B osevelt’s
Boston,
26.—Arrived,
Yarmouth, Yarmouth, N. S.; bark E. A. men and eight troops of the first and tragic death affeoted her deeply.
;
U’Bnen, Manila, January IS; schooners tenth cavalry, with u
She possessed considerable wealth and
battery of four
Pleasantville, Pori Medway, N. S.; howitzers advanced. These roads are hud was 49 years of age.
jinn®
Moxang, Machias;

(Signed)
“Young.”

Mazourka, Rockport,

j-u-nio

tuuji

yuiiiuh,

ruugu

anu

nar-

Me.; Cbanticlear. Rockport, Me. ; Union, row and at places almost impassable.
In these trails' the light occurred. NearWaterside, N. S.; William Eeggeit, from
an eastern port.
Bailed, steamers Etola, ly half a mile separated Roosevelt's men
Prince
Edward,
trom
ho regulars, and between them and
Avoninouth;
Yarmouth,
v.B.; schooners Bessie, Paspebiao, P. Q.; on both sides of the road in the thick unJohn R Halluday, aenncbec and Rich- derbrush was concealed a force of
Spaniards that must have been large judging
dumfl, Hock land; H. Curtis. Deer Isle; from the terrific and constant fire they
John Cadwaller, Hath; Medford, Dangor; poured in on the Americans.
Jhester K. Lawrence, Rockport, lie.
The fight was opened by the first and
tenth cavalry under General Young.
A
Rockland, Juno 2(1.—Arrived, schooners force of
Spaniards was known to be in
George II. Ferguson, Rancor to New the
of
La
in
and
Quasina
early
York; John Smith, Parsons, Frankfort to the vicinity
morning Lieut. Col. Roosevelt’s men
New York.
started off up the
buff back of
steep
Rockport, June 25.—Arrived, schooner ciboney to attack the Spaniards on their
Grace Davis, Dodge. Portland.
Sailed, right llank.
General
at the same
schooners Mary Snow, Cameron, Boston; time took the road at Young
the foot of the hill.
ila May, Cooper; Ethel Merriam. New- About
two and one-hall
miles from
man, Boston; Leona,
Lane, do; Ripley, Si honey, some Cubans, breathless and exBanks, Portland; Addle Cement, Perkin's, cited rushed into
anwith
the
camp
Penobscot; VV. E. and W. L. Tuck, Tay- nouncement that the Spanards were but
I r, Annapolis, hjd.
a little way In front
and were strongly
City Island, N^ .Y.. June 26.—Arrived, entrenched.
Then cautiously
in
and
steamer lioratid Hall, Portland; schooner silence the troops moved forward until a
Delta B., Chevrie, N. S.;
Penobscot, bend in the road disclosed a hill where
Bangor: Norembega. Bangor; Mattie .1. the Spaniards were located.
The guns
Alles, Bongo via New Haven, Wm. L. were again brought to the front and
Elkin, Bath;
Joseph Murray. Sands placed in position while the men crouched
down in the road, waiting
Point.
.j'f,}.,
impatiently to
Baltimore. June 20.—Arrived, sohooner give Roosevelt’s meu, who were toiling
over the litlte
trail
along the crest of the
Mary E. Morse, Kennebec.
ridge, time to get up.
Philadelphia, June 26.—Arrived steamAt 7.50 a. tn., George
Young gave the
er Roumania.
command to the men at the Hotchkiss
Savannah, June 20.—Sailed, schooner guns to open lire.
That command was
M. V B. Chase, Gardiner, Me.
the signal for a fight that for stubbornness has seldom been
equalled.
DEATH OF LAWRENCE POLICEMAN
“There must have
been nearly 1500
front and to the sides of
Lawrenc -, Mass., June 26.—Patrol Ma- Spaniards in
honey died this afternoon at his homo on lls»” Baid Lieut.Col.Roosevelt today when
Hampshire street, after a months’ illness discussing the fight.
“They held the
of cancer in the stomach.
He was a ridges with rifle pits and machine guns
native ri Ireland and 53 years old. In and hid a body of men in ambush in the
lhsy he was assistant city marshal and thick jungle at the sides of the road over
in 1S94-95 he was sergeant of the force, which wo were advancing. Our advance
the men in ambush and
lie was a veteran of the Civil war and guard struck
at the
close
was a member

went west and for a time
of the Chicago police force.
A wife, daughter and sister survive him,
Mr. P. Ketcham of Pike City, Cal.,
snys: “During my brother’s late sicks from sciatic
rheumatism, Chamberi
,'s Pain Balm was the only remedy
lhat gave him any relief.”
Many others
have testified to the prompt relief from
For
1 J.u which this liniment affords.
t.-. j by I). W. Heseltine & Co.,
387 ConW.
Edward
!_iess fit.,
Stcveus, No. 107
Portland St., King P. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St, H. P. S.
Goold, Congress
Square Hotel.

drove them out.
“But they lost Capt
Capron, Lieut.
i.hcmas
aud about 15. men killed or
wounded.
The Spanish firing was accurate, so accurate indeed that it surprises!
our men, and
their firing was fearfully

heavy.

‘‘I want to say a word for our men,”
continued Lieut. Col. Roosevelt.
“Lvery
officer and
man did
his duty up to the
handla Not a man flinohed.”
From another officer who took a prominent part
in the fighting more details
were obtained.
When
the>rder for a general charge
was given,” said; ho, “the
men, with a
yell sprang forward. Col. Roosevelt, in
front of
his men, snatched a rifle and
ammunition belt from a wounded soldier

DOUBLE

DKOWNINU ACCIDENT.

Lawrence, Mass., June 26.—A’double
drowning accident occurred today in the
Merrimac river just opposite the pumping

station. Wilfred Lemaire, 13 years
in
bathing when he went out
over his head and
was drowned in the
presence of a dozen companions who
were
unable
to rescue him.
This was
about 11 o’clock.
While the police were
grappling for Lemaire’s body a boat containing three men capsized a short distance away.
The police officers put out
after the men, but Wilfred Bernier, aged
23, of Valley street, was drowned before
help could reaoh him. The other two
men were rescued by a passing boat. The
bodies have not been recovered.

old,

was

ACCIDENT TO A CONDUCTOR.
Conductor Lord, of car 13 of the Cape
Elizabeth electrics,
while
returning
from Cape Cottage yesterday afternoon,
in passing from
one seat to another,
struck the telephono pole near the corner
of Broadway and Sawyer streets. Hejwas
thrown heavily to the ground, striking
his
back.
He remained insensible
for five minutes and was carried to the
power house and Dr. Rogers summoned.
on

THE

MODERN

BEAUTY

thrives on good food and sunshine, with
Her
plenty of exercise in the open air.
form glows with health and her face
blooms with its beauty.
If her system
needs the cleansing action of a laxative
remedy, sbe uses the gentle and pleasant
Syd.ru of Figs, made by the California
Fig Syrup Co. only.

I

baturrtay there were frequent scattering FOR THF SPANISH RENDEZVOUS
shots from the bushwhaokers.and returns
from the hill, but no damage was done accompanied by fifty Cubans under Col.
In
Camp MoCallu, and probably little to La Borda, Company C, under Capt.
the enemy.
The latter fought In true Elliott, and a
company under Captaii
guerilla fashion, covering their bodies
the marine attachment
with palm leaves and gently waving large Spicer, comprised
Th<
leaves over their heads. Thus dieguished Cuptaln Elliott being in command.
But Confidence Manifested
The trail ran
they
crept among the rank ground maroh was a fearful one
growth almost at will, the sharpest being over two hills, and
the
seashore,
along
unable to detect them except when they
in
rooks and barren patches alto mat
fired.
During the day the earthworks sharp
were
strengthened and additional rifle ing with bush bristling with cactus and
pits were dug, and Saturday Dight the thorny shrubs, l'he sun
beating viciouswisdom of the measure was proved. From
down on the little
command was aldark until daylight tho marines lay under ly
most as much to be feared as the Spanish,
Madrid, June 26.—The cabinet held a
an
almost
constant Are. Early In the and
before the battle ground was reached
session-today for the purpose of de
night a little detaobment of five or six 23 men had fallen
long
affected by the heat.
daring Spaniards crept close to the hill- The surgeon in
rising national defense, Senor Sagasta,
was able to get
oharge
top,
them all on their
feet and not a man the premier, endeavoring to persuade hif
missed the finish. The Spanish lay on the
DASHED THROUGH THE LINE
colleagues to defer the consideration ol
side of a ridge, facing, and not more than
of sentries and running straight across a
dcmestio
questions. Changes in th:
mile from the sea.
It was noon when
the
eastward side of the oamp, poured a from the top of the nearest hill Capt. ministry were discussed.
volley among the startled Americans. It Elliott caught sight of the place on the
Already work has been begun in reGEO. L.
ridge below him. The men were qniokly conditioning the coast, forts, eto., and
was tnen that! I Gibbs, the
surgeon, was formed in line of
the Cubans on
Gentlemen’s
battle,
Outfitter. Let him make
killed, with a sergeant and two men. The the left flank, and a stealthy approach augmenting the sub-marine defenses.
and enjoy a perfect fitting
guerrillas were evidently acting under a through the thick underbush began. The The tone of the newspaper press is de- your Shirts,
Americans were within 250 yards of the
Juncskilled chieftain, for
their attacks and
spondent and many journals bemoan shirt. Satisfaction guaranteed.
camp, when a startled
Spanish sentry the faot that the powers have abandoned tion Middle and Federal streets.
changes of position came with bewilder- yelled out a
and
fired
his
rifle
warning,
ing frequency. They tired from the hills disappeared behind a shack.
A moment Spain while she is defending their cause.
back of the Amorioau position, from the later a
NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE'.
burst from behind the huts They say that France, having received
volley
1 jw point towards the sea line, from tho and trees, and
H. I.—Pawtucket,
dropping on their knees, commercial concessions from WashingAt Crescent Park,
direction of the city, and twice even crept the marines
opened fire. As steadily as ton, remains indifferent, while Germany 23; Newport, 10.
Into the bushes on the beaoh between the through at drill
to
they
settled
themselves
At
Fall
tho warships In the bay. their work.
River—Taunton, 7; Fall River,
marines and
and Russia
Their aim was deliberate and keeps in the back ground
They covered their
approaches and re- their firing deadly. The sun came fierce- uses Spain as a oat’s paw in her diplo- 5.
treats with marvellous cunning and older
macy. Spain must in no case, the papers
down upon their heads, caotis
pierced deolare.accept
"i HE ANNEXATIONISTS.
and more experienced men than the ma- ly
the intervention of Europe.
their clothes and pierced their
and
hands,
It would be better to treat directly with
rines
might have been pardoned had Spanish bullets
sang continuously above the
been
But
stampeded.
they
through it them, but not a hand trembled, and not
enemy.
They Will Renew Their Efforts in the
It Is
all the
in official ciroles that the
splendid fellows cooly blazed a man flinched. It was
a
State Legislature.
splendid ex- Spanish hoped
forces
by the rifle flashes of the
will be able to defend
away, guided

Slow the Marines Stood Sie^e at

Anything

Camp MeCalla.
FULL STOItY OF

PRESS DESPONDENT.

Spain.

FIKST

1‘ITCHEI

Fit Best

BATTLE ON CUBAN SOIL.

Look Best

Hundred Tankee Marines Faced
Two

Six

Thousand Spanish
io

Advance

Troops—The

Through

Heat lo Altrck

and

the

Hero

WARREN,

hlisterlnj;

Destroy the Ene

niy’s Position.

(Copyright, 1898,

the Associated

Associated
On board the
Dandy, off Guantanamo,
June 15, via Port Antonio,

Press.)

Press boal

Wednesday
Jam., jUnj

16.—Scoured by a blazing tropical gun
harassed by the persistent lire of
devil Spanish guerillas, and
by lack of training and absolute

dare'

handioappec

ineX'
perience, the GOO marines of Lieut. Hunt
ington’s have within the | week batterer

to what
should bo to then
way
fame. Schooled for the easy lift
of marines aboard ship, and unfitted foi
severe physical exertion by weeks of in
their

lasting

enemy and if there was one faint heart
in the 600, it was not found out.
With dawn Sunday the bushwhackers
retreated into the hills and although
there was soatttring firing, little work
was done, until cbout 4 In the afternoon.

activity on the cramped deoks of th<
troopship Penther, thoy;haveJrushed intc

hibition of cool bravery, and it had its
effect upon the enemy.
From the first the Spanish firing was
high and wild and after twenty minutes
steady exchange they began to break
from cover and retreat.
There was no
panio rush, the retreat being conducted in

Santiago until Gen. Pando’s reinforcements arrive there by forced marches.
The Americans arc advancing in three
columns
iva
and
Alcares, Firmega
Jaragua, flanked by Insurgents in order
to force the Snanish positions at Seville
and Garn Pena.
The arrival of the Spanish fleet at Port
Said causes no surprise here. Admiral
Camara had announced that he was going to the Philippines.
The
threat of the American government to attack the Spanish coast has had
no effect.
A third squadron is preparing
for the defense of the coast.
A member of the cabinet in an interview today said:
“Get them come. Wejwill receive them
as they deserve.”
General Blanco telegraphs
Captain
from
Cuba
that the American troops
in
the
engaged
Santiago combat were
“the 12tb and 7th Infantry, lour mounted
squads of the first cavalry, four squads
of the 12th and eight bodies of regular

meeting

of the Deerlng annexation
hold
Saturday evening at
Woodfords in Lewis hall, with 19 memThe principal business was
bers present.
A

society

was

to obtain the sentiment of the

members
to nominating a candidate to
the legislature on the annexation platform, with the understanding that he is
to work for an act of legislature to secure
relative

the annexation of the two
ing and Portland.

cities,

Deer-

Several were in sympathy of the idea,
but
Hon. Andrew Hawes opposed It on
the ground
that the society was made
up of men of both parties and it would be
difficult to find a candidate that would
be acceptable
to
all concerned.
The
uuiiio ui

jj.

xj.

vjumiviVf

wuuiy

ireas-

urer, was mentioned as a possible representative. A petition will be sent to the
troops.”
legislature asking that the cities be anThn A Tnanlnon
<DInnnrv>«
nexed and to oall a hearing for the same.
had 13 killed, Including a captain. The
The meeting finally adjourned without
aotion on the question of choosing a
Spanish losses are not announced.
El Imparclal in an article whloh has representative. The next meeting will be
created a sensation, urges direct negotia- held subject
to a call of the executive
tions with America for peace, when the committee.
time comes, on the ground that Spain can
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
get better terms from America’s generosity, “as America will only be too delighted
These transfers have been reported:
to dispense with European intervention.”
The artiole reflects the growing resentMary G. Perley of Andover, Mass., for
ment against the powers.
1875 to the Brldgton;& Harrison Electric
In view of the American threat to send company of Bridgton land and In dings
a fleet to the
peninsula, the government in Bridgton, near Bridgton Center village.
Lemuel Dyer of Portland, for $i, ta
deems it advisable to
be prepared
for
eventualities.
Augustus P. Fuller of Portland, land
St The lights at certain ports have been on Emerson, Turner and Morning streets.
Walter B. Hasen of Bridgton, for $1, to
extinguished; torpedoes have been prepared and additional guns have been Beniamin A. Whitney and Susie L. Hilboth of Bridgton, Belle S. Palmer oi
mounted.
The government has
ton,
prohibited the despatch of telegrams from Falmouth, and Carrie P. Lane of DeerCuba announcing the arrival of
vessels ing, land in the Hasen burying ground in
which have “forced the blockade.”
Bridgton.
'.Walter S. Hasen of Bridgton, for $1, to
The Queen Regent has sanctioned the
Aarious measures which were adopted by B. Austin Whitney of Bridgton, land in
the Hasen burying gound at Bridgton.
the Cortes.
_—_

SITE
the

hardships and dangers of
campaign, with the steady

a

anc

patient endurance of veterans ]. of’a dozer
wars.
When the story of the war with
Spain shall have been told there will b(
part of it

more creditable to Amerl
American armies than thai
which shall deal with the events of thi
week since the Panther disembarked hei
Guantanamo harbor.
Om
troops in
American officer and live privates havi
been killed,
but at least 100 Spanisi
deaths settle that score.
The Panther steamed up to the blookad
ing fleet off Santiago at 10 o’clock Fridaj
morning, June 10. and 30 minutes latei
had put about under orders from Admi
ral Sampson to proceed to Guantanamc
and land
the troops.
The harbor lie:
38 miles east of Santiago do Cuba, and h
one of the best on the Southern coast o:
the island. The town and tort frdnr whlcl
the bay takes its name lie about five milei
back from the coast, a winding channe
leading from the main inlet. To the lofi
of
the entrance
Is a strip of lov
while at the right risei
swampy land,
a
range of steep rocky hills extending
from the shore
line
inland for a mill
and then sloping
off into the lowlandi
on which the city stands.
On these bluff!
a half mile from
the sea line the Spaniards
had thrown up earthworks anc
dug rough rifle pits commanding thi
the
entrance, and
day preceding thi
Panther’s arrival
the Marblehead hac
been 6ent to shell this spot.
Capt. Mo
Culla found his task an easy one. Scarce
ly a half dozen Spanish volleys were iirec
at the Marblehead, and two dozen shell!
drove the enemy, officers and men, panio
stricken, to the mountains beyond. Whei
the troopship arrived she found nothin?
to prevent the immediate disembarking
and
before
nightfall the marines hac
taken possession of the bill and were gayly making
camp, delighted to escapi
from the tedium of life aboard the traus

no

cans

and

deliberately

The cowardly retreat of the enemy under the Marblehead’s
guns had led the
American officers to believe that ther<
of
an attack, ant
was a little possibility
but slight
were made t;
preparations
repel one. Just before sunset the troopi
were thrown into line and for
the flisi
American flag was run up £ :
time the
and
the
flag-staff,
Spanish
vanguard o:
the army of invasion saluted the
AND

STRIPES ON
SOIL.

CUBA*

sun-blistered, barren hill top tool
appearance more pleasing to Ame
as
rican
the white walled tenti
eyes
sprang up around the flagstaff and th<
uniforms of the Amerioan soldiers grev
numerous among the
faded vegetatloi
and jutting rocks. On the narrow beaol
at the base of the hill lay a
stragglin;
little village of thatched lishermen’s huts
with a store or two and a brightly paint
ed cable office. The inhabitants had Ue(
the day before and without instruction:
from the fleet, Col. Huntington orderec
the miserable little place burned. A de
lighted marine thrust a brand from
into a thatch of the neares
camp Are
hovel and in a moment the sea breeze hat
swept the flames down the; narrow street
leaving among the timbers which burnet
like
match wood. A cheer burst frou
the men
in the camp above and wai
echoed from the little fleet lyiDg a hal
mile off shore. Through the evening thi
men froliced and sang, but by ten o'olocl
the camp was quiet, save from the tram]
and voices of the sentries.
About midnight the crack of a singli
rifle lrom
the bush to the east of tin
camp gave the first warning of the pres
The quick
ence of tho enemy.
chailengi ;
of a sentry was answered h.v a soatterins ;
volley from the brush, and in a momen ;
the
hill was alive with startled, hal
awake marines, groping
for guns, atn 1
mechanically under the shai]
acting
commands of their officers.
Within tw<
minutes 100 American rifles had sent tliei
direction
the
of
bullets in
the enemy am
a
five minutes later
hail of lead wa
hammoring through tho ohapparal, ever
man of tho 601 at his post. The
guerrilla
scattered iu all directions, but throughou
their bullets whirled over th )
the night
intervals, each vollev dravvinj r
camp
of Huntington's nu n. As th
tho tire
»
on without a
wore
night
determined at
tack the. men began to view the affair a
a
huge joke and much difficulty was ex
perienced by the officers in keeping thei
commands under
sUelter. Throughou 6
The

on

McCAEEA.

as

though

at

target practice.

After an hour and a half the fire from
their field pieces and rifles
dislodged
the enemy,
but with
the interval of
scarcely a half hour the Mauser bullets
began to whistle again over Huntington’s men, this time lrom the North. The
steady work from the hilltop again silenced the Spaniards and another interval
of rest
succeeded.
The next attack was
from the ridge close to the water and to
the seaward from the American position.
The enemy crept right down to the
beaoh,
firing up the hill at the camp, out over
the bay at the fleet, and
along the shore
at the supply
camp, and the Cubans beThe Cubans replied wildly, and
yond.
without regard to the little
detachment
the
guarding
supplies, and the men
caught between the firing lines were

north

STARS

CAMP

At that hour a body
of Spanish skir-1
wishers was discovered a Utlto more than
a mile
to the eastward, and the Panther
and Marblehead let go their guns
apparently with telling effect. The loss of life
the
among
Spanish must have Leen
heavy, although there was no opportunity accurately to determine how many
were killed.
Towards
night Col. La
Lord a of the Cuban army,
arrived with
60 men,
and their camp was pitched
near the
site of the burning village, a
supply camp under the guard of 20 marines,
having also been placed there.
With darkness began the bitterest night
of the week for the Americans.
Exhausted by their unwonted exertions,
without sleep lor
48 hours, and worn
with intense
excitement, they were in
no condition
for
a hard
light. The
Spaniards had evidently determined that
the camp was
to be re-captured that
night.
They began at 8 o’clock with
heavy firing from their favorite position,
on
the ridge to the eastward. For an
hour they
poured their shot from that
vicinity, slightly shifting their position,
under
the heavy fire of the
frequently
marines.
The latter fired as cooly and

guerilla

nerves

OE

an

■

■
■

DRIVEN INTO THE BAY
and compelled to'swim to the boats. That
none was
lost is little short of miraculous. A oompany of marines was
sent
to the
brow of the hill with orders to
drive the enemy from the beach and 30
minutes’ work oleared
the vicinity of
the enemy. Thus
shifting and .'attacking
the Spaniards spent,the
night, tho Arnerioan
camp being almost continuously
under lire.
one of the volleys
During
brave
Sergeant-Major Goode lost his
life. He left the shelter of a rifle
pit to
issue an order and with the word of
com°D 1118
^IS fe*1> shorti through the

hear?

The greater part of the
firing by the
Spaniards was done from the hills east,
and as a result hundreds of bullets fell in

the harbor among the
ships of the fleet,
the Dandy lay a half mile off shore and
the same distance south of the
camp, but
despite the apparent safety of her position
found her anchorage
warm
uncomfortably
much of the night. Several bullets struck
her, three piercing the pilot house, and
scores could bo heard
singing over the
The guns of tho fleet were
upper deck.
used at times, nut wore of little value as
the danger of dropping shells
in the
American camp was very groat
Notwithstanding the bitter work of the night
but two deaths resulted, and only one
man was seriously wounded.
Had thb
Spaniards been as clever with th3ir rifles
as they were in their methods of attack
the American loss would
and retreat,
have been lrightful.
With Monday morning came relief from
active work, very few shots being tired
during the day. But the men wore growing
restless and were Inclined to criticize the
policy which kept them In so warm a
place without what they considered good
reasons.
They did not object to fighting,
but they wanted to sleep. During the day
it was decided to put the Cubans on skirmish duty at night and the little black
warriors soon proved their worth.
So
well did they keep the brush beaten that
not a shot was iired
Monday night, the
Spanards being unable to approach without detection.
The night’s rest which resuited put the men in better spirits and
Tuesday Col. Huntington decided on an
aggressive movement. Fivu miles to the
eastward lay the principal camp of the
guerrillas, a littio village of shacks built
around a large well, tue only
one
left
within a radius of five or six miles and
therefore of the highest importance. Already a well near the [coast had been destroyed by a shell from the Dolphin.
At
eight o'olock iuesday morning two hun-

ured marines started,

true guerrilla fashion. In
groups of three
and four they
jumped from oover and
darted zig-zagging up the hillside towards
a dense thicket whioh
offered
shelter,
through it all the Cubans on the American flank
were
blindly banging away
with their rifles,
howling curses at the
Spaniards and waving their machetes.
Their contempt for Spanish and their absolute fearlessness was amply proved; but
their
marksmanship had little to ooromend it.
When the Spanish were routed
and the marines swept down the hillside
the insurgents went almost mad with
delight. While the Americans stopped to
burn the camp and deau-oy.the well with
rocks and earth, the Cubans rushed
on
into the thicket searching for the fleeing
foe.
Fifteen dead Spaniards were found
about the camp and thioket, and estimates
on the total dead
range from 40 to 75.
Eleven prisoners were token
and
sent
aboard the Marblehead. Two Cabans were
killed and four wounded, but
not
an
American was hurt with the exception of
Private
whose finger was
Walker,

SUICIDE OF AUSTIN N. DURGIN.

LINCOLN CLUB AT THE FRONT.'

[SPECIAL TO THE PRES5.J
Enthusiastic

Portland

Gathering

Cornish, June 25.—The body of Austin
Durgin was found in a pasture yesterday
morning.
Durgin had evidently
been dead since the night previous. He
The Lincoln club held an enthusiastic had taken his life
by strangling himseli
meeting Saturday
evening, the pur- with a piece of small rope. He had tiec
the rope to the limb of a tree and then
the
posejof
meeting being to complete ar- stood on a
nearby stump. Ho may have
rangements for the attendance of the olub intended to have accomplished his
purat the Republican
state coventlon
at pose by stepping from the stump, but
did
not do so, merely bending his knees
The
committees
Augusta,
Tuesday,
so
that his weight came on the jope
reported that all arrangements had been whioh then
slowly strangled him. DurThe olub will turn out a gin was a man of middle age. He has
blistered by a bullet
Two detachments completed.
of marine reinforcements under Captain
his mind having been
very large number on this occasion.
The acted queerly,
Mahoney and Lieut. Magill arrived after following have been Invited as guests of partially deranged for years. The recent
the fighting was over.
death
of
his
wife
caused his Intlrmity to
Capt. Elliott be- the club: Mayor Charles H. Randall.
lieves there were about
increase and
several times he has made
three hundred
ex-Governor
Henry B, Cleaves, ex- preparations to take his life, but his
Spaniards engaged.
Last night and today have been quiet. Governor Frederick
have been in time to prevent him.
Robie, Hon. George friends
A few shots have been exchanged but no P.
A short time ago he bought a razor, but
Weeoott, Hon. Fred E. Richards, Hon. It was taken from
him. When he disapAmericans hurt.
Hon. Charles F. Libby, peared Thursday night search was made,
Estimates as to the total number of Fred N. Dow,
Spaniards about Camp McCalla vary Hon. Seth L. Labrrabee, CoL Thomas P. but be was not found. The body was
wildly, but as nearly as can be learned Shaw, City Solloltor Carroll W. Morrill, discovered by Ellsworth Ordway.
from Cuban scouts about 8000 men have
Hon. Joseph W. Symonds, James Cunbeen engaged in the attacks.
THE WEATHER.
Had they
been in any way equal to the Americans ningham, Esq., Judge Henry C. Peabody,
who opposed them, they would long since Hon. Claronce Hale, Harry A. Virgin,
Col. F. E. Boothby, Senator E.
have recaptured the camp and driven the Esq.,
Americans back to the ships.
The fact C. Reynolds, Senator Joslab H. Drumthat six Americans have been killed, and mond, Jr., Franklin C. Payson, Esq.
The olub will leave the rooms in Monuonly three wounded is a peculiar one, the
usual percentage, of course, being
the ment square at 6.15 a. m., sharp. Memother way. Every one of those killed died bers will be furnished transportation to
almost Instantly after being struok.
The Augusta and return, and tlokets must
three wounded men are out of danger and be obtained from the committee at the
olub room before starting. Badges will
will return to aotlve duty shortly.
also be furnished. Any member inten dinn tft rrr\ ohnnlH
1 aarra nafloa nfAL. .1_L
FLYING CUBAN FLAG.
room before Monday noon, as the list will
Boston, June 26.—Local forecast for
be closed at that time.
Boston and vicinity
Fait
Monday:
West With
Sloop Isabel Arrives at
tloipate in

State

to Par

N.

Convention.

Key

Dispatches lor New York Junta.

BACCALAUREATE AT

COLBY,

a

weather; cooler; westerly

to

northerly

winds.

Washington, Juno 26.—Forecast for
Key West, Fla., June 26.—The sloop President Butler Discusses Indifference
to Christ's Character.
Isabel came into port early this morning
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont:
Fair except showers in northern porflying the Cuban flag. On her were Capt.
Waterville, June 26.—President Na- tions; northerly winds.
Rafale Mora, Lieut. Felix de Les Rios
and four others of the Caban army, carry- thaniel Butler of Colby
delivered
the
Local Weather
ing sealed despatches from the Caban
government to Senor Estrada Palma of
the New York Junta.
The Isabel left Cayo Romano, an Island
oS the north coast of Cuba last Sunday
and had a smooth
passage.
Captain Mora reports that two days before he left Cayo Romano, the
Cubans
sighted the fleet of Araerloan vessels

baccalaureate

sermon before the graduating class of that college today. He took
as his text John 1, 42.
President Butler
said In part:
“The indifference of men

to Jesus Christ is a remarkable and significant fact.
In Jesus Christ, we have
the realization of perfect character and

The nniverse has so judged. No
General Shaffer’s army and the lifo.
On Jane II one dissents.
caused great rejoicing.
Yet men contemplate that
a heavy battle was
fought in the Cama- oharacter with indifference or refuse to
Recois
of
guey, province by General Lope
It Is the supreme
the Cuban army with a force of 1500 men contemplate It at all.
and 5000 Spaniards.
The Spaniards were proof of moral and physical unsoundness,
defeated and retreated. They burled their paralysis.
dead in seventeen graves,
Which the
“Christ was never so grand a figure in
Cubans opened.
Some of the graves con- the world as today; literature, commerce,
tained eleven bodies, others ten, nine, statescraft,
all
military operations,
six, two and so on.
In all the Cubans acknowledge him.
HisJ beneficent work
counted 150 bodies, and their scouts re- goes on before our very eyes.
He needs
ported tnat 107 Spaniards were carried your help believe him, help him, follow
The Cubans had nine him."
away in litters.
men killed and 32 wounded.
General Mario Menocal, with 3000 men,
SUNDAY BAUD GAMES.
armed with rifles landed by the Florida
Chicago, June 26.—Both teams batted
expedition at Fort Banes, is on his way
from Santiago province to reinforce Gen. hard today, the Orphans winning because
Gomez near San Esperltu.
Last Sunday half their hits were doubles and
triples.
General
Menocal was in Camaguay
Attendance 8000. The soore:
He had two field pieoes, one
province.
40225000 s—18
throwing dynamite and expeotod to cross Chicago,
the Moron trooha without trouble.
40000600 1—10
Brooklyn,
A seo nd army of 8000 men Is marching
Baso hits—Chicago, 15; Brooklyn, 14.
east nre to join General Gomez.
Errors—Chloago, 8; Brooklyn, 2. Batteries— Kilroy and Donahue; Miller and

carrying
news

KATAHDIN STEAMS AWAY.

Provincetown,

Ammen

Mass.,

June 36.—The

anchot
and steamed around

Katahdln, weighed

ram
at 4.15 a.
ni., today
cne capo,
bound for
was followed

Hampton Roads. She

at 7 o'clock
by the steam
collier bound for
At 8 p. m.
Key West.
the cruiser
Sau Francisco weighed anohoi
and started at
once for Key West.

Energy

all gone ?
Headache ? Stomout of order ?
Simply a case of torliver.
pid
Burdock Blood Bitters will
make a uew man or woman of

acn

you.

Report.

June 26.—The local weather
bureau office reoords as to the weathei
are as follows:
8 a. m.-—Barometer, 29.446; thermome-

Portland,

ter, 78.0; dew point, 68; humidity, 69;
wind, SSW; velocity, 10; weather,
partly
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.670, thermomedew point, 66; humidity, 48;
ter, 76.6;
wind, SW; volooity 10; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 78; maximum,
thermometer, g8; minimum thermometer,
69; maximum velocity of wind, 18 W;
total

precipitation,

0.

Weather Observation.

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, June 26, taken at
8 p.
m., meridian time, the observation for each section being given In this
order: Temperature,
state of weather:

direction

of

wind

Boston, 80, W, clear;
New York, 82,
SW,clear; Philadelphia,84, SW, p oloudy;
Washington, 86, N, cloudy; Albany, 76,
W, clear; Buffalo,
68,
W, cloudy;
Detroit, 78, N, oloudy; Chicago, 7o, N,
St
cloudy;
Paul,70,SW, oloudy; St. Vincent, missing; Huron, Dak, 63,
SW
partly oloudy; Bismarck, 66, XW, clear
Jacksonville, 8,0 S, partly cloudy.

There Is more Catarrh In this section ot the
country than all other diseases put together
and until the last tew years was supposed to ha
Kyan.
incurable. For a great many years dootors nro
nounced It a local disease, and prescribed local
Cincinnati, Jane 26.—Breitenstein’s remedies, and by constantly
tailing to cure with
allowed
the
Senators looal treatment, pronounced It Incurable
miserable pitching
Sri
ence has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional
to win today’s game. McBride’s fielding
disease, and, therefore, requires eonstltntZo
was the only feature.
Attendance 5684. treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J, Cheney & Co., Toleuo, Ohio, is the
The score:
constitutional cure on the market.
It u
Internally In doses from in drops to a teasnom
Washington, 10040023 3—18 ful.
It
acts directly on the blood and
Cincinnati, 00000040 0— 4 surfaces of the system. They offer
“
one hmS
Base hits—Washington, 18; Cincinnati, dollars for any case it falls to tm
s
”en * tor
10. Errors—Washington. 5; Cincinnati, circulars and testimonials. Address
2.
Batteries—Weyhlng and Farrell;
io!edo>
Hall’s Family Pills are'the best
Bieltenstein and Peitz,
bold by Druggists, 750.

tabJj

OFF FOR CBNIAKAUfiA.
Gen. Mattoeks’s Old Regiment Give
Dim a Sword.

PORTLAND

CITIZENS

PRESENT

HIM AVITH A HORSE.

a Word—Who Were
Mayor Bandall Has
Present—Great Occasion at Bosnorth

Post Hall

Saturday livening—Speeches

By Prominent Men.
Gen. Charles P. Mattocks, a distinguished son of Portland, whose recont
appointment to a brigadier generalship
in the volunteer service of the United
States was in recognition of his valiant
services as colonel of the old 17th Maine
regiment, in the civil war, has received
orders to proceed at once to his command
at Chickamauga. He left on the noon
train yesterday.
For several days some of his Portland
friends
had been busy
and comrades
preparing to give him a flttiDg send off.
On Saturday evening he was invited to
soolal gathering in Bosworth post hall,
where were assembled about 50 of Portland’s best known oitizens.
The occasion was ostensibly termed a

a

farewell reception,
but the chief object
in holding it was to afford an opportunity to present Gen. Mattocks with tokens
of Portland's esteem for him. His comrades of the 17th Maine had purchased an
elegant sword, belt and sash, while the
other citizens had
fund subscribed by
been devoted to the purchase of a horse
and equipments.
The
former gift was brought;in and
displayed on the officer’s table just before
XL

—:

1

..

n.I.nni-

TV,

“None of ns

led down from the stable at
an
opportune time and was hitched outside of the post hall, awaiting the word
from his owner, when the speechmaking
was

and the hand-shaking were over.
The presentation
exercises began immediately after Gen. Mattocks arrived.
He
had hardly been seated when he was
greeted by Major Win. H. Green of
and rising,to his feet,
Bosworth post,
was thus addressed:
“Comrade: The country, after an uninterrupted peace of 33 years, finds itself
again at war—not at home, but with a
foreign power, thus calling for a large
increase in the regular army and navy,
and the calling of 125,000 men from the
national guard, and 75,000 volunteers. At
such a time it is very gratifying and encouraging to know that tne President
looks to such veteran officers as served
in the war from 18B1 to 3365, men of experience and well-known ability, who are
physically able to All high commands;
and among
those appointments made
none has given more satisfaction
and
than tre appointment of
enthusiasm
Comrade Charles P. Mattocks, to be full

brigadier.

“Your old comrades of the regiment are

delignted, the G. A. B. comrades pleased,
citizens and the public
and prominent
generally are unanimous in praise of this

shared the common

ered it a hardship.
I have always considered it a good fortune that we survivors
who came out of the war comparatively
uninjured, were
privileged to witness
such stirring
Ecenes as we saw from ’61
to

'65.

W. L. II.
Celebrate Their Field Day at Cape
Casino.

‘‘I earsonly say,in
accepting'this sword,
that I shall endeavor to
aoquit myself in
a manner
to merit the approval of my
friends in the state of Maine and the city
of Portland, and my comrades of the 17th
Maine, in which I took my first lessons.
“I am one of the few remaining members who helped organizo this post. It SUMMER WEATHER PROVIDED FOR
seems to me as if I was taking a new
lease of life, and I cannot admit that I
THE EVENT.
feel one whit older than I did 33 years
Those 4003 soldiers whom I am
ago.
called
to command may look on me as
deserving the title “old man,” but if they
will show an inclination to work as hard President WauoUard’s Greeting—A Deas
that same “old man” I will have no
l>y
licious Dinner Served—Remarks
fault to find.
Members—A
Delightful
Prominent
were
Gen. llattooks’s remarks
heartily
As soon as quiet was again
applauded.
Day.
restored Mayor Kandall stepped forward
and in
a
graceful manner, voiced the
Monument Square was quite gay Satursentiment of the citizens who had conmorning, with ladies In their sumtributed the horse. Gen. Mattocks feel- day
mer costumes, en route for the Casiuo, at
ingly responded.
Then the
company adjourned to the Cape Elizabeth, where was to be celesidewalk to
inspect the noble animal brated the annual Held day of the
which awaited
the
brigadier general
Union.
Four “charthere.
The
horse is a handsome bay, Woman’s Literary
Kentucky bred and weighs about 1100 tered oars” were In waiting for the ladies
He was purchased of Mr. Wal- at Elm street, and very soon after the appounds.
ter
Davis.
The trappings were richly
pointed hour of ten, the procession
mounted.
Two belts and two soabbards, one set started.
for dress parade and|tlie5other for service,
The ride out was greatly enjoyed, for
The dress belt
accompanied the sword.
the courtesy of Mr. Macready,
through
was of the finest Russia leather,
striped the assistant
superintendent of the road,
hand
On
embroidered.
with gold lace,
the blade of the sword was engraved the the party was carried out in thirty-five
name of its owner, and an engraving on minutes, and the
refreshing breezes rethe scabbard tells whence It came.
vived the drooping spirits of some of the
Gen. Mattocks was handed a list of the
donors of each gift.
The 17th Maine women who thought It was
going to be
comrades who contributed toward the hot. On reaching the Casino, everything
purchase of the sword were: Edward was in readiness, and the ladies betook
Moore, Win. H. Green, Charles W. Robthe
erts, George W. West, George W. Verrill, themselves to the oool corners of
John C. Perry, James M. Safford, Georgs piazzas, to await the reoeption hour. The
A. Parker, Sumner S. Richards, Newton committee of
Mrs.
arrangements were:
Whitten, Danville B. Stevens,, Charles Charles
Dyer, Mrs. Fred Kimball, Mrs.
A. Morrill, John H. Kimball, Edwin A.
Duncan, G. F. Sparrow, George P. Wes- George L. Swett, Miss Moses, Mrs. J. O.
cott, George F. Small, Charles G. Hol- Rice, Mrs. T. J. Brown. The oommittee
yoke, Cyrus T. Wardwell, C. H. Greely, wore blue badges.
Isaac S. Faunce, John O. Rice, Hollis
The committee on decorations (were:
True, Geo. A. Whidden, C. W. Richardson, Geo. O. D. Soule, Alpheus E. Grov- Mrs. A. A. Kendall, Mrs. C. A. Plumer, Mark H. Sawyer, Edwin G. Thorne, mer, Mrs. William Nelson, Mrs. G. R.
TJ
£
Twlnkaw
XT
O_
A
Mrs. E. C.
A. Noyes, Samuel H. Gammon, D. D. Shaw, Mrs. George Johnson,
Hanuegan, John Doughty, Charles H. Jones, Mrs. G. W. Smardon, Mrs. G. W.
Fabyan. Mark Waddell, S. R. Bishop, Sylvester, Mrs. G. E. Smith, Miss Crie,
S. B. Day, George L. Norton, Jabez Mar- uud Mica Tloaf
Tlwiw
tcnj'fl
lblHfTPC
riner, Hiram B. Skillin,|L. W. Lombard,
executive
board
of
the
the
members
while
Noah B.
Knight, Tobias Pillsbury,
in order to complete the
wore white,
George S. Jordan, Joseph S. Hobbs.
Those who contributed toward the purpatriotic trioolors.
chase of the horse and equipments were:
All these commitees did efficient work
Henry B. Cleaves, Frederick
Roble, and
James P. Baxter, Charles H. Randall,
everything was capitally arranged.
Augustus F. Moulton, Joseph F. Ricker, All the members of the executive board
Payson Tucker, Fred
Richards, George were present: Miss Blanchard, president;
P. Wescott.
Francis Fessenden, Weston
Mrs. Osoar R.
Mrs. F. K. Moore and
F.
John
Marshall
Milliken,
Brown,
Thomas P. Shaw, George Burnham, Jr., Wish, first and second vice presidents;
Clarence Hale, wm. H. Moulton, Henry Mrs. Charles F. Roberts, recording secre
Deering, Win. G. Davis, Elias Thomas,
Mrs. Frederick Jones, correspondEdward Woodman, Walter Davis, Benj. tary;
Thompson, Woodbury & Moulton, Sy- ing secretary; Mrs. H. W. Bryant, treasnaonds, Snow & Cook, Edward B. Wins- urer; and Mrs. John H. Fogg, auditor.
low, Charles F. Libby, William Henry These ladies, with the two guests of
honor,
Clifford, John W. Deering, Geo. L. Swett, Miss
Sawtelle, dean of the Wonsan’s ColLuelen Snow,
Alfred H. Berry, Henry
W. Swasey, Thomas S. Laughlin, Lewis lege, Waterville; and Mrs. Hamilton of
A, Goudy, Frank W. Stockman, Randall Saco, reoeived
the guests in the hall of
& MoAUlster,
Cook, Everett & Pennell, the Casino, prior to the call for dinner.
Dow 6c Plnkham,
John F. A. Merrill,
Soon after twelve, one hnndred and
Charles
McCartny, Jr., Henry S. OsThomas K. Caitland, C. W.
T. sixty women took their places in the
good,
Godlug, Holman S. Melcher, Edwin L. commodious, oool and charming cafe of
Nathan Webb, A. R. Wright &
Dyer,
Co., Arthur K. Hunt, John D. Williams, the Casino, and all were enthusiastic over
James Cunningham, S. D. Plummer, the
attractiveness of the
decorations.
John J. Lynch, Robert F. Somers, J. Daisies and ferns were
very naturally the
Sullivan, George W. Sylvester, Edgar E. choice of the ladies in
charge, and there
Rounds, Herbert F. Libby.
were festoons of them on the mantles,
with a small bouquet at each plaoe, acA BABY SEAL.
onnr

horse

who

privation in that great struggle consid-

haired women today who are tiying tc
march abreast with their daughters and
keep step with the sturdy tramp at a
younger generation. One lady tola IIK
was
married at
“I
not long since:
eighteen, when I ought to have been in
I aiu trytoday
school, and consequently
ing my best to make up for early denoieucies.
The result is that the members oi
her family never allow anything to Interfere with mother's club afternoon; if the
weather is dull, the 6ons provide a carriage for her, and when she is asked tc
serve at some function the daughters take
such pride in her appearance that she far
outshines the younger members of this

fraternity.

Skill comes with practice and the ease
with which a club was formed a few days
ago, “The Volunteer Aid association,' tc
work for our gallant soldiers and sailors
prove that twenty-five years of graining
have not been in vain.
In closing. I give
you as the sentiment of the
ua> “Oui
Country” with the quotation “Countries
are
well cultivated,
not as
they are
fertile, but as they are free,” so says the
Frenchman Montesquieu; but listen tc
our Rufus Choate:
“We join ourselves tc
no party that does not carry the Hag ana
march to the music of the Union.”
The Cecilian quartette then gave a jolly
plantation melody which was much
enjoyed and among the selections which
the ladles sang so delightfully, special
mention should be made of the chanting
b.fore the
of tho Lord’s prayer, just
places were taken at dinner.
Miss Blanchard announced that she
had received a telegram the day before
from Denver from Mrs. Frank B. Clarke,
with greetings for the Union at field
day, and the Mizpah text. Genesis Slst,
49. It was promptly voted to return the
cordial greetings from the members of the
Union to both Mrs. Clarke and Mrs. Etta
H. Osgood, who are so ably representing
the Portland contingent at the Denver
Federation convention.
The president
then most cordially introduced as toastmaster, her “adopted sister,” Mrs. Alice
Fairfield Moody.
MRS. MOODY’S REMARKS.
A

bright Wisconsin

woman In a recent
periodical rehearses her experiences in the
line of after-dinner speechmaking.
In
strong language she paints the anguish of
mind whioh caused her to loathe all the

tempting courses of that elaborate menu,
and in view of what
she has endured
under the shadow of the awful task Imposed upon her, she asserts her solemn
conviction that Chauncey
has
Depew

doors m cordial welcome to some,
whom we are not wont to meet
in the
To these
ordinary routine of oiub life.
we always look—and not in vain—for
some fresh stimulus, some new thought,
for the lsesons which we learn from each
other are the most valuable lessons which
the club has to teach.
Our bill of company today is enriohed
by the presenoe of ono who has snatched
a few hours from the busiest week of
the
It
college year to be present with us.
me
gives
great pleasure, in proposing our
first toast “Our Guests,” to call for a response from Miss Mary Ann Sawtelle,
dean of the Woman’s college at Colby
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WAR EXTRA, but a Clothing Extra, full of
Extra Good NEWS for the People.

not a

OUR ARMY AND NAVY ARE THROWING

SHOT AND SHELL INTO SPANISH

FORTS ANO GUNBOATS AND

IRA F. CLARK &
Busy Throwing Out Bargains

Arc

to the

CO.,

People.

GREAT MARK-DOWN SALE ALL OVER OUR STORE.
Men’s blue Serge Cheviot Suits

at

$5.98, worth

$3.00.
Brown Mixed Cheviot and Cagaimere
Suits that are worth $8.00 and 10.00, our
price $5.98.
Black Clav Serge Worsted Suits that
sold for $10.60, now $7.08.
Blue Serge and Cheviots, $10.00 quality, made in good styles and neatly trim-

med,

our

price $7.98.

Brown and grey miyed and

good values, only $7.98.

plaid,

Bicycle Suits, all good nobby patterns
Brown and mixed grey Cassimere
from 4.00 to 7.00.
Suits for 8.00.
Crash Suits we have in great variety
Boys’ 3-piece short pant Suits, ages 10
for the warm weather from 3.00 to to 17, from 3.30 to 8.00.
6.00.
Boys’ short pant Suits, a few left, at
1.98.
Bicycle Pants in Crash and Cassimeres
Better grades at 2.50, 3.00 and
from 98c to 4.00.
White Duck Pants, 98c.
Men’s Pants for business
1.25 and 1.50.

wear

at

98c,

Men’s Pants for dress wear, worsted
and cassimeres, at 2.50, 3.00, 3.50
and 4.00.
One line of Pantaloons at
This pant is a worsted and is
any $3.00 pant in the market.

$1.98.
equal to

Spring Overcoats marked at cost. Now
is the time to buy one.
Boys’ long pant blue Cheviot Suits,
warranted fast color, $8.00 quality, our
price, 5,98.
Boys’ long pant blue Serge Suits, fast
color, $10 quality, only 6.48,

In our Children’s

Department we

art!

giving away a handsome Picture Boofi
with every $3.00 purchase.
Men’s Outing Shirts with laundered
collar and caffs attached. Thesd
shirts are made of good quality, ouj)
large, and in handsome patterns.’ Beg*
ular prices 50 and 75c, our price 39c.
Men’s Outing Shirts, all colored, with
years, cuffs.
Also white with fancy bosom,

4.00.
Boys’ Top Coats, size 8 to 16
$6.00 quality, now 3.50.
Boys’ long Pants, from 87c to 4.00.
Boys’ short Pants, from 23c to 75c.
Boys’ short Pants, wool jean, 42c.
Boys' Underwear, 21c each.
Boys’ Sweaters, 39c each.
Boys’ Waists, 19ceach.
Boys’ Waists, Star, 98c quality, 75c

39c.

ply Linen Collars at lOc each.
4-ply Linen Cuffs at 19c a pair, mark*
4

ed down from 25o.
BalbTlggan Underwear at 2Ic,each.
Jersey ribbed Underwear, at 250
each.
Blue at)d Hght Jersey Underwear a*
37 l*2eeach.
\
each.
Balbriggan Underwear, fine quality, a$.
Boys’ Straw Hats, from 15c to 45c. 45c each.
Natural wool Underwear, 45c eaoh.
Boys’ Wash Suits, fast colors, 45c.
Half Hose, black and browD, 10c peS
Boys’ duck and orash short Pants for
pair, 3 pair for 25c.
25c and 45c.
Mixed grey at 10c per pair, 3 palT tat'
Boys’ Brownie Overalls at 19c, 23c 25c.
and 35c,
Suspenders for Sc per pair.

STRAW AND CRASH HATS IN GREAT VARIETY AND LOWEST PRICES.
We

university.

OPEN LETTERS EROM

i
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Our $10.00 grade of Suits consists of
honestly earned every railroad that he grey, olays, good weight, and brown
ever owned.
I am confident that I am mixed cassimeres, all fast colors.
not alone in my sympathy with he* on
Our $12.00 and 15.00 quality comprise
this occasion and that those upon whom
all the latest novelties in the market and
I shall call to reply to our modest toasts
for
quality unsurpassed. An early call
are like myself at this moment exceedingwill convince you of the same.
lv hnmncfnlr
But we have now reached the point in
Our blaok clay Suits for graduation
our programme where “Discourse, the
purposes range in prices at
$8.98,
sweeter banquet of the mind,” is to have 13.00 and 15.00.
its part, and we say with Dean Swift,
Special mention is made as to our
“A ilg for your bill of fare.
Show me
Suits, trimmed with good
One of the mqst $8.98
your bill or oomnany.
pleasant features of our annual Held day material Washington mills quality and
is the time-honoied custom of opening well worth $12,00.

MISS SAWTELLE’S SPEECH.
action of
President McKinley and the
Miss Sawtelle said:
administration.
“I was never so proud in my life as I
“It has been deemed proper at this time,
am today to belong to
a
woman’s club,
by your associates of the 17th Maine, to
and if I didn’t now, I should go home
present you with some token of their
a
small
Of
and
oourse
start
one.”
flag.
A baby seal, about a week old, at- companied by
affection and
esteem, and to remind
Miss Sawtelle has a gracious easy manfar away in the service of tracted much attention in the window of special care was given to the table where
you, when
ner of
have
left
behind
that
speaking, and the key note to her
your country,
you
the Congress Square fish market Saturday sat members of the executive board and few
pertinent words was “courtesy,” the
in the good old state of Maine comrades,
honored
the
That
was
trimmed
guests.
The
little
fellow
was captured by
“graeious word courtesy.” As MIbs Sawcompanions and friends who are watch- night.
ful and anxious for your snfety and suc- Joseph Foster Friday aiternoon In a basin with a garland of daisies and beautiful toile said, it takes time to be eoarteous,
cess.
while overhead were sus- as it does to do any good thing, but there
in the rocks near Portland head, probably rock ferns,
must always be time for it
As a country
“In behalf of the 17th Maine,! have the
two bells and a huge ball of we have
pended
left
there
the
tide.
being
by
The
always bean courteous to our
outgoing
distinguished honor, and the great pleaswith
tied
white
and
and
blue
red,
daisies,
seemed
to
this
sword
and
seal
like
his
foreign
guests,
belt.
although some of
ure
to present you
captivity and was
we take it in good
On
the
table
was a big them criticise us,
As
readily see, it is one tor quite at home in the large tank in the ribbons.
you will
part, and enjoy it, when a man like Dr.
service, and not for ornament. We know window and it was
laughable to seo him bowl, and two baskets filled with the Watson says, “That a cultivated Amerithat it will be used ou all proper occa- drink milk out of a
bottle and then roll same flowers. The dinner furnished by can is the most courteous
of
defence
the
in
and
the
gentleman he
sions
country
over on his side and go to sleep.
He was Mr. Robinson was delicious, and it was ever met!” Miss Sawtelle made a very
Aag—as effectually as you used a similar
tamo
a
nd
liked
to
be
potted.
little hit by saying, that if like
upon the Acids of Fredericks- very
weapon
quiokly and deftly served. The menu pleasant
the Wisconsin woman she felt “homebury, Cedar’s, Chancellorsville, Gettysconsisted of
MECHANIC FALLS.
sick”
beforehand
she could
truly say
burg, Wapping Heights, Keliey’s lord,
now, that she never felt more at home in
Locust Grove, Mine Bun, the opening
Bouillon and Clam Chowder.
Mechanic Falls, June 24.—The graduher life than here In Portland.
Her reGreen
scenes ln'the Wilderness and tha closing
and
Peas
and
Salmon
Mashed
ating exercises of the class of '89, Memarks were greeted wiith great applause
scenes at Petersburg, Bailors’ Creek and
Potatoes.
chanic Falls High school, took place this
after which
the quartette
the
imattox.
gave
Chicken—Asparagus.
“Alabama Coon,” followed by an execeive it and with it tha best wishes afternoon in the Universalist
Rice Croquettes and Jelly.
church.
cellent reoitation of a scene from Miss
of your friends for your safe return to The church was
Ice Cream and Cakes.
very prettily
decorated
Blanche Howard’s “Grenn,”
by " Miss
family and tho good and loyal city of with
Strawberry Short Cake.
red, white and blue bunting, the
Edwina M. Richardson.
Portland.”
C offee.
With an earnestness and tenderness of class colors,
flags, etc., while up the
OUR NEIGHBORS.
Cucumbers, tomatoes and olives garHV1U IJUUUtUlCC
speech that indicated a sentiment right
uliU
pUlUS
nished the table and were relished as side
Mrs. Sarah Fairfield
from the heart, Gen. Mattocks replied:
;in
introducing
An
arch
overheard bore
beautify flowers.
<JUUitUUUO
11U.UUC.
icoi tuuu U.1(J
dishes. Tbe programme was quite an Hamilton of Saoo, Mrs. Moody [said:
me to speak has passed.
time for
I am the class motto, “Omnia Tempus ReveGood club work both; develops and
elaborate affair, and of course was deconot insensible to the gratitude which I lat,” also in the national colors.
The exWe have much to
rated with Old Glory, and all the words enriches character.
feel toward the comrades of the 17th. If ercises
were a credit to the class and
give each other for no two have the same
nf Wfjir Snamrled Banner.
tbis presentation
is on account cf any
in
In
teachers
an
life.jj
experiences
alike, showing
many respects we
efliciency in
I may have rendered as
feeble services
Miss Blanchard, the new president, was feel that we can learn more from those
training seldom seen in
commanding officer of that organiza- knowledge and
who are under the side state laws and
in
her
which
“Greeting,”
very
happy
this size.
The church was
tion, I may say that whatever success I towns of
it was given with a good
may have achieved in those days was due, crowded to
the very doors and notwith- follows—and
not to myself, but to the men who comdeal of earnest feeling:
the
heat
the
closest attention
standing
prised that regiment.
I THE GREETING.
The music by the Bates
“I believe no man has ever been in com- was observed.
mand
of a bett .r set of men than were college orchestra
was
Ladies ot the Woman’s Literary Union, Jennie E. Green and Mra. Harry
very flue. This
the soldiers of the old 17th. I see before
the class have a reception In Per- Guests and Friends of Members:—Our
Hardy.
me tonight men
whose gratitude I shall evening
held days have become for me, milenever
be
abla to repay. I never knew kins hall. The programme was as follows: stones.
of
have
other
of
you
Many
ways
them
when hey were not ready to go as Saiuiatory, Tompus Omnia
Jennie E. Green, Denmark, Iowa,
Revelat,
your marriage, your
counting events,
far into the face of the enemy as I.
The
Geneva Claire Hutchins children’s birthdays, but your president, writes to Mrs. Pinltham:
only dillieulty I had was in keeping them Frances Willard,
Alice May True belonging to Napoleon’s order of “super“I had been sick at
fat enough in the rear that I might, have
my monthly
Henrietta M. Rowe fluous women” is obliged to take such
Stops to Success,
some
share of the glory of their achieve- Cornet Solo—Selected,
Mr. F. H. Miller gatherings as these to mark the divisions periods for seven years, and tried
ment.
almost everything I ever heard of, but
Class History,
Arthur Merrill in the pleasant path she travels.
SS “I <*e before me Kergt. Bishop, one of What Does the Eye See?
Nine years ago occurred our first outing without any benefit. Was troubled
the two surviving
color bearers of the
Mabel Josephine Holmes of this character in the Republican club
with backache, headache,
regiment who took part in our last bat- A Geological Sketch,
pains in the
Mrs.
house on Great Diamond island.
tle. The only time I ever had
occasion
George Lynwood Sawyer Bragdon took us as raw material and shoulders and dizziness. Through my
to admoDiah him was when he refused Violin Solo—Selected.
showed ns how wo should conduct cur- mother I was induced to try Lydia E.
to let me take the colors, but
Mr. A. W. Pettingill selves. I think she would be gratified to Pinkham’s
replied
Vegetable Compound, and
that he would take the colors along as Class
Prophecy,Marilla Margaret MoCann see in how many ways we have improved. it has done me so
lar as I
cared to go. It is needless to Trades Unions,
much good.
I am
Elijah Day Cole Our “afternoons” are shorter, our reports
add that ho did take them fully as far Presentation of
now sound and well.”
our extemporaneous
Key of Knowledge,
in fewer
words,
as I cared to go.
Blanche Leona Gould
speaking more to the point and our ideas
“In that final engagement in which we
Mrs. Harry Hardy, Riverside, Iowa,
Valedictory—Flowers,
marshalled in order and clothed in proper
captured more prisoners than we had men
Louis
Mary
Bucknam garo. A fair degree of confidence is ours, writes to Mrs. Pinkham the story of
in the command, with two stands of colso
not
of
afraid
Conferring of Diplomas
are
the
sound
by
that
we
Superinis,
her struggle with serious ovarian trouors, a field piece and 13 oilicers' swords tendent.
of our own voices, and we are beginning
at our feet, the conduct of our regiment
ble, and the benefit she received from
to remember that our listeners are our
I believe that
was a most brilliant one.
A COMPANY REUNION.
not wolves in disguise waiting to the use of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegefriends,
when history is written it will be found
A reunion of the veterans of Company devour us with critioism and unpleasant table Compound.
This is her letter:
Maine did as much as, if
that the 17th
comment.
How thankful I am that I took
not
more, than any other regiment in E, 19th
Maine regiment, was held in
Tfte coolness with whioh we settle the
the service from this state.
Thatcher post hall, Saturday afternoon. affairs of church and state, of peace and
I was troubled for
your medicine.
“If the present policyjof the administra- After
dinner speeches were made by Rev, war. the way in which we sandwioh two years with inflammation of the
the
to
recruited
keep
tion,
regiments
up
parliamentary law and current events
to their full war strength, is continued, Lewis Malvern, Capt. Verrill,
Adjutant with our art and literature, our scienco womb and ovaries, womb was also very
I do not see why the Maine troops should Roberts and Major Green.
There are 45 and economics, our education and history, low.
I was in constant misery. I had
not make as good a showing as did the
members of the company. One all comes from the petty details of our heart trouble, was short of breath and
living
the
last
war.
Maine regiments during
death occurred during the last year. It daily ilvos—ae Sarell says in Mrs. Whit- could not walk five blocks to save my
ney’s “Odd or Even,” “a woman, round
was voted to
hold the next reunion at the
Suffered very much with my
house, with forty things running life.
Yarmouth, and Frank Seabury, James one over the other’s heels, she’s got to back, had headache all the time, was
Doughty and Andrew Leighton were be 6marb; but a man, with only one, reg- nervous, menstruations were irregular
ular thing’t a time, e’n take it mod’nt.”
and painful, had a bad discharge and
DIARRHOEA is ca- appointed; a committee of arrangements.
Today in far away Denver, there are
These officers were elected:
tarrh of the bowels.
troubled with bloating. I was a
the
of
General
Federation
meetings
of was
Had doctored and
Pe-ru-na because it alPresident—Herbert Soule, Yarmouth. Women’s clubs. Two of our members Mrs. perfect wreck.
ways cures catarrh is a
Vice-President—Georgo P. Small, South Glark and Mrs. Osgood, will represent us taken local treatments, but still was no
What
makes
time.
at this
500,000 women better. I was advised
wonderful remedy for Portland.
by one of my
Secretary—George O. D. Soule, Port- band themselves into this work throughthis trouble.
to write to you. I have now
what makes the 3500
neighbors
land.
our country,
out
Mrs. George IV. Tayof our state, the 600 of our city
finished the second bottle of Mrs. PinkTreasurer—Frank Seabury, Yarmouth.
array
lor, of Eaton, Tenn.,
themselves in marching order in this ham’s Vegetable Compound, and am
Necrologist—Andrew
YarLeighton,
writes: “I had chronic
wonderful movement? The answer seems
mouth.
better in every way. I am able to do
diarrhoea for six years.
to be a dosire to fill out a lack of educaall my own work and can walk nearly
Tried everything and several physicians,
Hundreds of lives saved every year by tion somewhere, a want that must be satisfied by definite effort.
a mile without fatigue; something I
without avail. My husband bought me having Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
A clergyman’s
in the wife over yonder
a bottle of Pe-ru-na.
says“Portland is clubbed had not been able to do for over two
I began to imhouse just wlieu it is needed.
Cures
death,’’and with that saying condemns
Your medicine has done me
prove at once. I am now entirely well. croup, heals burns, cuts, wounds of to
years.
to her audience all such bodies;butamoug
Pe-ru-na is sold by all druggists.
more good than all the doctors.”
every sort.
tno listeners of this clergyman are white

Pe-ru-na Cures Diarrka,

j
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Coupons on that date.
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conditions, and we watch with interest way last Tuesday at the age of 192 years
the course pursued by this ‘busy, energetic and 21
days. Although her advanced
band of women distant from us scarce
thirty minutes by rail. So let me call years rendered it impossible for her to
upon Mrs. Sarah Fairfield Hamilton of ever meet with the Portland ohapter, yet
tho Woman's Industrial and Kduoatonal all felt
very proud to count her among
Union of Saco to reply to the toast “Our
the members.
A

Neighbors."

MRS. HAMILTON’S RESPONSE.
Most of the ladles present were familiar
with Mrs. Hamilton and gave her a
Mrs. Hamil
hearty round of applause.
ton said she wondered why she was asked
to come to talk to the ladies, as she was
too busy to be literary, and too practical
to be sentimental, but perhaps it was for

WESTBROOK.
The Prohibitionists of this
city hold
in Ward room
caucus
1, this
evening at 7.30 to elect delegates to the
their

which she could best illustrate
by a story. This story was of a man who state, district and county convention.
and
Who, after being very angry
Iona ch apter, O. E. S., of Portland,
lisped
with a lady because she had three times and
Mlzpah and Beulah chapter of We stasked him at what time a train
went,
when he had repeatedly answered “Thlx brook, will unite in a day’s outing at the
minutes past thix.” When she came the oloister, Loveitt's hall, on Wednesday,
fourth time and asked the same question June 29. A shore dinner
.is to be served
he said the train has gone, and she anat noon.
swered, “Oh, I didn’t want to take it,
One of the events of interest
my little girl wanted to see you wiggle
durtng the
your jaw." So, said Mrs. Bamilton, that past week to Westbrook oitizens was the
She conis perhaps why you want me.
manual training school exhibition at
tinued very humorously, as to who “Our
Neighbors” wore, and so on, but came the Warren school building. Principal
down to a sober word as to our duty to Ecklof very courteously explained to the
.1
1
V,
_U L
visitors tho
several models whioh were
another capital story. The quartette then
two
displayed on
lone
tables.
Th„
more charming selections:
two
gave
are to be shipped at an
Rees models
a.
Neapolitan Air,
early
b. Bobolink,
Emery date to Washington, where they will be
shown at a meeting of the National Ed“OURSELVES.”
ucation association, to be held in
July.
Mrs. Hiram L. Jones responded in her
At the regular meeting of S.D. Warren
own sweet and womanly fashion with a
council, No. 4, O. U. A. M., held Friday
few hopeful words to the toast “Ourevening, the
following officers were
“Our
ideals
are
our
better
selves.”
elected for the ensuing term: Counoilor
selves,” she said, “and sometimes we
Leroy H. Hand; vice-counoilor, Horace
bring them about in most unexpected C. Stevens;
recording secretary, J. Alvah
fashion." She closed her remarks by
assistant secretary,
Tuttle;
Joseph B,
“The
little
Van
poem,
Boy
reading a
Eaton; financial
secretary, Henry E.
u
Dyok,” as an example in point.
Hodgkins; treasurer, Weld N. Woodside;
Mrs. Frederick Moore then gave the
Inductor, Elliott F. Black;
examiner,
customary voto of thankB to the commitChester E.
Inside
Davies;
protector,
tees of arrangements and
decoration,
Nowell B.Lowell; outside protector, Isaao
the railroad company, the musicians, the
trustee for three years, Roscaterer, and all who had helped to make A. Baloy;
the “perfect day.”
coe C. Roothby.
Mrs. Oscar Wish proposed a special vote
The Westbrook Republicans met Saturof thanks to the women in connection
and Mrs. Frye day evening at Odd Fellows’ hall, Westwith the newspapers,
suggested that greetings should also be brook and chose the following delegates
sent to Mrs. Jennie June Crowley, and to attend the
Republican state convention
Miss Hersey, our two honorary members.
Fred Vcrrill,
H.
h.
Mrs. Crowiey is confined to her room at Augusta:
with a broken hip, and it is the greatest Melcher, Alexander Speirs, T. S. Burns
be
able
to W. H. Parker, Philip Dana, Abner L.
disappointment to her not to
go to Denver for the meeting.
Ovid Fortin, Joseph
Warren, K.
After Singing the “Star Spangled Ban- Hawkes,
ner,” the guests dispersed and many ex- R. Blasland.
of
on
all
The
ball
pression
game played on Saturday at
pleasure were heard
sides for the enjoyable
and successful Sanford between the Sanfords and the
affair.
Saccarappas resulted In a victory for the
HE A TH
Sanfords by a soore of 18 to 4.
FULLERTON.
reason

o_i_

EVERY.. .1
MAN I
T0 HIS TRADE. J

greeting was sent to
her from the ohapter upon her
birthday;
and sympathy is
now extended to her
family who have been so devoted to her.
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SCREENS,
DOORS,

f

HAMMOCKS, Ac.

TUB THURSTON PRINT,

I

PORTLAND. MB.

X

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,

|

HARDWARE

DEALERS,

8 Free St.

jelOdtl

NOTICE.
We, the undersigned grocers of Portland.
Pledge ourselves and agree to discard the prac:ice of giving trading stamps, merchants’ coujons, magazine coupons, or other like inducenents to our customers, on and after the first
lay of June 1898, or upon expiration of our
jresent contract as noted.
F. M. Maroon.
X C. Cousens & Co.
L. A. Mercler.
■Small Bros.
H. W. Sears.
Libby & Chipman.
John W. Deering.
I. F. Bartlett.
F. Mountfort & Co, G. Hj Cloyes.
Wrn. Milliken & Co.
’. A. PiOgers & Co.
C. J. Pennell,
idamLamontK. E. Piper & Co.
barker II. Krsklne.
Mrs. G. M. Craig.
John Cooper.
Morrill & Boss,
Jeo. H. Lord
O. C. Elive 11.
jeo. A. Guptill & Co.
A. Stevens.
Hunt & Veyrtli.
Chas. E. Morrill.
8. L. Johnson.
Fred H. Libby.
1. A. McKeuney.
s. A. Maddox, for trad,V. L. Wilson & Co.
ing stamps.
ieo. C. Shaw & Co.
F. A. Billings.
iV. E. Djer.
C. M. Adams,
?. W. McConkey.
C. M. Lawrence.
lohnson & Lambert.
E. Lovell.
G. S. Billings,
E. W. Uandall.
i. F. Hillman.
I. F. Tucker.
(. F. Norton.
J. L. Callan.
4. Amthon Jensen.
Wm. P. Carrol!,
3. A. Bounds.
frown Bros.
W, S. Dunn & Co.
Clias. E. Kelley.
iolin Fitts & Son.
James L. Bice.
?. M. Pierce & Son.
C. N. Lang,
X S. Johnson.
Fred K. Cliase.
foston Cash Market.
W. L. Blossom & Son.
E. A. Whitney.
F. P. Sposedo.
las. Hudber.
je24d3CS. W. McLaughlin.

REVERE

SUGAR,

FINEST SUGAR MADE.
We

are

not in

the trust and
prices.

are

not confined to

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT.
Sold by Leading Retail

Wholesale

Grocers,

Headquarters,

MILUKEN&CO.,
163 Commercial St.

je22dim

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
After May 20th, 1898, no more permits tc
bring COWS or other cattle into thfs State from
Massachusetts, or other New England States
under the pretense that they are for heel or to

oFmrs.

The Presumpscots and South Windham
historian of Elizabeth Wadsworth
D. A.
chapter,
R., received a message ball teams played an interesting game of
from Jamaica Plain,
Mass., stating that ball Saturday at Warreu park. The game
of the members, Mrs.
oue
Fullerton, the resulted in favor of the Presumpscots,
, daughter of a revolutionary soldie, raised score 21 to 3.
The

%

$1.80 each
2.20 “
H
hare
eustomorn 9
w, frequently
2(S() 4
3
oome to on with oopy and any
The Ohio is a TRIPLE MO«
TION Freezer and guaranteed td
"Put ft in attractive form and
giro satisfaction. We ate headmake
prise msonabk."
quarters for

1 r*3clta'
|

•

ICE CREAM EREEZER,

4.

1 In wd oatoa toe work U alwnyi
A

•

be turned to

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (raid,
§fceh;

Joi

Ho, 37 Plum Street.

pasture,

will

be

Issued

by

our

board until further notice.
Animals for breeding purposes that have
been properly tested and approved, will be admitted as heretofore. By order of the Ofltllu
L'ommlssloners.
FLAVIOUS O. BEAL,
Treasurer,
GEO. H. BAILEY,
Veterinarian.
may24
dlwteodlm.m.wSfrl

*
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IN HAVANA.
body which is inside the defences of the
city. When the general assault will be
made upon the city by our troops, will Starvation Stalks Abroad—Crime RainMAINE STATE 1’EESS.
upon many circumstances. From
depend
pant In the City.
Subscription Kates.
the fact that heavy reinforcements are on
Dairy (in advance) $8 per year j $3 for sis the
to Gen. Shafter, it would seem
Key West, Juno 25.—A two-masted ves
way
months; $1.00 a quarter; BO cents a month.
Honthro Amapala,
of Trujillo,
reasonable to assume that it would not sel
is
Daily'
delivered
The
every morning by
he made until they arrive, which can- duras, was brought in hero this morning
at
within
and
the city limit?
carrier anywhere
not bo fur several days.
American flag, in charge of
But unforeseen flying the
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the events may change the plan and precipi- Ensign Zecn of the Vicksburg. She was
tate an assault by the troops
rate of $7 a year.
now there captured
yesterday afternoon at ennsor,
while leaving Havana and attempting to
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published without waiting for
to come.
more
run the blockade
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents for 6
Gen. Pan do is said to be marching to the
Sho
was quickly overhauled by the
months; 25 cents tor S months.
with
and
if
10,000 Spanish troops,
Vicksburg and was found to have over
Persons wishing to ieavo town for long or city
SO
women
and children and a number of
be
early arrival is likely it may
short periods may have the addresses of their their
meu on
board, crew and passengers, all
deemed best to assault the city immepapers changed as often as desired.
refugees. There was no sickness on board
There is great diversity of re- the Amapala, but she was detained in
diately.
Advertising Eates.
the
number
of
in
to
Spanish quarantine.
regard
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one port
The Spanish
prize steamers Guido,
account
wefik; $4.00 for one mon*-U. Three insertions soldiers now in Santiago. One
Buena Ventura, Miguel Jover and Catalina
livery other day ad- places It at 8,000,another gives double that will he
or less, $1.00 per square,
sunt to Aew York next week
number.
It is generally udmitted, how- with their Spanish crews on board. The
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
her cargo will be sold, the
Calf square advertisements $1.00 for one ever, that the defences ure pretty strong, Guido and
Buena Ventura will bo sold,but her cargo
week or $2.50 for one month.
and that Cervera’s fleet can give valuabe
will
released.
“A square" is a space of the width of a col- ble
assistance to the land defences.
It
The government has appealed from the
umn and oca inch long.
is probable, therefore, that whenever it decision in the cases of the Miguel Jover
on first page, one-third addiNotices,
Special
The owners of the cargoes
Catalina.
comes the fight
for the city will he a and
tional.
have furnished
of these two steamers
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per stubborn one and that the role of the dead bonds.
Monsquire each week. Three insertions or less, and wounded on both sides will bo a long The Amapala belongs to Manuel
Honduras.
one. Yet so much defends upon the morale tesin O. Munteres of Trujillo.
$1.50 per square.
besince
Havana
She has been IriDg in
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed of the Spanish troops,
and there is
fore
the blockade. Her crew numbers
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each so much uncertainty in regard to
this, that 11 men, besides the captain.
Insertion.
the capture of the city with comparative
Gerome
Bose, a French citizen, who
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
years ago was a leading exchange
ease would not cause groat astonishment three
broker in l-iavana, chartered the vessel
15 cents per lino each Insertion.
in military oiroles.
and
got together over 40 people eager to
Wants, To Let, I'or Sale and similar adverembrace any
chance
to escape from
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
Havana.
He is in charge of au expeditSHIP
RELIEFHOSPITAL
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverion made np of all nationalities, includtisements under these headlines, and ail adver""t
-O
J
VUVhUGiUllO, VU"
tisements not nala in advance, will be charged The John Englfs Has Been Transformed bans and Turks.
Into
at regular rates.
Elegant Refuge for Wounded
to
be
They fully expected
captured, but
the conditions in Havana were so dreadIu Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
Soldiers.
the poorer classes that any risk
ful for
for first insertion, and 00 csnta per square tor
wus
to
starvation.
The
prelerable
each subsequent insertion.
New.York, June £6.—The Sun cay a: Amapala came out of Havana oDenly,
Address all communications relating to sub-
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scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,

Portland,

me.

THE

PREBB.
JDN®

MONDAY,

27.

The Republican state convention whioh
meets at Augusta tomorrow, has the
flasy task before it of renominating Gov.
Powers by acclamation.
in Cuba affords fine
oar Dying
on of a
bushwhacking campaign, and the SpanOur
iards are adepts at that business.
troops must bear this in mind.
The dense

foliage
for

advantages

the

now
admitted
is
It
practically
in
oiroles
in
Spain
government
that the departure of the Cadiz fleet in
the direotion of the Suez Canal was simply intended as a spectacular exhibition to
calm publlo opinion. Probably the govenment hopes and expeots that it will
not be allowed to pass through the Snez
Canal, as it will then have a plausible
for not doing what it doubtless
excuse
never

intended

to

do—sending the

fleet

the Philippines.

to

If any evidence were needed of the fact
that the educated classes of Spain know
that
Spain is doomed to defeat, it was
furnished by the debate at the
closing
It seemed to be
session of the Cortes.
sides that the country
assumed on all
was right on the brink of a catastrophe,
oould
and
nobody
suggest
any
means available
for averting it.
Eaoh
political faction bent all its energies to
the task of relieving itself of the responand

sibility
loading it
er. The Imperialists said
were the guilty parties
mists defiantly replied

upon some oththe Autonomists
and the Autonothat if Canovas
del
Castillo had listened to them the
oountry would not have got into the predicament in which it now finds itselt
The one thing upon whioh they ail agreed
was that
the country was in desperate
straits, and that the time had gone by
when they could save anything but honor, and there seemed to be doubt if even
much of that could be rescued from the

coming collapse
The soldiers

engaged in the first serious
land fight of the war were both regulars
mid volunteers—the First Cavalry and
Roosevelo’s
Rough Rlder3. It was expeoted, of course, that the regulars woull
be stoady under fire, but as the volunteers bad not been tested there was room
for apprehension. But the latter were as
stead as the former, under a test which is
the severest men can be put to, that of

being fired

at

without warning by

a con-

foe. Nothing could
exceed the
coolness and valor with which the Rough
Riders pushed ahead
in the face of a
storm of bullets, entirely unexpected and

cealed

delivered at very close range. If the rest
the
of
volunteers
are
of
as
good
as
these
stuff
Riders—
Rough
and there is no reason to believe otherwise
—our

ly
as

volunteer army can be as implicitunder all circumstances

relied upon
the regulars.

The story circulated in Madrid that the
United States had approached the Spanish
with suggestions looking
government
is
towurd
of |course untrue.
peace,
Like hundreds of
others
which find
their way into the Madrid newspapers,
it was fabricated out of whole cloth. The
first suggestions of peace will not come
from our
government.
Nevertheless,

though the story be false, it is signifi-

The

and

captors are continent of release
Hardly any provisions were abroad at

work of reconstruction on the army
whioh lies at the pier
of the Morgan Iron Works, foot of Kast
Is
Ninth street,
praotically completed and
she is expected to sail od Wednesduy. The
sbi p was coaling yesterday and a large
for re of men was engaged in giving the
finishing touches to the vessel.
The wounded men of our army at Santiago will have at their service the finest
hospital ship ever owned by any government.
Major George H. Torney, U. S.
A., the surgeon in charge, has given his
personal attention to every detail of construction, and as a result the ship presents
a beautiful appearance of neatness and
the
comfort. The Relief was fomerly
steamer John Englis of the Maine Steamship line, plying between New York and
Portland.
Under the supervision of Naval Constructor Bowles of the Brooklyn
navy
yard, the Relief has been undergoing rethe
for
month.
The
construction
past
vessel has four decks, the main,
berth,
promenade, and hurrioane decks, and on
these five eiok wards have been arranged.
There are two wards on the promenade
deok, fore and aft; two on the main deck,
deck.
and another on the after berth
Probably 850 patients can be accommowards
as
now
dated in the five
arranged,
and by the addition of extra cots it is
estimated that GOO wounded men could be
The officers'
oared for in an emergenoy.
ward is forward on the main deok, and
does not differ materially from the others.
On the after main deok is the surgical
ward, and adjoining this is a good sized
and well lighted operating room. In it
two cabiare three operating tables and
nets for surgioal instruments.
The entire interior of the vessel is finished in white enamel paint with gold
trimmings. The floors of the wards and
operating room are covered with rubber
tiling. The cots are of iron, painted
white, and most of them have an upper
and lower berth, arranged like a sleeping
oar section, to accommodate two patients.
In each ward are baths fitted with the
OegeDstorm system of hot and cold water,
by means of which water may be drawn
and kept at any temperature desired by
simply turning a lever above the tub. All
the
in ail, the plumbing is said to be
finest ever put on board a ship.
On the berth deck are staterooms to acfifteen
and
female
commodate male
nurses, and forward are the roomy and
The ship
well lighted officers’ quarters.
carries a disinfecting plant, an ice plant
capable of pro-lucing 200 tons a day and
an electrio plant whioh supplies power for
incandescent lights throughout the vessel
and also for a 7000 candle-power searchlight, which is operated from the pilot
house.
Id addition to this all the wards
the
and the quarters of the officers and
nurses are provided with high power electrio fans, which are expected to cool even
A small portion
the heated air of Cuba.
of the after promenade deok has been left
open at the sides, and here hammocks are
to be swung for the benefit of convalescent

patients.

Besides the appliances already enumerated the Relief has a carbonater for supplying mineral water, several X-ray outfits to aid the surgeons in locating bullets,
a
mioroscopio labratory, and a wellequipped photographio dark room. On
the main deok is a telephone, by means
of which communication
may be established with the shore or with other vessels.
The ship carries eight life
boats,
four life lafts and two 23 foot
6team
Her exterior is painted white,
launches.
for
an
will
olive
band
which
green
except
encircle the vossol in accordance with the
requirements of the Geneva convention.
An apparatus has
been
devised by
means of which the sick or wounded may
be hoisted on board the Relief with the
least possible trouble.
This consists of a
steel boom, which can be swung over the
deck of a warship, and is fitted
with
tackle for hoisting.
The surgical stall of the Relief will consist of Major Torney, surgical
director;
Dr. L. P. Williamson, Dr. R. M. Myers,
Dr. Ernest C. Schultz, Dr. William M.
Gray, Dr. Francis Metcalfe, Dr. W. C.
Gorgas, Dr. George H. Torney, Jr., of
the regular army, and Dr. Frank Donaldson, the only volunteer.
Captain Harding will navigate the
vessel and Lieut. Crabbs of the Eighth
Cavalry has been detailed as quartermaster and commissary.
The crew will
not be composed of enlisted men.
The
male nurses who are to go with the Belief
are from the Mills
of
sohool
Training
New York, and the women for the John
Hopkins Hospital
Training sohool at

and the Canaries. What is
likely than that the Spanish government is revolving the making of a
proposition of this kind and is seeking
more

in

this

indireot way to familiarize the
with It and ascertain their feeling

people
In regard

to it.

has been some share
Santiago it ba3 evidently
to comparatively small
been confined
The Spanish outposts
bodies of men.
have gradually fallen back, occasionally
making some resistance, upon the main

Though
fighting

there

near

Eczema

offered

V

hospital Bhip Relief,

cant. It means doubtless that the Span- Baltimore.
ish government sees the handwriting on
WELLMAN EXPEDITION SAILS.
the wall, and feels that before long in
order to save the country from utter ruin
Tromsoe, Island of Tromsoe, Norway,
it
must
make the advance which it June 26.—The Arctic expedition under
Walter Wellman, the Arctic
explorer,
alleges the United States have made, and sailed today.
Mr. Wellman’s expedition is
the circulation of this story is a step in jndertaken with two
first to
the
objects,
the
the programme of testing the sentiment find and succor Prof. Andree and
second to discover the North Pole. He is
of the people as to what sacrifices could
a
and
of
scientists
accompanied by
oorps
be safely made for peace. The alleged offer a
competent explorer.
of the United States contained as conditions the permanent surrender of Cuba
and Porto Rioo and the cess on to the
United States of ooaling stations in the

Philippines

»■

no

resistance.

All of the

the time of the capture, and no cargo or
contraband articles were found, and she
may not be held as a prize.
They report
everything quiet at Havuna, which looks
like a deserted oily since business and
trafio arc at a standstill.
firms of H. Upham &
The banking
Co., J. M. Forjes & Go., Varcisco Ruez
& Go and N. Helats & Go., are the only
ones doing business.
All other llrms are
either closing up, or dragging on, waitof
the
end
ing for the
war, having discharged all employes.
Hunger and starvation stare the lower classes in the face,
the well-to-do having hid three months’
stores. Aftor they are exhausted distress
will
be general, as there is no further
source of supply,
gMurder and robbery are of daily occurrence
in Havana, prompted in every
ease by want and hunger.
The Amapala
The passengers
carried Spanish mails.
claim that the city is in a state of panio
sinoe the news reaohed
there that the
Americans landed in Santiago.
The
captain of;|the Amapala says
that
the troops in Havana are on half
rations and that beef went up to $1 a
pound in the first days of June, but is
now five oents, several cargoes of
cattle
from Mexico having been landed successvia
and
Batabano
Goloma
within
fully
the last fortnight.
The passengers bring news that the big
Spanish transatlantic liner Santo Domingo and a Herman steamer left Havana
yesterday at daybreak, carrying
Spanish troops to be landed nt Nuevitas
or
Hlbara
to reinforce
the remaining
Spanish garrisons in Puerto Principe and
Holguin. This, however, is doubted in

naval circles here.

THE CLASS OF ’73.

High

School

Graduates

Tears

of

Twenty-Five

Ago at Itivertou.

A reunion of the class of '78, Portland
High School was held Saturday afternoon and
evening at Biverton. The

party numbering 60, went In the early
afternoon to the park where they enjoyed the entertainment at the rustio
theatre. Later in the day a sail was enjoyed up the river. Supper was served at
the
cafe at 0.30, followed by the post
prandial exercises.
Judge F.W. Robinson of this city officiated in a very pleasing manner as master
of oeremonies. The opening exercise comprised the roll call and the reading of letters from absent members. Among the
letters of regret received from members
of the
class were those from Dr. Wm.

Stephenson, Tampa, Fla.; Fritz H.
Twitohell, Bath, a member of the Governor's Counoil; Mrs. Marshall R. God*
Ing, Lieut. R. C. Peary, the Arctio explorer,

member of
this class, and
through him in a letter a response was
sent from Mrs. Percy, now in California.
A very interesting humorous poem was
a

read, sent by Mrs. Annie Greely Irish.
Interesting remarks were made by Rev.
Charles B.
Elder, Keene, N. H.; Dr.
Henry Ingalls of Hartford, Conn.; Hon.

gramme was

the

paper read by Miss
Sarah Taylor, entitled ‘"78’s Career,
or
Reminiscences."
An expression of
good will and best wishes were voted
to Lieut. Peary. The exeroises concluded with brief remarks by
son.

The following

were

Judge Robinin attendance:

Lida J. Fisher, Laura H. Bailey, Nellie
A.

Moxcey, Ella E. Gould, Nellie Jordan
Plummer, O. C. Elwell and wife, A.
Stevens and
wife, John

M. A, Holden and
S. Conley and wife, J. W.
Harper and wife, Wm. D. Carruthers and
wife, Winthrop Jordan, Hon. Wm. H.
Looney, Edwin A. Gray and wife, Sarah
M. Taylor,
Geo. B. Swasey and wife,
Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Robinson, Alice

wife,

Fairfield Moody,

Rev.

Charles Brown
Elder, Keene, N. H.; Mrs. Charles D.
Smith, Arthur S. Gilson and wife, Mrs.
Edwin S. Small, Gertrude A.
Curtis,
Mrs. E. A. Crowell, Mary E.
Kilby, Augusta Dyer Stubbs, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.

Cole, Phineus Henry Ingalls,
Hartford.
Conn.; Emma Clark Percy, Lnoien Snow
Mrs. Lucien Snow, Mr. and Mrs. John

Itching.

(omfort^ owtler.

and

we

send

our

rec-

ommendation of the powder.”—Sisters of
Mercy, Sacred Heart Hospital, Manchester, N.H.
All

Druggists.

25 sod 50c.

Sample box free.

COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.
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Riverton
PARK.

CARRIAGES.

THE NEW YORK
In

COMEDY

COMPANY,

Great Farce Comedy,

a

■A.2XT TJF» TO'WINr FLAT.
Twenty-five minutes of solid laughter, and

HIGH

CLASS SPECIALTIES.
HUGHES,
WILLET & THOKN.
continued siormy weather, and bad traveling, we are left RILKY A NEGRO
IMPERSONATORS,
PROTEAN SKETCH
HE ADF.LPHIA DUO.
with an over stock of Carriages, and shall, UNTIL JULY
make
REFINED
VAUDEVILLE
ENI
4th,
HltTAINEBS.
prices that will insure the reduction necessary by this date. We shall THE VABETTES
Will continue to give their popular concerts at 2.15, 4.30 and 7.30 dally.
sell Carriages lower than they were ever sold in New
England. Don’t
All
to

Owing

I

_

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.,
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.
---

Fure.^*|§

1 Delicious
2

The Best Tapioca in the World.

fj
<®

I

Do not think of buying any other. It’s
not the cheapen, but is warranted to be
the Purest, Best and Strongest.
Its the ideal article for dainty desserts
REQUIRES NO SOAKING, and cooks in
a $ew minutes. Don’t let your grocer sell
else in place of the genuine
you

(»
®)
(«

<•

Tapioca

Manufactured by the
Whitman Grocery Co., Orange, Mass. •)
Also Manu facturers of the
^
Celebrated Minute Gelatine.
9

Sranite Block

Pavement—City

of

—

je24d3t

1

The

Coming to Portland Show Grounds, Dserlng.
Lewiston. Jane 30,
ter,

Ancaito, Jniy 1, BanJuly B.

28.1808.

Organized march 31, 1893.

of

Burning

Lehigh and Free-

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

loo-’i

...

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange
Sts.
U.W&Ktt
»pr3

Maine Central Railroad

Is America’s Big Show, and the greatest
artists in the world, the finest horses, the
most complete menagerie, the most thrilling
acts, the most amusing clowns, in fact more
new and novel features are to be seen with
the Walter L. Main Shows
than with any
two shows now travelling.
The Main is the
one show that never divides, but constantly
adds and exhibits m its entirety.
Giving
ten times more for the
than any
money
show
in America.
With this mighty
millionaire organization there are no cheap
performers, no inferior wornout acts, but
every artist a star, every act an Innovation,
and every feature new and refined. Gorgeous new FREE STREET PARADE starting at
11 o’clock from the show grounds.
Circus
parties can secure reserved seats in advance
at C. II. Guppy Co., Drug Store, 463 Congress
street.
One ticket admits to all.

due April 1913, and we
he 7 per cent
Bonds
right to exchange their
Interest to
maturity,
105 1-3 and interest.

THE LATEST.

OF EVERT DESCRIPTION

are at

all times to be found in

our

stook

All orders by mall or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the moat
favorable to be obtained and everything will
he done to make It an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
Assortment of
We also carry a Full
STRINGED IN8TKUMENTS aud MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every description.

Steiner! & Sons

M.

Go.

Sealed bids will be received by the Treasof the town of
South Portland, until
Juno 29, 1898,
at 4 p. m., at Treasurer’s
Office for $4000, Town of South Portland
Refunding Bonds, 4 per cent interest; dated
July 1st, 1898. Denomination* $500, maturing in 15 years frotfi their date. $6,700 Town
of South Portland
Funding Bonds, 4 per
cent, interest; dated July 1st, 1888. Denominations 13-$500, l-$250, maturing as follows:
2-$500 in 15 years; 10-$500 in 18 years, l-$500
in 17 years: l-$260 in 17 yeas. Interest on
above bonds,
payable semi-annually at
Canal National Bank, Portland, Me. Said
bonds to be placed with the highest bidder.
J. CALVIN KNAPP, Treasurer.
Town of South Portland, Me.
P. O. address, Pleasantdale, Me.
je25 dtd
urer

STATEMENT

I C.

McGOULDRIC, Manager.

apis

H. E. MILLS

PianO Tuner,
Order slate

Chandler’s Musi”
Congress street.

at

Store

OF
—

517 Congress It.
M.W&Ftf

Fel. 818-2.

OF

THE
THE

VERMUTH

ou
special cars and
at the Cloyster, the time
was
passed in whist and a sooial way
sn the broad piazzas which surround the
house till 1 o’clock, when the party,numbering about 70, enjoyed ono of Mrs.

Cloyes’s dinners, which
by all as “just splendid.”
The afternoon was passed

was

pronounoed

in a most

en-

joyable way and when the party left for
home, three hearty cheers were given
for Mrs. Cloyes and her able assistants
who had done so muoh to make the day
pleasant for all.

who had oharge of
The
committee
the picnic aud to whom muoh credit is
due, was Mrs. S. B. Kelsey, Mrs. James
A. Martin, Mrs. Geo. A. Barrows, Mrs.
Fred A. Harris, Mrs. John E. Walker and
Mrs. Lizzie Pettes. A pretty
the

badge,

presented to each
color of the order,
member as a souvenir of the picnic by
Mrs. James A. Martin.
was

Scald head is

au

eczema of the scalpvery severe sometimes, but it can be
s
cured. Doan
quick and per.
manent in its results.
At any drug
cents.
60
store,

Ointment,

Matinee*

JUNK

Building

A

SOLB5EITS

mortgages of real estate,

Loans on shares,
Heal estate foreclosure,
Temporary Expense,
Cash,

ckor.

BONDS.
Maine Central R.

Merrimack

4s.

County,

N. H.,
Saco,
Biddeford,
oa

—

OF THE

4s.

Trustee’s Sale of Valuab'e Real Estate
BY AUCTION.

4s.

^■’vAWeA^.a11

4s.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
att
lyar

&

WOODBURY

MOULTON,

817

*

H. M. PAYSON&CO.,

je25d3t

INSTRUCTION.

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute
MASS.

WORC35STLK.
C. MK5DKNHAM, President.
of
Courses
study in Mechanical. Civil and
Electrical Engineering, Chemistry and General
T.

extensive laboratories in
Eleetriclty, Physics and ChemisEngineering, facilities
in Steam and Hydraulics,
try. Special
194-page Catalogue, showing positions ill lad
maUed
free.
Address J. K,
by graduates,
MARSHALL, Registrar. M&Th ;may 16tau«*

Trustee,

under the

je25dtd

Household

Furniture

::

AUCTION.

ture, consisting of a general lot of House
Chairs.
T^h?ilUr»,ViParlor Furniture.
i £I1,rrorV Carpets. Chamber Sets, In
Cherry, Hair Mattresses and
Sliver Ware, Whatnots,

Pictures!

l&Pi1
SLa,1?,'it„0a^.an<l
Bedding

Matting,

Generra?Fu'r^,ahl!t.sbt0Ve3’ Crockery

BAILEY & CO.

Inetioneers and Commission Hontaats
Salesroom AO Exchange Street.

I
1

and Bladder? Have you*
#Kidneys
the loins, side, back, groins f
pains
m

, I and bladder? Have you a

flabby

ap-

\

pearance of the face, especially#
under the eyes ? Too frequent de- s
l sire pass urine ?
William’s Kidney \
Pille will impart new life to the dis- r
( eased organs, tone up the system i
I and make a new man of you.
By \
mail 60 cents per box.
S
0 Williams Mro. Co.. Props., Cleveland, O. »
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.

Portland. Me.
dtt

F. O. BAILEY
nartu

■

c. W.

ALLEV
tf

3ORTLAND.

TENNIS GOODS. CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
A Fine Assortment
At

Special Notice.

Lowest Prices.

we

have

HAMMOCKS

jelScodtf

on

On and after May lltli the
fare will be FIVE CENTS to

Dwgti drawn on National Provincial
Bank or England, London, in lakgs or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts reoeived on favorable
terms.
®^rr0*PP»4«n°e selioited from IndivtdW. Corporations, Banka and others
desiring to open accounts, as wsll as from
Risking to transact Banking bast-

Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House

Wharf.
See time

tabic

this

STEPHEN 11 SMALL. President.
Marshall r. bomb, tarn
feMBt

Have

temporarily

Agents,

mylldtf

Directly Opposite

their old office

TE»fcSPH0NE

NO-

“I:4-

another

C. W. T. GODING,
Gen. Manager

GENTLEMEN’S GARMENTS.
Suits

PRESSED FOR

n$1.50H
In American

or

French

Way.

All dyeing and clensing done
second to none in the world.

removed to

22 EXCHANGE ST..

in

column.

NORTON l HULL, CLEANSED AND
Insurance

City Landing,

and from Forest

Whole

DEPOSITS.

description through

jnel8dtd

...

in

Interest Paid

city

BASE BALL

On our Second Floor

SCKPLDS

ne committee on public
buildings will receive sealed proposals until tile 25th
day of
June, 1S98, ai m on, for furnishing 700 tons
or
less
of best
quality broken Lehigh
coal and 400 tons or less of best
quality egg
size Lehigh coal, 2240 pounds to the ton, to
be delivered and put in and trimmed In the
bins of such of the
public buildings ami
schoolhouses ot the
and inlands, and at
such times as may be designated, the ooal to
be in all respects ot the best
qualify and in
the best order, and to be well screened on
the wharves before delivery, and weighed
and inspected by such weigher and inspector as the Committee
may
designate.
Separate bids will be received at the same
time for furnishing 800 tons or less of Cumberland coal from the Pocahontas mine, or
coal ot equal quality, suit • ble
for steam
purposes, 2240 pounds to tlie ton, to be delivered as above.
The Committee reserves
the right to reject- anv pr all bids should
they deem it for the interest of the city so
to «io. Lids should be marked
“Proposals
for Coal,” and addressed to CHAS. H. RANDALL,
Chairman
Committee on Public

Buildings.

great variety.
ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
LORING, SHORT! HARMON

^

and Winter streets

Hanson property hav-

of ubout 58 feet on Spring
street and about 57 1-2 feet on Winter street.
The above property will be sold
subject to
the taxes for the present
Terms
year, 1898.
at sale.

F. O.

William’s Kidney Pills <
,
Has no equal in diseases of the<
•
Kidneys and Urinary Organs. Have •
I you neglected your Kidneys? Have
you overworked your nervous sys- (

-01f-

°*

Spring

the Nancy

a-

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

•rera

Casco National Bank

Bsmk,

corner of

as

frontage

we

Exchange Sts.

....AND

:

a

,Iune 29th- at 10
m" at
0N^EaV^ESiP^YV No- M Fark street,
shall sell the Furni-

BANKERS,

BanKers.

TIME

a

AT

103

1696
555
pledged
103
F. 13. TIMBERLAKE, Bank Examiner.

ing

S- McCobb,
Sara{*
.‘1;
will of
Nanoy Hanson.

I *1601 and caused trouble with your

$120,332 07

1,300.00
6,794.75
220.88
9,976.07

o’clock,

By F. 0. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers

1

GUARANTEED

AND

10

premises all the
of the trustee
Hanson In
Nancy
and to the following desoribed real
estate,
namely: The lot of land situated on the
Known

SWAN ft "BARRETT,

at

Notice to Coal Dealers.

DUE 1928.

feb38

June a8th,
Tuesday, seU
on th*
under *Kitl2Sivan?w,n,tereat
the will of he late

easteily

application.

—

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

33 Exchange St,

On

CITY OF

STANDISH WATER &

by Portland Water Co.

RECITAL

and Concert Programme of
QUARTETTES, DUJ5T,
and
SOI.OS,
bv pupils of Mi»a Anna o. Willey, at
Gospel
Mission Hall Friday Eve.. July 1st, assisted by
Emerson Male Quartette, Messrs. Thomas,
Lewis, Wright. Evans; Miss Amy Richards,
Reader; Master Walter Roberts, Violinist.
1 lekets 2o cts. at door.
Complimentary to
PuP*kJe27M, VV&F3t*
AUCTION SALICS.

BONDS

Incorporated 1824.

$120,332.07

New and

4s.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

PORTLAND. MAINE,

Number of shareholders,
Number of borrowers,
Number of shares outstanding,
for loans,
Number of shares
Number of loans,

Science.

PIANO

[LETTERS OF CREDIT,

-FOR SALK BY-

$102,040.37

America,

SWEETHEART.

FINANCIAL,

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

CAPITAL
RESOURCES.

in

Will Be Presented for the First Time on Any Stage.
P.eserved seats on sale at Stelnert & Son’s, 517 Congress St.
Round Trip Tickets with Coupon Admitting: to Theatre
Only 30 cts
>°Ja"d 20 «>M». Private Boxes Seating Six Persons,
m*uStSEAreX
n
Matinees at 2.30 p.
S3.00.
ra. C0lip°n?Dly
Evening at 8.15 p m. Taka
«p„ Lottag. Cars and Ask for

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

$90,000

Guaranty fund,
Profits,

on

Equipped Summer Theatie

dlw

18, 1898.

LIABILITIES.
Accumulated capital,
Advance payments,

Loans

and

June 27th, and every eveniug for the balance of the week with
Unity Except Monday,
A Magnificent Sceuic Production.

<

Salvin

arrival

Coolest, Best Ventilatel

& COMPANY, Cor. Middle &
Street, Boston.

27 State
Jfl25

ASSOCIATION.
PORTLAND,

offer to holders of
due Jnly lit, the
bonds, at par and
for the new 4s at

—

ALFRED H. BERRY, President.
ALPHHUS L. HANSCOME, Secretary
NATHANIEL W. MORSE, Treasurer.
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. James K. Directors—Samuel A. True, Nathaniel W.
Morse, Charles Cook, Almon N.
wen.
H.
Waterhouse, Alfred
A vote of thanks was extended to Mr.
Berry.
Frank W. Stockman, Franklin H
Smith of the Casino for tho excellent
Morse, Joseph A. MacGowan, Edsupper and his many attentions.
win F. Voae, John H. Humphrey,
Eugene M. Walker, Bryce 51. EdWOODBINE’S PICNIC.
wards, Edward H. Sargent, George
Smith, Franklin 51.
Lawrence,
Woodbine
Rebekah lodge went on its
Blon B. Small, Fred E. Eastman,
James F. JIacy, L. W. Edwards, A.
innuul picnic Saturday to “The CloysL. Hanscome, James L. Doolittle,
fcer,” which is situated over Loveitt’s
Jordan Snow, George Libby, King
S. Raymond, Levi M. Bailey.
and
is
a
hill, Willard,
charming location,
with line
grounds and an ocean view,
Organized August 10, 1891.
almost unsurpassed on the Cape. The
after

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF BARTI.EY McCULLUM.

The

have

we

This company supplies Deering, Westand the
OONDITION brook, Gorham and Standish,
above bonds are

Falmouth Loan and

431

party left the city

McCULLUM’S THEATRE, CAPE COTTAGE.

We reserve the right to withdraw this
offer without notice.

TOWN OF SOUTH PORTLAND.

PRODUCTIONS

Company.

The Seven Per Cent Bonds of this Company falling due Ji ly 1 proximo together
with the semi-annual coupons on same, due
that date, will be paid on presentation at
Hie office of Vermllye & Company, Brazer
State and Devonshire Streets,
BaHdlng,
Bos ion, Mass.
GEO. IV. YORK, Treasurer,
Portland, June 24, 1898.

jne!8-20-23-28-27-28

MUSICAL

$1,456,772.50
F. E. TIMBERLAKE.
Bank Examiner.

je22dtf

$626,500 Maine Central Rairoai Consolidated Mortgage 4 Per Cent Bonds,

“REMEMBER THE MAIN”

SINNERS.

The production will be given with entirely New Scenery and Magnificent Costumes.
at 8 o’clock, Matinees at 2.45 o’clock.
Casco Bay Steamers leave Custom House Wharf at 2.15 tor Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performances,
ltoimd Trip Tickets,
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 25 cents.
Reserved Seats, to and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs
in each box, 30 cents each chair.
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon, 20 cents.
Sale of Reserved Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf.

Evening Performance

RESOURCES.
lernand loans. $124,980.31
lime loans.
164,535.21
Itocks and bonds.
598,902.50
L'rust investments.
12,881.14
linking fund Investments. 319,695.65
furniture and fixtures.
2,227 35
1,805.36
Expense account.•••■.
rash on deposit. 218.404.59
lash on hand.
13,090,39

Referring to the above notloe,
purchased from the Company

Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam ami
rorge use.
Genuine Eykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.

SINLESS

Prices

Coals for Domestic Use.

»aturd*y,

DOUGLAS

$1,436,772.50

about 300

Consolidated.

COAL.
A Full Assortment of

It
has been
named
hero of Manila.
The
will
the
little
one
be
seen
with
cunning
and Best Shows
Walter L. Main Grandest

pounds.
“Dewey,” after the

BYTYLOIST

ami

and his excellent Stock Company will present a New Comedy entitled

voupon

;d and read at llie City Building,for excavating,
urniahlng all material, and laying about 8000
The one and only Big Show in America
square vards of Granite Block Pavement and
for setting ubout 3000 lineal foetof Granite n ow enjoying a genuine big boom. The rebirth of a baby
cent
elephant at Boston
Surbing. A certified check ofSSOOmmt acin conjunction with
the
jompany each bla and a bond will bo required Junction, May C,
the great riding
lions,
ostriches,
baby
if the successful bidder. Bl ink specifications baby
These four new and
rod all necessary information may be obtained pony Canandaigua.
it the office ot the City Engineer, and the Com- novel features are exclusive. No other show
today promises such a quarmittee reserve the right to reject any or all in the world
tette of wo •« &ers.
aids.
A Baby Elephant. The New York Sun says
HANSON S. CLAY. ) Committee
third of the kind in America.
!
JABEZM. LANK.
ou
BOSTON JUNCTION, Pa., May 8—Bess, the
WALTER PICKETT,) Streets.
big elephant of the Walter L. Main Consolidtd
Je2l
dated Shows, gave birth to a baby elephant
at this place about
daylight. The little
pachyderm is a beauty and weighed at birth

27th, and every evening for the baianca of the

week, with Matinee* Tuesday, Thursday

Commencing Monday Eve.,

LIABILITIES.
( lapltal Stock. $100,000.00
i urplus.
100.000 00
1 Jndivided profits.
13.126.42
J lernand deposits. 805,880.83
< lerriflcates ol deposit.
9e.H0.83
ior coupons.
1.891.25
J leposits
.'rust funds.
12,536.14
linking funds for corporations. 327,427.01

and then publiclv open-

RANDALL & RgALUSIER

Portland, June 17, 1898.
FILLIAM G. DAVIS. President.
JAMES P. BAXTER. Vice President
HARRY BUTLER, Secretary.
TRUSTEES—Wlllfeun G. Davis, James P.
] iaxter, A. H. Walker, Clias. F. Libby. William
V.
Brawn, David w. Snow, Augustus K.
Fright, Sidney W. Tlmxter, Franklin K. Barett, Walter G. Davis, Frederick ltoble. CUas.
). Bancroft Alpheus G. Rogers, Weston F.
Illliken, Harry Butler.

THE WALTER L. MAIN ;
Grandest, Best Shows Consolidated.
j

Comm.

mim TRUST COMPANY

JUNK

n VEXING,

MONDAY

MR.

-OF THE-—
'

The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.

■»!»

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

iSLANOT

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS
Commencing

■'

■

II

General Verdict.

Albany, N.
Y., Times Union—The exhibition of ualter L. Main’s Big Circus yesterday was beyond a doubt lire very best
ever witnessed in Albany.

NOTICE TO CONTKACTOIIS.

Tuesday, June

1

FINANCIAL*

Dsering.

will bo received by the
PROPOSALS
mittee on Streets until two o’clock p.

1

•‘BEMEMItER tiik MAIN.”

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29.

anything

Mintife

ARTISTS,

Entertainments Are Free to Patrons of the Cnrs.

miss this sale.

so

“A little lad five years old had Eczema.
He was given quick relief
by the use of

AMUSMtSafTS.

______

GREAT CLEARANCE SALEOF

W. H.

Looney of Portland, Mrs. George
Moody, for many years a teacher In the
High sohool, and by several others.
An
interesting feature of the pro-

| __MISCEEEA2TEOPB.

mrrgPWt.I.AygOtTS.

|

AND

J. N. J.

LONIIOLDT,

PRACTICAL DYER.
Works SimontTs Dye House, *3 India St., Cenoffice s Elm St. Telephone

tral

Jel3d2w

THE GEM

Manager Douglas should
pleased with the business

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ROYAL SCOTS’ RECEPTION.

THEATRE.
be more than
that the Gem

has done since the season began.
ing but stormy weather has kept

HOT

Noth- Details of Their Coining Arragued l>j

people
from attending the splendid performances
that have been given
at that popular
place of amusement. This week we
to see an entirely new play brought

are

Canadian Officers.
Lieut. Col. Ibbettson

out

Major Randall,

Norman D. Conniers

U. S.

A.,

John R. Armstrong
his son,
Wm. H. Pasoce
Richard Craven, his nephew,
W. F. Canfield
Captain Harmon, U. S. A.,
James Bankson
Corporal Crabtree (one armed), the
Jack

Randall,

priveleged,

Stephen Wright

Sergeant O’Toole, U. S. A.,
Bartley McCullum
Provost Marshal,
Peter Lang
Tim Sheridan, a drummer boy,
Beatrice Ingram
Mrs. Craven, Richard’s wife,
Estelle Dalo
Mrs. Lawson, housekeeper to Major
Lillian Andrews
Randall,
Kate Desmond, a ward of Major Randall, in love with Jack, Lisle Leigh
Sister St. Aloyisius,
Mary Davenport
Reserved seats are now on sale for the
entire engagement at Steinert & Son’s
music store, 517 Congress street.
RIVERTON PARK.

One of the best attractions of the season
is offered by the management of Riverton
Park this week, with performances evorv
afternoon and evening, and is that sterling organization known as the New York
Comedy company. It consists of a group
who have won great favor
of players
the
entire country the past
season, and both individually and collectively the members have an enviable reputation for creating roars of laughter
wherever they have appeared. They ate

throughout

Introduced at every performance through
the medium of the greatest of all comedy
farces, “An Uptown Flat,” which provides 25 minutes of solid laughter and is
cast as follows:
Mrs. Obadiah Potts,
Maggie Willett
Mr. Obadiah Potts,
Harry Thorne

treat

aud

land’s

Fifty Koyal
of

Entertained by Fort'

Are

Major—Three
Scots Will

Hundred

We Are

am

Spend Fourtl

Late Saturday evening, Vice Consul J
B. Keating received a telegram advisin'
him that Lieut. Col. Ibbettson of tin

divine service.
The Canadian troops will be a prominent feature in the street parade on tip
morning of the Fourth. They will give t
dress parade on the Western promenade,
at 4.45 o’clock that afternoon.

MAIN’S
It

Prepared

July Here.

Henderson,

man, Etta Witham,
Ellen Phillips, Lena

Draws

the

CIRCUS.
Crowd

the

21 MONUMENT
FUNERAL OF^MRS. FLORENCE MAY
AUSTIN.
The many friends of Mrs. Florence M.
Austin
gathered at her late residence

Sunday

afternoon to pay their last tributes of esteem and respect in whioh she
was held.
Her loving disposition and
general manner won her many friends.
She

members of the Cypress Temple,Ladies of the Golden Eagle,
also the Pythian Sisterhood. She leaves
a mother.and husband to mourn her loss.
The flowers were
numerous and beautiwas

an

active

1

NEW ADVKRTISEEAENT8.

as

BOSTON AND MAINE.

Goods-Selling

this convenient point. The exact hour oi
leaving the corner of Park and Commercial streets
will be given in the
Tickets with reserved
papers.
seats,
cents, for "A Soldier’s Sweettwenty
heart, may be obtained at M. Steinert
& Son’s in advanoe. Ella S. Sargent foi

Volunteer Aid association.

/r*i

McIntyre

a

bouquet;

Mr.

Assembly, K. P., a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jewett,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Johnson of

OF

Trombone Solo—The Pams,

Mr. F. O. Wellcome
Plantation Scenes,
Idyll—The Mill in the Forest,
Reminiscences of the War,

JacD’ Alsace.
(Three
spellings of Jaconet, ac-

onette

cording to locality.) Organdie

Alixe.

some

of them

from over sea. Some from the Wlarrimac Factories.
25c, 19c I2ic goods. Price now
PONGEE “A LA CHINA.”
bling China Pongee Silk.
Goods. Price
See them in

our

windows,

71c

Fine soft finish fabric, resemThirty styles, 31 inch, I2^c
5c

Sale today.

J. R. LIBBY GO.

JULY

JUST A FEW.

“Daughters” have been very much en
The famous novelty in foods. Grape
Nuts, is pre-digested and furnishes the couraged by a generous contribution fron:
human body in a condensed form the Henry Deering, Esq., which was received by Miss McDonald, historian of
the
nourishment needed to
supply the
773 Congress street.
waste of the daily exertion.
Food ex- chapter,
perts assert that there is as m uch nut ri
FOURTH OF JULY SUPPLIES.
ment in one
pound of Grape-Nuts as in
Charles Day announces this
morning
ten of meat.
that he is prepared to supply fire works
This pleasing delicacy has just been
Dags and all kinds of 4th of July goods
introduced in our city.
at wholesale and retail.
A list of prices
It is sold by most grocers.
can be found in his ad.

sage
I

Special

HOT

a

complete assortment

in the

And

Men’s

«

▼

$
i
\

?
f

"Luncheon Beef” booklet nalM
on request.

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, U.S. A.

A

many

buyers.

now Shirt Waists have been received by us this week and added
Such a stock of fresh, handsome and desirable Waists cannot fail to attract
We are expecting next week the greatest Shirt Waist business we ever had.

Waists at all

prices from

50c to $3.50.

Wednesday.
SALE OF SAMPLE NIGHT GOWNS.
To get one of these lines of manufacturers samples is an opportunity that comes but once a
year. These are the ‘^Universal” brand Night Gowns, all perfect, about four hundred in the
lot.
The prices will be 69c to $1.69—1-3 to 1-2 less than regular prices. Some of the Gowns
will be in our window Monday and Tuesday. Sale not till Wednesday morning.

a

Later

we

shall advertise attractions for the remaining days of the week.

continues

day until Saturday,

every

Tlie

church

celebrated

July 2nd.

CLOTHING
Middle

255

Square.

CO.,

St.
june27-3t

_

In Bethel, June 20, Ltndon M. Bartlett and
Winifred Hall, both of Bethel.
In Penobscot, June 16, E. A. Sprague and
Miss Nellie F. Snowman.
In Brownville, June 16, Eev. Charles P, Klttrldge of Lincoln Centre and Ellen E. Thomas.

Robbie Matthews. Florence Palmer, Edward

Trimmingham, Nellie and George
Harris, George Lawrence, Nellie l/almer
and Alice Eastman and the school, and a

▼

Anderson,"both of*Brewe*

^T^ro.Ks

In this city, June 25, Charlotte A., daughter
of the late Alex. H. Putney, aged 67 years 3
months.
[Funeral at 2 o’clock on Monday afternoon
from her late residence.
In this city, June 26, Hattie M., wife of Horace
Q. Buzzell. aged 32 years.
[Funeral services and Interment will take
place Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at Standlsh
Corner.
In this city. June 20, Percy
oldest
son of Alfred 8. and Ada M. Howard,
aged 24
years, 4 months, 26 days.
[Funeral services Tuesday at 2.30 p. m at
parents’ residence, No. 179 Pearl street.
lu Lewiston, June 23, Silas W. Cook aged

Woodvill,

♦

Accident or Casualty Insurance is *
founded on horse sense. By paying us a ♦
small premium, we insure you against 2
losses from almost any kind of accident ♦
that may

occur

to

you

or

your

em-

Wo would like to talk with

X

Come in and ask us all

DOW &
;

the

you about T

questions

you want to.

e

3 £3

X
•

ployes.

61 years.

In Industry, June 17, Mrs. Ida B. Oliver
aged 33 years.
In Bangor, June 22, Mrs. Eliza Anne Barber
aged 61 yrs.; Mrs. Martha (irant. aged 75 vrs :
23d. Charles H. draff am. aged R7 year.'.

I

SENSE.

DEATHS.

CHURCH.

and

$3.50 each.

r

ABYSSINIAN
Abyssinian

Watch the papers.

EASTMAN. BROS~& INCROFT.
GRAND CLOSING OUT SALE

Furnishers,

Monument
Je27 Mon.Wed.Fri

sao

More than eighteen hundred
to other stock.

STANDARD

Tailors, Clothiers

Children’s Day with a concert last evening, that had been adjourned over a week
dialogue by lour girls. There Was a pretty
A owing to tho rain of the previous Sunday.
song exeroise
T
“The Crowning of SumThere was a very pretty floral display and
mer.'
A
Rev. t. A. Smyth made a pleasr
the ohildren acquitted themselves with
& great credit. Among the features oE the ing address to the children.
l evening was the playing by Mr. Harry
marriages\ Crane’s orchestra. There was very attractive singing by the school,
EastAnnie
\
H* J<>Wel1
f man, Harry and Albert Love, and reoita- aiu?Emily
22'
and
tions by Harry Love,
Mabel
Foster,
▼

qualities—

Over 400 fine all wool reliable Suits and over 200 latest style Top Coats and Reefers are offered.
The Suits comprise Middy, Vestee, Reefer, Sailor, Golf, Bicycle and regular double breasted Jacket
styles, also 3 piece Suits for boys 9 to 17 years. The regular price of those valuable seasonable garments we
offer have been $5.00 and 6.50 (some 8.00) and at $3.50 are great values.
Do not delay.
But here is the
Come, bring the boys if you can, it you can’t we give you your size.
plaoe to buy Boys’ and Children’s Clothing for the present.

HASKELL & JONES,

Ham, A

b

and 38c

BARGAINS IN SHIRT WAISTS.

Sal©

A

A

plain lisle Hose—regular 50c

and all the week.

Tuesday

line of

WEATHER CLOTHING.

We carry
above lines.

t
T

and

$5.00 AND $6.50 GRADES AT

For Ladies' Wear.

Eilenberg
Beyer

Beef, Roast
iBfeef, Dunch Tongue,
w Lunch
Ham, Potted
Ham, Tripe.
All these canned
pref parations have the words “HELMET BRAND” thereon, which is
a guarantee of delicious
flavor
and superior quality.
Sold by ail First-Class Grocers.

pair drop stitch lisle

|

Reefers.

GOLF STOCKS

Davis

Deviled

It begins this morning]

pair.

attached and detached, Fine Flannel
Shirts with and without collars. Neckwear in every desirable shape and style.

Faure

Chipped

The sale of Hosiery and Underwear has already been advertised.

eight o’clock.

OUTING.
D. B. Blue Serge Coats, White Duck
Trousers, Golf and Bike Suits, Hose and
Belts, Negligee Shirts made from Madras and Cheviot goods, collars and cuffs

Mascagni

Ox Tongue, Oxford
Sausage, Vienna Sau-

WOMEN’S HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.

We mention just a few articles necessary for your comfort for the SUMMER

Luncheon i
Beef
}

The smallest contribution will bs
acceptable. A ready response is called foi
as they wish
to forward the box as
early
in the present week as possible.
Th<

early

just received large new
From this
{goods.
morning;

Boys’ Suits,
Top Coats

at

sum.

store

our

One case Egyptian Lisle Tests, high neck and long sleeves—good 33c quality—19c each.
One lot Ladies’ Egyptian Cotton Combination Saits at the ridiculons price of 29c each.

JACONAT-DUCHESSE,

y

Sousa
March—El Capitan,
The different members were very pleasingly rendered, notably so the selections
from Lucia and Cavalleria Rusticana.
Mr. Wellcome’s trombone solo was meritorious aud gained for him well earned
The theatre was delightfully
applause
cool and the concerts are certainly deserving of liberal patronage.

Clement Wescott, Ada Kimball.
The
pastor, Rev. W. H. H. McAllister, mad®
a pleasing address to the children and the
hoped that no one will ignore this cal]
exeroises closed with “America,” sung
because they do not feel to give a
iarg<
by tbe congregation.

visit

We have

weather

warm

and

Saturday night there will he great money-saving sales
in different departments.

Carlcton, Mgr.

~

FOURTH

of

Three hundred

of the season is
close at hand, but great
stocks of
choice goods
still remain in their warehouses. One of them got
desperate and offered to
sell us several
thousand
yards of
charming thin
stuffs for Summer dresses
atfrom
one-half to twothirds value.
We took them, you’ll see
loads of them in our Congress St. windows Nos. I
and 2 this morning.
They
are
VALENCIA-J ACONET,

Damon

TAYLOR’S

advertisements

WEEK.

till

19c

The end

Robinson gave wreaths; Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Fox. and Mrs. Lizzie Hovey
-of Augusta, the former a wreath, and
the latter pansies and pinks; Mrs. Castell
and Mrs. Briokett sent a crescent; Mrs.
Osborn of
Waterville, a bouquet; the
Misses Osborn of Waterville a bouquet;

work in <i. A. R. hall, Free street
preparing to fill a box with hospital sup
plies to forward to Chickamauga.
It is
are

stocks

among the great Importers in the big
cities is shockingly dull.

iGuy

Sarah

our

and often all this week.

at

& McAllister.
;

Watch

$. SLMbty tio.,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Sayford
sent roses and smilax; from her husband
there was a pillow with the word “Rest.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jewett, Mr. and Mrs.

bouquet;
triangle;

it does.

BARGAIN

---

fob

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Leader has pinks;
this to say of the Walter L. Main Grandest West Dresden, pinks; the K. G. E. whist
and Best Shows Consolidated which will club, roses; Miss L M.
Linspcott, Farmexhibit in Portland on Wednesday, June ington, roses;]) Mr.;iL. P. Austin, pinks,
39th.
and
an emblem from Cypress Temple,
“It was a very large orowd that
at- K. G. E.
tended the circus performance given by
Rev. F. C. Rogers of Pine street ohurch
the Walter L. Main Grandest and Best officiated.
Shows Consolidated last evening.
The pall bearers were Messrs. Marden,
Fully
3500 peopli occupied the seats of the main Winslow, Lord and Whitely of the
Knights
tent and
departed^] at the dose of the of the Golden Eagle.
entertainment well satisfied with the exInterment was at Evergreen.
hibition
had
witnessed.
The
they
COAL BIDS.
oharacter of the entire show, from beginThe committee on public buildings
every
ning to end, in
department, is
pleasing and above reproach. It is from Saturday noon opened bids for ooal for
start to finish far beyond the ordinary the coming year:
A. R. Wright Co, bid—$4.98 for Lecircus and in quality it the peer of any in
high broken; $5.43 for Lehigh egg, and
the land.”
$3.18 for Pooahontas.
Sargent, Dennison & Co. bid—$4.59 for
When will working men learn that the Lehigh broken; $5.15 for
Lehigh egg,
only proper drink to carry with them to and $3.85 for Pocahontas.
&
Randall
McAllister bid $4.96 for Letheir work is Williams’ Roqt Beer? It
high broken; $4.96 for Lehigh egg, and
quenches thirst in a nlarvelous way and $3.09 for Pocahontas.
The contract was awarded to Randall
nothing else seems to strengthen and in-

vigorate

L.

SQ.

Geo. A. Brackett,Jpinks; Mr.
and Mrs. M. J. Spear of Augusta, plnk%;
Papers Mrs. Bradford H. Matson of Oakdale, a

Chandler
Hanson, Myrtle
APPEAL TO “S. A, R.”
Houston.
Harold
McWilliams, Percy
An appeal has been made to the Sons o
Witham, Hartley Lonsboro, Carrie HousAmerican Revolution by the Daughters
ton, Albert Baker, Elva Brackett, Alice
of American Revolution of this
oity, whc
Mattie
Fraser, Winnie Kent,
Springer,

FOOD.

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

T oday.

F—

ATKINSON

and Mrs.

Say.

Furnish

to

And Every Article lor Your Home or Cottage.

Miss

Clifton

A PRE-DIGESTEO

NEW

HERE

SUMMER ROCKERS, SCREENS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS, REFRIGERATORS, COTS

day.

Shaw and Perley Witham, and the
school;
reoitations by Alice Blanpid, Margererite
Snell, Perlie Witham,
Rana Eisler,
Hazel Daley, Edna Wescott, Alice Tol-

|

Ngty ADVERTISEMENTS.

-but-

The summer train service of the Boston
CHORUS.
and Maine road Is now1 in effect, as shown
The next rehearsal of
Prof. Taylor’s
j
Mrs. Jeremiah Potts,
Tiny Graft. in this paper, and should be carefully chorus for the illustrated concert on the
The spectator has hardly a chance to re- read, as many changes take place in time Western
promenade, will be at Reception
cover
from the paroxysms of laughter of trains.
The nine a. rn. trdin how hall on
Tuesday evening, June 28th, at 8
over this
rare comedy treat before a
All the songs will £ be rehearsed
vaudeville programme immediately fol- makes close connection with the Air Line p. m.
lows with such attractive features as train leaving Boston at one p. m. due with the illustrations just as on
the
Riley and Hughes, talented impersona- in New York at six p. m. This will be Fourth. All who wish to
join this chorus
tors of the peculiar characteristics of the
Portland
people. on Fourth of July evening are requested
Southern negro;
Willett
and Thorne, appreciated ty many
Protean
sketch artists, and other well- The Increased train service to Old Orchard to be prompt in attendance at 8 p. m.
known specialty artists.
is now in effect and the special Sunday
The fact should not te lost sight of that tickets will be on sale.
CHANDLER’S BAND CONCERT.
the Fadettes will continue their concerts
of a series of concerts by
first
The
daily and the satisfaction they have given
SPECIAL CARS.
during the two weeks since they opened
Chandler’s band, was given yesterday aftheir engagement here is a guarantee of
The ladies of Volunteer Aid associatior
ternoon at Bartley McCuIlum’s theatre.
the kind of entertainment they may be wh > are Interested in the success
of Mr.
This was the programme:
depended upon to give. The eomiug McCullum’s benefit
performance at Capt March—Stars and
week shoald be one of the most successSousa
Stripes,
ful in Riverton’s history.
Cottage theatre, for our soldiers anc Overture—Zampa,
Hero.’d
sailors, have asked the management of Piccolo Solo—Rondeau Brilliante,
Hartmann
the Cape Electrio road to start
_VAUGHAN STREET CHURCH.
special
Mr. J. N. Jacob-on.
street church there was a thoatre cars from the foot of Park street,
• At Vaughan
on
Latest
Songs,
Potpourri
Wiegand
delightful children’s oonoert last evening Tuesday afternoon, and do here extend a Sextette from Lucia,
Donizetti
from Cavalleria Rusticana,
in recognition of Children’s
The cordial invitation to all to take cars at Intermezzo
iloral decorations were very pretty. There
was singing by Mattie Fraser, Dorothea
Walker, Miss Farrington, Mrs. Emmons,
Alice Tolman, May
Mrs.

IS

WEATHER

Majors Blake

Royal Soots and battalion commanders
Majors Blakelock and Gault, would ar
young married couples, w ho agree to dis- rive in Portland on the early Sunda;
agree, and separate forever, each
being train from Montreal. He immediately In
indifferent to the simple
formality of a formed Mayor Randall of the fact, and ai
had
d/vorce,
"have
believing they
o’olock yesterday morning the part;
enough,” and never expeot to marry eight
At
again. By a com atenation of circum- was escorted to the Preble house.
stances a few years afterward,
husband ten o’clock Mayor Randall, Vice Consu
No. 1 and wife No. 2 meet, fall in love,
and Mr. Fitzpatrick, paid theii
and are married—the same experience at- Keating
the officers, and taking car
tending husband No. 3 and wife No. 1. respects to
Each of the four had heard that his and riages proceeded with their guests to th<
her spouse had passed to tho proverbial various
points of interest in the city
bourne, and each of course feel at liberty They visited the promenades and parks
to marry again.
Other circumstances,
and went over the
which the author
gives a ready texcuse inspected the armory
for, throw the quartette together, and the proposed route of the procession on the
amazement of each husband and wife can Fourth of
July.
be imagined when they find themselves
Returning from the drive the party
belonging to somebody else, and still
legally married to their first spouses, all dined at the Preble house, after which
believing that they have committed biga- they took the electrics for Cape Cottage
my. Confusion reigns as a consequence.
and en route to the city called on Captain
A good legal
spirit, a mutual friend, well
Fort Preble, who warmly reposted on the divorce law, Interferes and Rogers at
sets things right t > the satisfaction of the ceived them. They next visited the Cumplayers and audience.
berland club, where they were the guests
There is already a good demand for seats
at a dinner given them
Mr. Fitzby
for the opening night as well as the rest
of the week. They can be secured at the patrick.
Casco Bay office for all performances—
The officers returned to Montreal on
matinees Tuesday,
every evening and
yesterday’s evening train, and expressed
Thursday and Saturday.
themselves as delighted with the attrac
McCULLUM’S THEATRE.
tions of the city and especially with the
The attendance at McCullum’s theatre detailed arrangements which had beer
has surpassed all expectations 'the past made for the
reception and entertainmeni
week, and Manager McCullum Is greatly Of their command on the annroaohinr
pleased with the patronage aocorded his Fourth.
I
new theatre and productions. Forjthe first
Mayor Randall was informed that th(
time in bis experience in summer amusewho are to participate in thi
ments the first two weeks’ business has Royal Scots,
been
profitable, and the propheo.v that parade, will be 350 strong and will brinj
this theatre
would become a favorite a full band and eight Sootch bag pipers.
resort for ladies and children on warm The six stall officers
will bring their own
afternoons, seems destined to be full- horses and the
command will arrive here
filed. Commencing
Monday
evening
and continuing every
evening during at eight o’olock next Sunday morning.
the week with
matinees daily except
On arrival the troops will march to the
Monday, Manager McCullum will present armory where the men will be
quartered
a magnificent production
of a new military dramu entitled “A Soldier’s Sweet- while the officers will be assigned to send) |
heart.
This is the first presentation hotel of the city.
At 10.30 they will
ever given
this drama, on any
stage. maioh to St-Luke’s Cathedral and attend
is the cast:

Following
General Nugent, U. S. A.,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

lock aud Gault Arrive Here From Mon

at the Gem. It has been in preparation
for some time and that it will at once
leap into public favor there is no doubt.
The new play will have some
entirely
new features about it that will please and
T be following will
amuse the people.
tell our readers all about it. It is by
Howard P. Taylor and Is entitled Sinless
Sinners. The plot, whioh Is very amusing, hinges upon the infelicities of two

and

j

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

%
)

PINKHAfl, I

Exoliange Street.

:

r

|

DEE RING.

POltTLAm

SOUTH

! the

I

Merrimun's band of Knightville, re; turned Saturday from u two days’ trip to
Maine
Rockland
with
Commandery
The exKuights Templar of Gardiner.
cursion was on joyed by everybody.
'lhe Emerson Male Octette will hold its
regular rehearsal this evening at the home
of its Musical director, John Wright.
There was a good attendance at the Sat-

KNIGHTS OF MALTA SUNDAY.
of

The members of Lebanon
Dosring, and Beacon

Knights

of Malta

of

eommandery

eommandery,

Portland,

to

the

number of one hundred attended special
services Sunday morning at the
Clark
Memorial Methodist church, Woodfords.
'the sermon was delivered by Rev. J. II.
Clifford, pastor of the church. The musio
urday evening’s Young People’s meeting for
the occasion was provided by a mixed
at the Brown’s hill Methodist church,
Tho scripture lesson was taken
quartette.
Pleasantdale.
The Elm

street M. E. church Ladies’
Aid society has discontinued its regular
meetings until further notice.

Long’s serBethany Congregational
of
“The Universal Reign

The subjeot
mon at
the
church

Official Programme:

was

of Rev. H. B.

Truth.”
Sirs. Knight of Knightville entertained
her Sunday sohool class at
the home of
her
and
Mrs.
who

orother
Mrs. D

of.the largest and most valuable in
the state.
Ou Sunday next Rev. H. B. Long,
pastor of the Bethany Congregational

one

niv rsary of the

church, will deliver a lecture on Abraham Lincoln. For the first time, en this

-AND-

I

50th Anniversary of the Opening

occasion the servioes will be held in the
auditorium of the sanctuary, and a notable feature will be the musio which will
bo rendered by a quartette from the regiment of Connecticut Volunteers U. S. A.

Camp

at

Burdett.
V(VU4Ug

of the

ing term.

GRAND

:

TRUNK

:

RAILWAY.

Grandest Patriotic Public Demonstration Ever Attempted in Maine.
'£'lic Beils of the

CUy will be

Rung at Sunrise, Noon and Sun*
set, and a National Salute of 45
Cmuus Fired from

the

Battery

and Fortifications.

6 A. M.—Monster Parade of An-

tiques and Horribles,

VlUCi

Each person is requested to

bring a package ot the money value of
five cents, and it will be judioiously disposed of by the committee in oharge.
A cancus of the Republicans of South
Portland was held Saturday afternoon
at 8 o’clock In the Town hall, to choose
delegates to the district and state conventions.
The meeting was called to order
C. K. Trefethen, chairman of the
town committee, and the call was read.
G. N. Trefethen was elected chairman,

by

and Joseph S. Fickett, secretary.
The following
list of delegates was
To the state convention, Jabez
ohosen:
Marriner, Charles N. Trefethen, E. C.
Reynolds, Wm. A. Cobb, Wm. B. Fuller,
Henry E. Cash, Thomas B. Haskell, Fred
A. Dyes. To the district convention, Geo.
F. Henley,
Andrew S. Sawyer, A. D.
Boyd, B. C. Robinson, C. S. Trefethen,

R. A. Parker, Joseph P. Chaplin, Joseph
S. Fiokett.
Mr. Everett Hamilton has accepted a
position at the hat shop, Portland.
Mrs. A. D. Coolbroth
of Robinson

|

Introducing many new, Novel and up-todate features never before seen.

street,

Mrs. George
Cumberland street, Portland,

accompanied

Staples,
passed Thursday

8 A. M.—Grand
in the Harbor,

UUUIUU

tuo

Golden Gross will give a “snip party”
and will also elect officers tor the ensu-

Rowing Regatta

Of Single Scull, Four-Oared, Shell and
Working Boats, professional and amateur,
open to all comers.

Island.
Miss Alice

oy

with

friends at

Longley,

Peaks

Elm street,
N. H.

returned from Roohester,
Miss Mae Pillsbury has been

has

entertain-

ing friends.from Portland.
Mrs. W. E. Dyer and daughter Gladys,
Summer street, and Mrs. W. A. Dyer
and

EO A. M.—Grand International

rade,

children, Roland and Beulah of
Chapel street, leave Saturday for a few
Pa- weeks at Southport.
Mrs. Frank Watson and son Carlyle,

Comprising the Royal Scotch
Highland Regiment of Montreal,
Royal Artillery of Canada, Battalion of U. S. Volunteers from
Connecticut, Crew of U. S. Monitor Montauk, P. H. S. Cadets, 3d
Battalion 1st Regiment U. R. K.
of P., Patriarchs Militant, Hibernian Enights, Portland Veteran
Firemen’s Association, Portland
Fire Department, and other military and clric bodies.

Frederick street, Portland,
home of her

parents,

Mr.

are
st the
and Mrs. Rob-

ert

Ballprd, Ballard street.
Mr. Fred Wilson has sold his steam
yacht “Maine” to parties at Moosehead
Rake.

stable near his residence on Robinstreet.
Mr. Will Ballard has purohased a now

son

sailing yaoht.

FOB

had been

the

emancipator

of

human

tire
in
one thing to shout
Hosanna
church, and quite another to live a life of
pralsj to God before the world. May it b e president’s reception at the

said of each of yon that you are servants
of God ever ready to shout His praises
and honor His name.

hall and a social reunion,
Ac adjourned meeting of the
Beering
oity government is to be held Tuesday
evening at Woodfords, One of the princi-

SUMMER RESORTS.
Forty word* inserted under this head
one week Jor 35 cccti, In advance.
AT THE SEA SHORE—Parties
0~UTU-’G
ladies md7 engage furnished
with
oOokhie
the Hillside

M.—Sailing Regatta of 50

tt. Moore of Pearl street, with
her guest, 11% William Willjamsof Boston, passed Thursday at Riverton.
Mr. Jaok Ballard, of New Jersey, a
former resident of this place, has gone into eamn under command of Gen. £ itztujgh Lee.
mcb.

yv.

for

Landing.

at
One minute from

For terms address

rooms

House,
Trefethen’s
MRS. E. A.

JONES Union House, Peaks Island.
23-1
CUMMER BOARDERS WANTED-by man
O and wife. Pleasant locality, pood air ami

illustrated

Gigantic and Brill*
hud Lime Light Pictures by E.
Sweit, and Interspersed with reprewith

sentations of scenes and incidents of the

present war, including our Gallant Nn>
Vii! and Military Heroes,and their
bravo exploits at Manila, Havana, Santiago and Garden*?, Fatuous Fighting
We giyarantee every bottle of ChamShips, Cartoons, Etc.
berlain's Colic, Cholera ana Diarrhoea
Remedy and will refund the mondy to
any one who is not satisfied after Using

Simula five Weather Be Stormy the
Consort Will Be Given in

City Hall

it
It is the most successful medicine In
the world for bowel complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Heseltiue & Co., 3S7 Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,

Congress Square Hotel.

IjtOK

jc37 4

___

fpOR

LILLIAN

FOR

Btringsitor instruments.
TO

aggrandisement, not
national enlargement or glory, hut in

□

ninif rtf tha

mnai-nn

--—»

our

responsibility,

mii-V. «
--—-0~

that we may

for
the

~--

do

our

for more than thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought,

duty for the advancement of civilization,

from the South.
They are to spend the
in Deering as guests of Rev. H.
S. Whitman and wife.
Miss Ella Sylvester a graduate of Westbrook seminary, class of '96, at present a
student of a medical college in Philadelphia, is in the city to attend the com-

summer

hustling agents to aell
WANTED—Bright
business bouses and offices lu State of

“The Idea of

holding that woman is not
to enter public life!” she exclaimed. “What is there of more value to
one in public life than the art of extemporaneous speaking, and when it comes to

Maine,

Address, F, B- It., Press Office.

amply fitted

mencement exercises of the present week.
Late Saturday afternoon two young

WEEK.

Among
dends

the semi-annual
stock diviand bond interests payable

1st,

the

are

July

following:

#14,540,

Bath 6s,

railroad

$1213.
Bath 4 l-2s,
oent, #2550.

aggregate

bonds, 8 per oent

municipal,

1907,

men or

travelling

men, 6

bath

rooms,

mo LET—Pianos, also some little used at
X exceedingly low prices, 1 b fiat Conn
cornet, 1 b flat Standard cornet, 1 double
bass, second hand mandolins, banjos and
guitars at bargains.
Superior strings, etu.,
HAWES, 414 Congress street.
'25-1

LET—At 45

street,
TO ement of flvoSmith
rooms.

an

upper ten25-1

mo LET—Furnished cottage at Oak I.awn,
Peaks Island, Trefethen’s Landing, on
the beach.
Apply at once. JOHN F.
25-1
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
TO LET—For island
PIANOS
octave, upright piano, 3
sale for

or

city,

a

7 1-3

for
pedals,
8100. Please call and examine the

same.

HAWES,

414

Congress

street.

26-1

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of pew model Watches will be sold on easy payments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All
Prices. MeKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
Square.
marl9dtf
SALE—New 3-flat house; each tenement
has 5 rooms and bath, hot and cold water,
coal room, clothe* reeland electric bells, two

FOR

front doors; fine location on Munjoy Hill;
close to cars and paying 10 per cent, net from
first class tenants. W. H. WALDRON & CO.,
180 Middle street.
22-1
and lot, 99
PORlotSALE—House
house with seven

Oxford street,
20x80;
rooms; sell at
Also 1 ice cream machine, will
freeze 5 gallons at a time; also six ice cream
fancy moulds.
Apply WM. B. BARNETT,
Hair Dresser, Morrill’s Corner, Deering. 22-1
a

bargain.

a

SALE—A fine opening; a milUiuery
store situated on B. & M. E. It few miles
from Portland, has the principal business in
that line, village of 3000 population, full stock
and patronage the year through, failing health
of owner reason for selling.
N. S. GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle St.
21-1

EOR

SALE—On Deering Highlands, a cozy
house of six rooms, connected with sewer
and Sebago, lot contains 4300 square feet, near
eleetrics, costly new houses all around, one cf
the best locations in Woodfords. MARKS &
EARLE CO.
21-1

FOR

SALE—Property situated
IJ'ORland
in the western part of the

KENT—House 217 Brackett
FOEtaining
10
and bath,

street, conrooms
with steam
heat, having been put In first class repair. Also
262 Spring street corner of May.
Special Inducements to desirable tenants.
Particulars
Real Estate Office, First National Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.23-1
LET—Furbished cottage
Long Island,
TO lawn
and shade trees, good water In yard.
on

L, O. BBXJNEL, 399 Congress street,

23-1

highest
city, cor-

on

lot containing over 7090 feet of land, fruit
trees of various kinds, house of 13 finished
rooms, arrangod for two families; stable 22x30.
Inquire of HENRY S.TEICKEY, 121 Exchange
21-1
ner

oh_
pORBALEor
a

to let ou Cumberland street
between High and State, brick house of ll
bath, steam neat, slate roof, every,
thing in first class condition. Por particulars
and key Inquire ol HENRY S. TKIC'KEY, 121
Exchange St.
21-1
rooms and

COMMBB COTTAGE TO LET-Furnished
SALE—A five horse power vertical
° cottage, 9 rooms, at
Cape Elizabeth, on the
Steam
STEPHEN BERRY, Printshote near the new casino, electrio cai-3 near. er, 37 Plumengmo.
street.
21-1
Apply at 608 Congress street._
£3-1

FOR

---

LET—A desirable lower
in house No.
of ALPHEUS
Worth street.

TO
street,

seven rooms

inqurfe

tenement “of
23
North

GRIFFIN,

32

25-1

ritO LET—Third floor of building 653 1-2 ConA
gress St., corner of Oak, four connecting
rooms; also rear room on fourth floor, extremely desrabl.e location, prices reasonable;
house 761 Oxf drdSt, two tenements, will be to let
about July 3rd.
F. L. JEKKIS, 396 Congress

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
For
sale
”
cheqp: Two’63 model. $75.00 wheels. One
road racer, 22 ineh frame, 84 gear.
One roadster, 25 Inch frame, 77 gear. six months’ guarantee; no better trade in New England.
Enquire H. TOWLE, No. 40 Exchange St.
21-1
SALE—The
PORthree
flat

only separate entrance,
block in Portland, situated on St.
Lawrence St., near Congress St., and has every
modern convenience such as steam heat, gas,
tubs, open fireplaces, hard wood floors, open
St-s32-1 set
plumbing, 7000 feet of land, lot is 55x125, separate
back. and front entrances, separate cellars
hath
room
on
LEJ—Furnished
rooms,
rjlO
A
same floor. No. 11 MYRTLE ST., opposite and heaters, separate walks and yards.
Rents
for $840 per year aud pays 12 per cent interest.
City Hall.*22-1
Papered throughout, and handsomely finished
TO LET—An told established drug store, the in cypress. $4000 can remain at 5 per cent
a
finest and best location at the Beach on the DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress St.
avenue near to the Pier and Depot.
Business
last'.year $4000. Apply to E. J. DAY, Old _jelSdtf
Orchard Beach, Me.
Forest Avenue, Deering (car
22-1
POR SALE—On
A THOUSAND RINGS
A
every 8 minutes), a new house of 9 rooms.
select from.
LET—Desirable rent of six rooms, shed, This is a modern home iu every particular and
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls, rpO
ubys and all other precious stones. Engage- A bath room, pantry, windows fitted to has hot water heat, slate sink, porcelain bath
ment and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest shades and screens; on line of Westbrook tub, nickel plumbing, laundry, electric lights
stock in tile city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, electrics; rent low, with or without stable. and bells, oak, cypress and southern pine finish,
Call at 39 Glsawood ave., Woodfords.
Monument Square.
mariadtf
oak and birch floors, open fireplace, built by
22-1
architect’s plans, cemented cellar, sidewalks,
LET—Bright, airy, furnished rooms; sun- papered throughout,
npo
a magnificent suburban
HELP WANTED.
a
shine all day; use of bath; steam heat in
residence lor a reasonable price. Half of purwinter •, pi ice exceedingly moderate. MBs. J
chase
can remain at 5 per cent interest.
price
words
Inserted under this head L. WARREN, 103 Federal
Forty
St._2S-1 DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress »t. jelodtf
one week for 25 rents, cash in advance.
LET—Furnished cottages to let at Manpo
SALE OK TO LET—The dwelling house
a
dockwando Landing. Falmouth Foreside. pOR
A
man and wife at Old Orchard
formerly owned and occupied by Henry
for the summer.
Man to take care of Inquire of WM. GRIFFIN, near Fostofflce.
Trefetheji, situated ou Island Avenue, Peaks
21-2
garden, lawn, etc., and woman for general ___
Island, containing nine furnished rooms, all in
housework. Address Lock Box 421, Portland.
first class condition; the house Is finely located
ri'O
LET—An
tenement
upper
21-1
consisting of 9 on high ground, with fine view 0* the harbor,
A
rooms and hath, has gas, Sebago water
lias a slated root and cemented cellar, there is
good cemented cellar and modern improve- about five
acres of land connected with the
immediately; salary
and expenses from start paid weekly, ments; finely located on New Gray street, in- house, which will be sold with the house, or a
of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
Exchange
uiiav actual \;uir
pn*
SIP outfit free, best references required. quire
St.
21-1
Lake
Choice of territory if apply at once.
•age lots on Island Avenue, and two shore lots,
with shore privileges, all of which will be sold
uptake Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. my26-4
CUMMER COTTAGES of 5 and 6 rooms, fully at rare bargains if applied for soon. Apply to
furnished for housekeeping at Davis’ GEO. TEEFETHEN, Assignee, 192 ComnierIsland, near Wlscasset. Close to salt water, clal St... Portland.inySl-t
excellent boating, fishing, driving fresh milk,
Two can makers. Apply to
eggs, vegetables and fish obtainable. For par
At! A9NSPR3NCS, 75c.
tlculars address T. C. AMORY, North FdgeU. C. BAXTER 4c BRO.,
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
comb, Maine.
15-2
Warranted
Brunswick, Me.
je21dlw
Elgin and Waltham companies.
THANOS TO LET—Also some little used at for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
marl9dtf
low prices.
1 B Art Conn Cor- Monument Square.
exceedingly
LOST AND FOUND.
net. 1 L flat Standard, second hand Mandolins.
Banjos and Guitars at bargains, superior
SALE—Valuable real estate consisting
of over 4 1-2 acres land, 11-2 story house
15-2
up adrift, near Richmond’s strings, etc. HAWES, 414 Congress St.
with L and large barn connected; located at
Island, Cape Elizabeth, a 13 ft dory. Ownof electrics to
er can have the same by proving property and
pfOR RENT—Entire floor over Haskell & 1192 Congress street on line
Jones clothing store, steam heat and use of Stroudwater. Apply to J. M. JORDAN, 4911-2
paying charges. F. C. JORDAN, Cape Elizaelevator Included. Inquire of Haskell fit Jones Congress street,Je2dtf
21-1
beth, Me.
4,0 Congress St., Monument
Square.
je9-4
SALE—New house on Pitt street, Oakdale ; contains 7 rooms anfl bath, hot and
TO LET—Rent 125 Franklin street, between
WANTED—MADE HKI.P.
Cumberland and Congress.
cold water, wired tor electric lights, conSun ail day
in first-class
repair; hot and cold water, uice nects with sewer, has large lot, and will be
ANTED—A reliable man to introduce a bath room and steam heat.
\ir
Will lot to small sold on easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C.
*>
and
to
the
confectionery
drug
specially
ADAMS, No. 31 Exchange street, Portland.
as_t{
trade throughout tills vicinity, and along the
je4-4
Goods to be de- T° LET—Furnished or unfurnished
line Of t]je Maine Central Ky.
tipper
1
SALE—Farm m Bethel, Maine, 120acres
livered by the jobbers.
Address Box 413.
tenement at 257 State street.
Possession
24-1
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
given at once. Apply on premises.
mayiadtf barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well
man
as
supplied with wood and water; also about
an
office, young
mARRY IV! E, IV
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
assistant
Address,
book-keeper.
from
Bethel village, and known as the Edward
and
salary expected, And I
stating age, experience
will buy you such a pretty Ring at A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
25-1
P. 0. Box 428.
Mclvenney’s. A thousand solid gold Rings. or may be exchanged for Portland property.
Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
and Diamonds,
\VANTED—General agent forforPortland
other precious stones. Engagement and Portland. Me.mar9-tf
man
who
vicinity; good position
a. specialty. Largest stock in
Wedding
Rings
knows his business ana has executive ability.
SALE—Matched pair of horses, five and
Give experience and references. Boston Ver- city. MelvENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
six years old, own brothers,
mar22dtf
micide Co., 44 Bedford street, Boston, Mass.
perfectly
sound; Morgan bred; color dark chestnut with
6-3-&Slt
Can be seen at 124
light m ines and tails.
WANTJE1S—SITUATION V.
FOREST AVE., Oakdale, Peering.24-1
ANTED—Experienced canvassers in any
\\r
* *
line to act as closers.
$50 a month and
SALE—2 1-2 story house No. 35 St. LawForty wordl inserted under Chit head
LUEE BROTHERS COMPANY, owe week fur 26 ceute. cash in
expenses.
rence street, containing 13 room and bath;
advance.
Montreal
apr22d M&F'.Sm
has furnace heat, cemented cellar,
Sebago
water, gas, water closets and fitted for two
a capable, reliable person a
families. Lot 50x100. For further particulars
■WANTED—By
”
situation in a small family of adults, gen- inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
eral work or working
24-1
housekeeper in reliable street.
place not to islands. Address M. L. T. Press
3 1-2 miles from
Falmouth,
Office, City._
23-1
Portland, near Grand Trunk R. R* bridge
over
river. 30 acres of grass,
of Every Description,
WANTED—Places
for girls.
Proprietors of about Presumpscot
1
25 tons; can all be cut by horse power.
hotels or boarding houses can find ex24-2
perienced and reliable help waiting to go to J. WM. MERRILL, Falmouth. Me.
the Islands or beach by writing to MRS. 0 M
Pants for
SALE—Our
“Made
Strong”
22-1
We mak« a Specialty of Town Displays. GLlDDEN, Augusta. Me.
$1.00, $1.25. $1.50. $2.00 and $2.50 per pair,
will uot rip in seam or buttons come off.
T HAVE two German girls, one Is a good HASKELL
& JONES, Monument Square. 24-4
other
a second girl, who wish
cook, ;the
Positions in a first class private family; has
SALE—First c’ass driving mare; can be
first class city refeucnce; will go out of town
Manufacturer of
Grain
at Mathewrs & Hustons
seen
Apply immediately to my office, 3s» 1-2 Cou- Store, Kennebec St. W. T.HAVNKES. 24-1
gress street, MRS. N. 11. PALMER.
21-1
SALE—3-flat house No. 7 Cleaves street
For the Wholesale and Retail Trade,
IV ANTED—liv an American woman, a poslcontains 6 rooms and bath on first anq
1
tlon as housekeeper where the work second flat and 7 rooms on third flat; has all
379 Congress St., Portland, Me. would be light and the home pleasant. Address the modern
improvements. Lot 40x84. For
E. II. B., No. Windham, Me.
2U 2
further particulars inquire of A. C. LIBF.Y &
TELEPHONE 417-4.
42
1-2
CO.,
Exchange street._24-1
a

So

Proficient.

Portland 4s, 1913. 3 per cent,

tinder this head
for 35 cents, cash in advance.

and pantry to each flat, also piazza to each flat
very pleasantly located,
Inquire of PORTLAND TINWARE CO., 100 Cross St.
24-2

?rise

use

LET,

XiOK RENT—The
new. elegant three flat
A
biock No. 1003 Congress street; will be
ready about August 1st, strictly up to date
steam heat, electric lights, hot and cold water’
set tubs, electric door openers and
speaking
tubes, dose to Union Station, just the place for
railroad

[WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.

je‘25-4

Forty words inw>rt©d
one week

ATeaoher

25-1

WflKomp Shdfan File
Ointment: is a sure euro
for JflX£8. It absorbs
tumors.

Stops

itching.

Popular Open

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy t;o be a medecine of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
will hereafter warrant every bottle
bought of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after
using
twe-tnirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
W. Heseltiue, 387 Congress
St., Edward
W. Stevens, 107 Portland St, KlngS.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
Congress Square Hotel.
A
CARD.

Q TOP. AGE for household furniture and all
*'
kinds of merchandise; the large elevator
carry large load at one time; building high
and free from dampness, rates moderate. W,
P. CARR, room 5, Oxford Bldg, 180 Middle St.
will

f Kirkwood Lm,£S33?|

—

CHORUS QF 500 VOICES, and
CHANDLER’S BAND,

words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, ossh in advance.

BROOKsIDE

of

”o

I^OR

Porty
one

of

facilities

GIVjSS RELIEF. S»c.
and SI. At Druggists.
speaking extemporaneously”—
for the bringing in ef Christ’s kingdom
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co,
“My dear, he interrupted, for only the
in large measure
Yachts,
of righteousness, and night before he had failed to get home untapad&wl
Over the inside course, o£ which a full
peace and love upon earth, should wo take til late, and the memory of what happened
RAILROAD NOTES.
view may he had from Fort Allen Park
was still fresh with him, “your point is
our true place of leadership in the world.
and the Eastern slopes of Hunjoy Hill.
When It comes to speaking
The Maine^Central railroad will redeem
Now in rising to the fall measure of our wall taken.
man is really only a its Danville
Junction seven per cent
responsibility as a nation to carry forward exteiaperapeoupiy, Chioago Post.
Children’s Sunday was very appropri- Cod’s work on earth, we should seek co- base iihitiatloia.
bonds, July 1st. They amount to $626,500.
ately observed yesterday by the Univer- operation with any people that believe as
art thou hurt?”
There have been more derailments of
3 P. M.—Commemoration Exercises salist society. In the afternoon the pas- we do in justice, equal rights, free educa- Hen.—“What,
Mer.—"Ay, ay, a scratch, a scratch."
—Someo and Juliet, Act III, Seene I. freight cars and engines in Biddeford
tor, Rev. Mr. Klmmell preached a very tion, and religious liberty.
I cannot
of the Opening of the Grand Trunk interesting sermon which was replete
than at any other point on the Boston &
Use Pond’s Extract Ointment,
doubt the ultimate sympathy and hearty
Maine western division.
with wholesome thoughts pertinent to
of
tho
The switch tower that governs all the
co-operation
English speaking
Railway.
KNIGHTS O F MALTA.
the occasion, and in the evening a large
switobes on the eagtcrn and western
people in making its increasing influence
Beacon Lodge No. 98 of Portland and divisions of the Boston & Maine railroad
number of persons listened to the exer- and world
wide power more and
more
at North
is completed and does
Lebanon Lodge of Deering,
oises of the children. 1’ney carried out effective for the highest good
of the
Knights of away withBerwick,
hand signal*. Before this was
celebrated [the; 850th
the programme published in Saturday’s world.
Malta,
in
all
anniversary
this
trains
not
of
But will
had to stop there and
put
assumption
4 TO 5 P. M—Balloon Ascen- issue in a manner
creditable to them- men and world wide responsibilities in- of the order Saturday by an outing at make a know nothing but with the
Ponce’s
present
trains go through
system,
selves
to
landing,
the
express
had
Island.
sions.
and
teachers who
The
Long
volve us in that militarism with its large
off frojn five
to eight
party numbering quite seventy-five which flying, clipping
charge of tfceir training.
and
on
armies
minutes
their
taxation,
oppressive
standing
former time between
>
People thronged the Cape Cottage under which Europe has staggered so Included the families of the members Portland and Boston.
The managers of the National Educafbe Celebration will conclude grounds yesterday and the Casino, theatre long. Peace once established, I believe boarded a steamer of the Casoo Bay line
tional association have withdrawn their
at 10.30 of the morning, and
and all objects of interests had their vis- will in
with a
spent the day
the near future lead to the disrequest of western lines for a further reiting crowds. The culinary department armament of the nations of the world and most pleasantly in out door sports such as duction in rates for their annual meeting.
base
of Mr. Robinson was taxed to the further- the
ball, croquet, eto.
The Maine
Central and Boston &
triumph of peace over war. May eaoh
A shore dinnei was prepared by
Grand international Patriotic and est limit and 31 extra cars were called of you
Mr. Maine will begin their summer sohedule
make the most of your talents an d
tomorrow'.
Chas. Cushing and brief remarks were
into requisition
to transport the recer- go on to renewed victories.
The provision in the new internal reveMay the made
at its
conclusion by
Air Concert on
tatlon seekers.
Mr. N. E. nue act relating to the tax on
Cod
be
ever
of
upon
shipments
Almighty
blessing
Redlon
and
The electric cars which were supervised
responded to by Mr. J. H. will, according to the opinion of freight
you to keep you steadfast and true.
an enormous
yield
The committee in charge were agents,
O’Neill.
revenue, much
the Western Promenade at
by Mr. Macreadie, made their trips right
larger, in fact, than the framers of the
NEWS ITEMS.
James ;W.
to the seoond and without
Parker, chairman, Jas. H. law
had any conception of.
any annoying
However,
8 P. M.
delays in transit. The service yesterday
Rev. S. G. Davis and wife, formerly O’Neill, E, Webster, Chas. Carr of Bea- this may be, it yet reuiaius to be decided
shall
this
who
con
and
as
to
pay
Messrs.
Goddard and Hall of
was excellent and deserving of
tax—the shipper
pastor of the
Universalist church at
praise.
the
or
transportation company, and
Lebanon lodge.
-BY ACalais, Me.; but more recently looated at
again, whether or not a stamp shall be
TO THE PUBLIC.
placed upon tho receipt or the bills of
Limona, Florida, are expected this week
DIVIDENDS DUE NEXT

2 P.

__MISCEUAKHOU8.

RAYMOND

spirit

SALE-A new, modem, op
pOR
1 »“«y house.
buUt

FOR

FOR

In any

Inserted under thu hand
week for 28 cents, cosh in
sdrsnce.

FOR

MONEY

In

Forty words
one

to date two
by the
job
work, built upon honof, 8 rooms day,
each batha
with hot water, open plumbra/lM; w-eh trwvi
open lire places, ba/ windows In the llvln®
rooms, separate cellar* and heaters, finished in
natural wood and hard oil finish, separate front
and back doors, everything separate
ve.v
SALE—A very Oen trally located four bright and sunny, large lot land.
This would
make a nice home where one
couldlet one
family house situated withlu flvp min- rent and
occupy the other and have an income
ute walk of the City Hall, consisting of 7
18 Sherman,
near
Iligh street, COLESrooms to each rent, has Sebago water, gas,
WORTHY'S
BOOK STORE, 92 Exchanges*
closets
for each
separate cellars and water
24-1
family; income §30 per month. Will pay ___
good interest on investment. For full particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 pOR SALE OR RENT to close an estate
suburban residence, heated by steam’
23-1
Exchange street.
large barn, henuery, etc., with 35 acres of land’
within
five minutes’ walk of electric cars; satisSALE—Immediately, for pne hundred
and fifty dollars an old established and factory terms. Particulars Ileal Estate office
First
Nationa1
Bank Building. FREDERICK
profitable business. Good reason for selling. o. VAILu.
24-1
Main street, Biddeforu,
Address G, 299
23-1
Maine.
SALE—2
horses
suitable for hav*
heavy
pOR
work. Inquire at F. ft.
SALE—Elegant musical instruments JOHN.SON
to„
*1™!60ofCommercial
& LO.,
street. 23-1
music
boxes,
just received, pianos,
reginas. violins, mafidolins, banjos, guitars,
SALE—A nice family horse, 8 vears old,
harmonicas, corneti, ctjsos, violin bows, pOR
kind and will stand anywhere, weight 900;
superior violin and banjo strings, popular reason for selling, sickness,
s. HOBaRT 143
music books, etc. Pleas© call.
HAWES, 414 Brackett street.
Portland, Me.
ot-i
Congress street.
je25-4
S'OR SALE Two and a half storied detached
house for 2 families. 12 rooms and bath,
SALE—In Deering, new double house, A
wired for electric light., cemented cel- steam heat for both tenements, open plumbing
lar, hot and cold water, hot water heater; and m first class repair with modern style
each half has seven rooms besides pantry, Inside and out. good central locatioil, rents for
bath and
Price 82500.
W H WA1hails; convenient to chui'ohes, 830 per montn.
school© ar.d electrics.
Inquire of A. F. PKON & CO., 18Q Middle street._ 231
25-1
HILL, Woodfords or Portland.
SALE—100 Quiun Refrigerators at lesj
than half price, r. O. BAILEY & CO 43
SALE OR TO LET—House No. 2S0 State
pOR
A
Street. Possession August 1st.
23-1
Apply Exchange street._
to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Blook.
SALE—For investment.
Two family
25-1
house near Lincoln Park. 13 rod®* with
cemented cellar, extra large sunny lot
SALE—The Fairbanks mandolins and baths,
first
class repair, at a price that will bring In
banios excel.
Examine them
at
over 12 per cent on the Investment Partloular*
HAWES
music store, 414 Congress street.
Instruction bocks for all instruments. Real Estate Office, FREDERICK S. VAI1.L.
Pianos to let.
A number of 50 cen t music ___23-1
books (damaged) at 26 cents each.
Superior

AV KRILL, Magnetic Ciairvoyant,
water. Terms reasonable
Address A. E.
11 Brattle street, seoond door from PortWESTBROOK SEMINARY BACCA22-1
land street, about 6 minutes’ walk from Preble.
of business Is the seoctnd read- HAhW»M, fox 88, liar $.lillst Me.
Items
pal
LAUREATE.
Sittings daily on health,business'iir private faming and final passage of the annual approAll advice strictly confidential
ily matters.
The baccalaureate 6ermon before
the
and
reliable.
281
priation bill.
again open during thq suftyner of 1898: auy one
Senior class of Westbrook seminary was
a
timet
in
whicn
wishing
to
spot,
rejRfi}l
MORTGAGES NEGOTIATED—We have
Julio uuuiuiubcD uu
Biioviia nui
meet at
a few weeks or months, will do
well .to
funds of clients to invest in first mortdelivered Sunday forenoon at All Soul’s
spend
two o'clock
Tuesday afternoon at the addrgss the proprietor, JOHN B. PIKE, gages on real estate at 5 per cent Interest. Parchurch, Morrill’s oorner, by the president
ties desiring loans can obtain same by applyje20-<j
City building, and open bias for excavat- Hiiam. MSof the seminary, Rev. H. S. Whitman.
ANTwli A few summer boarders for July ing at the Heal Estate Office in First National
ing, furnishing all material and laying \A*
and August.
t
Good grove near at hand. Bank Building, FREDERICK S. YAILL.
President Whitman took for his subject,
about 8,00) square yards of granite blook Good airy rooms, plenty of good milk, etc; one _23-1
in Maine.
“Responsibilities of the soholar and the
of
the
Address
LOANED on first and second mortpavement, and for setting about 3,000 Box 88.pleasantestjplaces
Standish.
17.2
nation.” The text was from Luke 12, 48: lineal feet of
Me._
gages, real estate life insurance poligranite curbing.
bonds and good collateral sein
icies,
notes,
a
country
line
good
fdr
he^rd
"Unto whomsoever much is given,
locality
of
The
fishing, guiltttag, rowing, fine views, pleas- curity# Notes discounted; rate of interest
largest flag pole in the cHy has
him shall be much required,
and plenty OS shade trees. Broad five per cent a year and upwards, according
and
to been
drives
ant
erected at A. H. Qoudy’g residence,
piazza. A quiet place lor rest and comfort. to security. W. P. CAUR, room 5, second
whom men have committed muoh of him
Spring street, Higgins corner, being 63 Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Ray- floor, Oxford building, 1S5 Middle street.
the
ask
more.”
will
Mr.
Whitman
they
jell-4
mond, Me.
ieiB-4
feet high, and Is to float a handsome
flag.
said in brief:
It is the principal of reSPRING HOUSE-Select boarf,
President Whitman of Westbrook SemiWEDDSNC RIWCS.
Poland
on line of Maine CenSpilng)
(near
sponsibility for whatsoever « committed nary, has awarded the
One hundred of them to selbct from. All
boating and fishing. Send
graduating class tral railroad. Good
to our keeping, in proportion to the graatAddress
C.
E.
all
weights, all prices in to, 14 and 18
for
styles,
North
SMALL,
circular.
scholarship honors as fallows: First, Raymond.
Kt Gold. Largest and best stock of rings
Momayitf
ness of the trust.
It is required of each
in the city. A thousand of them. McKENNEY,
Misses Mary & Perkins, Marcia Libby,
COTTAGE is situated in the the Jeweler, Monument Square.
one to Improve upon the talents given. We
JuneTdtf
Lucy M. Leighton, Amy E. Smith and
picturesque little village of Kearsarge
are each one held to strlot account accorddrive from Korth Conway. WANTED—All persons in want of trunks
ten
minutes'
Me. Richard W. Coolidge; second, Misses about
Post and telegraph offices located near.
Four
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
ing to the fruit which we all respectively Bertha N.
Downs, Helen L. West, Mary mails dally. Boston daily papers are on sale M3 Congress
street, one door above Shaw’s
bring forth. One element lies within our- E. Metjen, Ella L. Fernqld, Eya
walks and drives. grocery store, as we manufacture our
at the postolfioe.
Pleasant
goods
Mason, Pure
selves the other is from without. The one Lucia
water, fresh vegetables and Bilik. and can therefore
spring
bottom prioes.
Hannafqrd, Amy Phillips and Mr. For circular, etc., address L. C. BARNES, Trunks repaired. Open give
evenings. We frame
is what we are, including both original Frank
N.
13-3
Kearsarge,
R..Ober.
11-3
Jl.
pictures,_
endowment and what has been added
The monthly meeting of the Deering
TMOTICE—We Will pay the highest cash prices
thereto. The other includes all those con- overseers of Die
as
^O-O'C-O-O-OO-O-G-OO-QO-OOOO-OO-OO-OO’QO
tor household good3 or store fixtures of
psor and the monthly
any description or repeive the same at our auctditions of place, position,
or
circum- meeting of the board of
assessors, were
for sale bn commission. GOSS &
iou/pQuis
stances. whereby the light and the life held
w HibpN,
184
Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
afterppon at Odd Fellows’
within may be effective for good.
A man
o
Ideal
resort
hall, Woodfbrds. The board of assessors J Rebuilt, refurnished, J898.
add
to
ofirare literary ability may
original are harp gt work in preparing their re- 5 for pefmaw.qt jtnd transient guests. Sea- r
WANTED.
endowment the graoes of thorough culture port which wi)l probably be submitted 6 bathing. Lawn and forest. Electric 6
to
words
the
Sforty
Iswrted
under this
head
city government about the middle x Lights.
and extensive knowledge.
It this man
9
oho WSeX for 25 cent*, cash fa advance.
or latter part of July.
does not use his knowledge and gifts for
iooooooooooooooooooooooooo
the good of mankind h$ has not been true
MANUFACTURER wants general agents In
]uMdtf
WIT AND vSliifxilV!.
■it*every county to appoint local agents and
to his commission. A man of large wealth
place goods with all horsemen, farmers, etc.,
«
WANlBD-rSMALE HJ5LP.
as an individual is involved In a responsiPC?™ ; exclusive territory. W.
Their Dreadful Fate.
HUNTER CO,, Racine, Y/is.
je27law4wSat
bility to mankind. Wealth wings an ip“I often wonder,” said Miss Sprocket,
Farcy wards booertcd under Mis heed
or gentleman as local repcreased power for good to the
TVANTEDv-Lady
family “wbot booomes of the popular songs. our week for US cents, oath in advance.
’1
resentattve.
Guaranteed salary $600
church and community. Ha may not give They are so soon forgotten.”
25-1
MlANlED—Capable girl for general house- per year. Address L., Press Office.
by open and direct ways to the needy, but
“They moet with a dreadful fate,” re- '* work, must be a good cook; good wages
sized
to
UUANTED—Small
mqu
purchase
aadsteady employment to such a person; call
be oan assist by providing the means and plied Mr. Spokes.
TT
small sized suits at less than oneor address M. T.
BOXEN, 54 Ocean St., Wood- lialf
“How is that?”
their xnal value. HASKELL A JONES,
setting others in the way of helping
tords, ye.
27-1
Monument Square.
“Everybody murders them.”—Detroit
jo25-4
themselv es. The money Is indeed his to
wanted to instruct a young miss In
Free Press.
geometry and Latin during tbe summer M7ANTED—All
dispose of as he pleases, but the responsiknow that I repair
to
parties
vacation. Address PROGRESS, Bbk 1557, City.
*
musical instruments of ail kinds, banjos,
bility is his also, for the way In which he
_22-3
guitara, cornets, aceordians mandolins and all
CASTORIA
uses it.
The 19th century with all its
kinds
oj music boxes. DRAKE BROS., No. 79
to run our sewing ma\\TANTED—Girls
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
Franklin St., Portland, Me.
24-1
il1
chines.
KING MANUFACTURING
glorious achievements is drawing to a
In use for more than thirty years, and
CO., Manfrs. of ladies muslin underwear', No.
close. The 20th century in whioh the wonor
who
TJAEUnER
silent,
WANTED—Active
148 Middle St.
22-1
A
would Invest $3000 in a commercial enterThe Kind You Have Always Bought,
ders of the present oentury are likelyto bo
take
as security; interest
and
mortgage
trustworthy girl for general
\X7ANTED—A
repeated on a grander soale is dawning.
per cent. For particulars inquire of N. S.
V v housework in a family of three adults.
CASTORIA
The nation has a responsibility according
References
required.
Apply in forenoon at GARDINER, 176V6 Middle street.22-1
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcheb.
13
Woodroras.
E.
Pleasant
P.
street,
MRS.
to its abi)ity. I do not think we are oalled
TV ANTED—Best dessert, which is Burnham’s
WILSON.
23-1
In use for more than thirty years, and
*»
Jellycou; for flavor, fine; for economy,has
upon to follow in the path Great Britain
no equal; with four
packages get Dewey
The Kind You Have Always Bought,
has trod in adopting
her
of
system
souvenir spoon, battle of Manila, at W. L.
WILSON
&
Cp.’s.
Samples
free; trade supcolonization.
It is a question, indeed,
CASTORIA
plied by jobbers generally.21-1
whether we Gould do it«s well. Our reBears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

Saturday

head

easli in advance.

FOR

parlors of Peaks Island, Me.

Hersey

cents

I^OR

Guy Holdofrat and says that he has been
employed at the Lovell Bicycle works,
South Portland, as a machinist and
tool
maker for some time past.
He udmitted
that ho had been drinking but claimed
to
have no recollection of entering the
Race

Alumni association’s annual
meeting and
election of officers will occur in
Hersey
hall.
The evening will be devoted to the

week for 25

SALE—New 2-storied house, 8 rooms
and bath, steam heat throughout, hot and
cold water in set tubs and lavatories; hard
wood floors
and all other first class conveniences; fine location in Deering; t mile out;
W. II. WADLRON & CO.,
close to electrics.
180 Middle street.
24-1

as

Thursday is commencement
day. At
nine o’clook at All Souls’ church the exeroises of the graduating class
will ba
held. At 1 o’clook the commencement
dinner will be served. At 4 o’olook the

FOR SALE.

SALE.

Ferty words inserted under this
one

churcli

Mrs. John Evans of East Somerville,
Mass., who has been passing a few days sponsibility as a nation, does not end
with Mrs. Robert Ballard, left Friday to with our
duty to our own citizens. It is
be the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Fred for the
strong to serve tl*e weak. We have
Bosworth of Deering.
a work to do for humanity and
civilizaMr. Charles McDonald is erecting a tion distinct from that of
England. Mot
new

namo

I-

--■-

house.
^examination at Westbrook
from the second chapter of 1st Peter. The
Seminary
text was from the Book of Daniel,
2nd will take place today and tomorrow.
Class
exercises
at All Souls’
day
84th
and
The
and 35 verses.
chapter,
speaker alluded to the rise and fall of tho Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock the
ancient kingdom and the advance of
Christ’s kingdom on the earth. The king- annual meeting and election of officers
dom of Christ came
and
established of the board of trustees will be held. In
Wherever the gospel has the evening at 7. SO o’clook at All Souls’
righteousnesa
been preaohed, there it is found that it church'the junior exhibition will occur.

Captain Alvin Hall. Rev.
thought. The gospel enables men to
B. Ford, Oliver Webb and
Jesns Christ as a
saviour
Sbanning acoompanied the scholars acknowledge
from sin. It is one thing to swear allegihad a delightful time inspecting the
ance to the Sag of onr country, and It is
ourios obtained by the Captain during his
another thing to fight for it. It is
of
sea
life.
This collection is quite
many years

Portland’s Crand international joint
Celebration of the 122nd An-

woods nearby where he
was found
later by John Sanborn and a
companion.
They succeeded in tying bis hands together with a rope and took him to Woodfords wbero th y turned him
over t0
Special Officer 0. H.
Thompson who
looked him up. He gave Ma

3 1-4 per

Bath 4 l-2s, municipal, 2 1-4 per cent
men,each about 25 years, residing at East $2550.
Bath 4s, railroad, 1921, 2 per cent, #7484
Deering, arrested a man about 35 years of
Rockland 3 l-2s, ) 8-4 per oent, #4247,
age, for using threatening language and
Rockland 4s, 2 per cent, $2280.
attempting to commit a robbery at East
Reckland 6s, 3 per ceqt, $222.
Maine Central 7s, July, '98, 3 1-3 per
Deering. It appears that the young man
badly intoxicated, called at the house of cent, #36,486.
Maine Central 7s, 1898, $630,500.
Mrs. Mary A. Race, comer of Main and
Maine Central improvement 4 l-2s, 2 1-4
Ocean streets and in threatening tones por cent, $10,125.
Central 4s, 1983, 2 per cent
Maine
demanded entrance to the boose. He
entered and then demanded money and $20,000.
Maine Central
stook, 1 1-2 per cent,
food, brandishing a hammer as Be did quarterly dividend, $74,772.
so. Mrs. Race was
Boston & Maine quarterly, 1 1-2
thoroughly frightened.
per
cent, tpicoi,UiJo.
She refused him money but did
give Kim
MUls> Lewiston, 2 per
some food.
And«!&8nS?“in
He then started to ransack
cent,
the bouse hut finally left. He went into
Bates Mills,LewiBt<m,3 per
cent, $30,000.
^

lading.

Canadian transcontinental freight rates
have been advanced ten per cent.
new construction of railroads m
the country since January 1st is
1095
miles. Of this total two-fifths were built
in the states west of the Mississippi, of
which all but eighty miles Wsre in the
About 878
southern half of that section.
miles were built in ten states south of the
Ohio river and east of the
Missisippi.
With tho exception of five miles in Maine,
not a mile of new work is reported from
For tho period
the New England states.
named the Canadian roads report eightyfour miles, and the
Mexican roads 187

jjjjTho

miles.__

WANTED—A

WANTED—Canvasser

i*

WANTED.

The
change of tinje on the railroads
necessitates corresponding
changes in
the opening and closing of the mall* at
the post office.
The principal changes
are in the mid-day mails to and from
the
east, which arrive 15 to 20 minutes earlier
and close one hour earlier, at 11.80 a. m.
Last dispatch for
New York closes at
5 p. m. instead of 5.15 p. m., as heretofore.

FOR

FOUND—Picked

FOR

family._

Ij'OR

WANTED—In

ELLIE,

oquare._

FOR
Ij'OR

FIRE WORKS

_

Ir'ORSALE—In

FLAGS, &C-, &G,, &C., .3°'K.V
TIfOS. J.
—-

CHANGES IN THE MAILS.

iiv-o

FOR

BRIGGS,

IJ^OR

—

ICE CREAM and CONFECTIONERY

FOR

■

je24

dlw

_

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
Call and see It. McKENNKY. the
Jeweler. Monument Sq uare.
marl9dtf

market.

j

WANTED.

Situation by

young man who understands
is willing to work.
Two
years experience. Graduate of Gray’s Portland Business College. Good references furnished. Address CHAS. F. ALLEN. Skowhegan, Maine.
Jel3d*w*
a

bookkeeping and

SALE-For investment, house of ns
rooms, 2 bath rooms, newly decorated and
painted iuside and out; hotandcold water in
each tenement; Is occupied by prompt paying
tenants, yielding 10 per cent net on price*
located close to Lincoln Park.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
2*1-1

1JOR

PORTLAND’S RECRUITING OFFICE.

SOLDIERS MAY CELEBRATE.

Sixiy-onu
Fourth of

July Committee Sends
tion to

a

Dona-

Applicants

Passed

the

Have

Thus

Far

Examination.

Cllickamauga.

the
The only business transacted at
Fourth of July committee’s meeting, Satof a vote
urday evening, was the passage
at
to send $100 to the Portland troops
may
in order that they
own on
have a little celebration of their
will bo
the national holiday. The money
sent by Gen. Mattocks.
the
The following general reference to
celebration lias been issued by the com

Chickamauga,

inittio:
The Fourth of

will

witness tho

July
of the day ever atgrandest celebration
tempted in our history. Our lovely oity
will be in lull holiday attire and Mother
Mature is donning her brightest, freshest
robes in honor of the occasion. Our visitwill seo the cleanest, prettiest and
ors
in America and enjoy a
healthiest city
celebration
worthy of such a oity. Our
leading citizens and merchants are mani-

festing their customary liberality and
heartily co-operating with the oommittee
to make the
occasion pleasing to our
visitors and creditable to the city. There
be amusement and entertainment
The committee
for all classes and tastes.
was represented at the Bunker Hill celebration
on
the 17th inst, and obtained
many novel
suggestions which will be
will

L

FM

Portland’s recruiting detail worked at
the armory Saturday through the heat of
the day,
examining volunteers and makFour of
ing out the necessary papers.
those who presented themselves passed the
examination, making a total of sixty-one
thus far recruited.
Of these fifty-three have already reached
the camp at Chiokamauga, one more left
Saturday night, and the remaining seven
Boston
will start on tho
boat, tomen

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading

Markets.

New York Stock and

.By

Money Market,

xeiograbu-

NEW YORK, June 25.
Money on call was easy 1*1 Vs per cents
last loanlVs: prime mercantile paper at 3*4
per eent.
sterling dxcfcance firm, with actual
business in baukors bills at 4

36Vs*4 85Vs>[or
sixty days; pott-

84*4 84% lor
ed rates at i c6®4 37.
Commercial
demand and 4

night.

bills are
Frank Brown, who passed the examina4 83.
tion Saturday, was entrusted with the
Silver certificates 69©60.
and was
care of General Mattocks’ horse,
Bar Silver 69%.
started off for the South Saturday night.
Mexican dollars 46%.
E.
Fred
James
James Kennedy,
Leighton,
Government Bonds strong.
H. Morrill, Thomas F. Middleton, Allan
State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds strong.
C. McLean and Thomas Lyte comprise
the squad that will take passage on toHides.
night’s boat.
The following quotations represent the payForty-four more are needed to recruit ing prices in this market;
Lieut. F. A. Cow and ox hides.7%0 ^ lb
the Portland battalion.
Bulls and stags.6Vso
Chaplin, who is in charge of the recruit- Coaii skins, trimmed...1 Co
do
that
the
full
untrlmmed. 9C
ing office, feels confident
Lamb skins.. to 80c each
number can be enlisted within the next
He has been sending out to the
ten days.
Itetail Grocers' sugar Gars.,
country post offices copies of the call for
forllanS market—cut loaf 7; oonfetlon r a y
week
he will Oi". pulverised 6as
volunteers, and the coming
powered, 6c; granulated
»!Otfod crushed 6c t yoiiov7 ^...
look for an influx of recruits from the u-va
back towns, who will be specially fitted

Southern Ry pfd.
Pacific Mall....
Atchinson.

30 vs

;i0

29%

‘aa’/i
13l/4

13* a

Huston Wool Market.
BOSTON, May 26, 1897.-The quotations
on wool for tins market are not much
changed
with the tendency pretty firm, by reason of the
trengti in the country. Tlih range is about as
follows:
Ohio and Peun XXX.32 rd32%
Ohio and Pa X X and above...29 @30
Ohio and Penn. X.28 @27
Mich, and Wis. X and above.23 @2 t
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.30 <§81
Michigan No 1 clothing & combing 28 @29%
Ohio delaine, flue.28 iqjSl
28 @30
Michigan delaine.
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 16 @21
Unwashed combing.21 @23
Medium unwashed.20 @22
Fine Texas and territory.13 @ls
Ordinary Texas and territory.12 @17
Oregon.12 @19
California spring.12 @20
California fall.10 §15
Kentucky, Indiana, etc.21 @24
Georgia.17 @22
Super pulled.25 @46
Extra pulled.23 (gas
Western super and extra.20 @31
Scoured wools.80 «50
Cape Good Hope.17 @20
Australian and New Zealand.23 @38

Montevideo.20324

are

FLOUR.

Spring patents. 4 76135 *5.
Soring, cieariaua straight. 4 15&6 00.
Winter; patents. 4 70@6 25.
Winter, clear and straight, 4 00 g 4 86
Extra and Seconds oo.
Fine and Supers —.
Domestic

imports.

Markets,

my Teiegrapm
carried out in Portland. The most amus- for service.
Loulshurg.CB. Schr Alice E Clark—2805 tom
June 26. 1898.
Up to Saturday noon fifty-five had been coal to Me Central.
ing and interesting features of the parade
NEW
YORK—Wheat
closed firm at 7Ue for
two-thirds of that number being
of the horribles in Charlestown will be rejected,
July; 72c for Sept; 72% bid for Dec.
1’ortlaud Wholesale Marker.
either too short or too light to meet the
Corn closed nearly steady at 36ysasked July;
reproduced and improved upon. This
37% for Sept; 37’ac Dee.
PORTLAND, June 26.
A few were rejeoted on
feature of the day will excel anything army regulation.
Oats closed at 27Vic July.
The following are todys' wholesale pricer ol
account of faulty sight, and many more
CHICAGO—Wheat closed rather easy at 80c
of Its kind evor seen in Portland.
Provisions. Groceries; o;s
for cash and June: 71% for Julv.
because of their lack of a suitable set of
Floor.
eralo| The rowing regatta will develop a series
Corn closed rather easy at 31 Va'cash and for
Buperfine ft
Corn oar
molars.
4i®42
31% for July.
of 0ODtest3 which in interest and quality
MW grades.4 26*4 50
do bag lots .... 4J June;
Oats closed easy 22%c lor cash and for June:
The
from
that
tha
reports
Chickamauga
Spring VYneat DasMeal Dag lots
will exceod
*42 22 Vs for
anything seen in Portland
July.
|
ana
ers.oi
7S
st450il4
ear
lots
soldiers were being poorly fed were disOats,
8c®.'it
Pork closed arm at 9 65 for cash, June and
since
tho
palmiest days of our rowing
Patent 8prm?
Oats, bag lots
*31 July.
couraging to Portland’s recruiting detail.
WDeat... 6 75*6 00 Cotton Bees.
associations.
Lard closed easy 5 60@6 62 for cash, June
ear lots.00 00*23 00
There came a sudden falling off of appli- Mien, str’euv
iutouuun
Vf
and July.
iUU glUlill puiuuu 1 It LlUO
roller..'.. 6 25*5 50
bag lo>* 0000*24 00
cations
for
admission
to
s
and
tha’oompanl'
dear do.. .5 16®,6 35 Sacked Br’e
afford a comparison of the armies of Great
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—June at 82%c;ju>y
'tLouis ar'g
car love. 16 50»16 00 82%c; Sept—c; Deoat 65ysc: No 1 hard at
Britain and the United States never be- those who did take the examination had roller.
5 26E5 50
bag lotsld 00*17 oo 86% ; No 1 Northern 84% ; No 2 Northern at
ask
about army
82 Vac.
eioot
fore
witnessed on American soil. The many ; questions to
MI N F. A Pi 1T.TH_VI/N11W_flrot weranfa A. rtfV/il
vtnt’r wheai
baa ots. .800*17 00
Royal Scotch Highland regiment of rations. Several reassuring letters have
6
7i
4 70; second patents at 4 36 n4 45; first clears
60S5
57
feed....
Mixed
50
patents.
been
received
from
the
showsince
camp,
fl»u.
Coffee.
at 3 66&S 86; second clears 3 10«3 3d.
Montreal will be escorted by our gallant
(Buying*! selling price) Klo.roastea
11@16
DETROIT—Wheat closed easy—No 1 Whtie
soldiers from Connecticut and the brave ing that the scarcity of rations was but a Cod—Large
Jara&Mocha do26@28 at 82c
oash; No 2 at Red cash 83c; July 71Hc
Buore ....« BOW475
molasses.
lads from the U. S. monitor Montauk, temporary condition.
July.
small
do.
25
.2 00®S
Porto Rloo.26*80
A
letter
received
from
Chickamauga,
in their
new and
natty uniforms will
ST. LOUIS—Wheat closed father irregular at
Pollock
2 25*8 50 Barbadoos.
26*26
squad of Haddock.. .1 76*2 00 Fancy.82@35 81c lor cash; 68c bid for July.65ya@u6I4 bid
vie with them in friendly emulation of Saturday says that the first
Tea.
26
Hake.2
Sept.
00*2
Portland
recruits
a
presented
drill
discipline and appearance. The thirty
Corn closed at 31 He for cash and June.
H erring, box
Amoys.23*30
on
its
arrival
Sealed....
9@14o Congous., se-.26*50
contrast
between the picturesque
cos- picturesque appearance
DULUTH—Wheat easy; No 1 hard 8* bid for
Mackerel,
oi
Japan....30*35 cash: No I Northern 82c asked cash; 82c bid
Quite a number of the men, who
tumes of the Highlanders and the simple there.
Snore is*22 00**26 Formoso.......36*66 for
July.
service
uniform of the United States, left Portland without any pin money in
Snrar.
Shore 2s 816 00®*1S
MILWAUKEE—Wheat closedasy at 87Ho
will be most interesting to contemplate.
5 466
Large Es *12*16 00 StandardGran
their pockets, visited the pawn shops on
cash.
Ex
cllne
rroouce
6
quality
466
The drill ol the Canadians is said to be
exchanged Cane Cranberries
Extrac....6a%
of a superior order and our gallant lads their arrival in Boston and
V crate.. S 60*3 60 Yellow Extra C.... 40
European Markets.
their clothing for overalls and jumper, in
must be upon their mettle.
0 00
Maine.
Seed
iBy Telegraph.)
Never since the opening of the Grand which primitive garb they were marched
Tea Beans.1 G0«i 66 Timothy.
8 65®3 76
LONDON. June 26, 1888.—Consols closed at
Trunk railway have our business rela- into
Yellow Etcs.1 86#1 90 Clover,West, »%@»
of
The
exchange
clothing Cal Pea.... 1 66*1 76 do
camp.
tions with our Canadian friends been
N, Y. 9%®lo 111 1-16 lor monev and the 1UH for account.
66070 Alslke,
so
cioso and valuable as now, and our brought them in a few dimes, with which Potat’s. ous
10*10%
LIVERPOOL, June 26, 1898—Cotton market
Fotatoes
3
Bed
New
is steady—American midling at 3 7-16d; sales
50@$4
Top,
16@17
business men, recognizing the importance to increase their United menu during their
sweetsjerseyS26@3 75
Previsions,
8,000 bales, including 600 bales for speculaand
value
of those interests are deterdo Norfolk 0 oo*
Perktrip to the oamp.
tion and export.
mined that Portland’s celebration of the
heavy
14 00
Several of the squad worked a shrewd do Vlneland,4 60®$5
EOth anniversary
of this important conOnions. Ber 0 00@2 00
medlumlS 00*13 60
nection shall show our Canadian friends game in New York by means of which
short out aDU
dolEgyp’c 3 00®3 26
SAILING DATS OF STEAMSHIPS.
clear
that the mutual advantages of reciproH@13
To the lapel of Uhickoao....
FOP.
they got a square meal.
FROM
Turkeys. Wes. 18*x6 Beef—llghtlO 2601076
cal
relations are
in
fully appreciated
Trave.New York. .Bremen
.June 28
attached a brown tag, Northern ao... .16*17
every coat was
heavy,.. 11 60®12 00 Teutonic.New York.
Portland.
29
.Liverpool..June
Fowls...
Bnlests%D8 6 76®
The
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp. ..June 29
ceremonies at Fort Alien park bearing the name of the wearer and the
Apples.
hard, tcs ana
Canada.Boston.Livrepool-.June
with the accompanying music in the af- address,
30
Park.
60
Chickamauga
Eating aphl’ss 60@4
% bbl.nure 7 @7V4 F Bismarck.. .New York.
.Hamburg. .June 30
do common 42(0,3 00
ternoon, will be among the most interestdocom'nd. 0%feo%
These tags had been fastened to the
Californian.Montreal..
June
80
.Liverpool..
Baldwins 3 5004 00
ing and entertaining of the day. During clothing of the recruits when
nans,eomnd
State Nebraska New York.. Liverpool...July 1
they left the E tup 4> lo io*ll%n pails, pure 6%®6%
their progress a fleet of 50 yachts will
7%*8 m, Vancouver,... .Montreal.. .Liverpool....July 2
a
Cement.
pureltt
contest
lor
8% 5>8Vs Trojan Prince..New York. .Azores.July 2
precautionary
supremacy over the inside Portland armory, as
6 00*6 60 Bams....
3
@9% Bellena.New York..Rosario.July 2
course in full view of the spectators from measure; to Insure their keeping together Messina
California
I
sccev'rd
Mohawk. New York. .Loudon.Julv 2
Fort Alien park and the adjacent portion
and not missing train and boat connecoranges.
Oil.
Lucania.New York. .Liverpool. .Julv 2
oE thejEastern promenade.
0 00*0 00 Keroeenel20ts
Florida
8%
Palatla.New York. .Hamburg.. Jul2 2
The iireivorks at the West End and the tions. When the boat reached Boston they Calltorma, 3 COM4 00
Llgoma. 8%
York. .Havre.July 2
illustrated patriotic concert on the West- made a break for the nearest restaurant, do Beedlngs 2 60@800
Centennial. 8% Bourgogne.New
of Borne. ..New York. .Glasgow .July 2
breakfast and then presented
ate a
Pratt's Asuai ..10% City
nagsern
promenade,
Amsterdam...
New
York..
Rotterdam .July 2
interspersed with the their heartyto be
©12 In half bbls lo extra
punched, assuring the eastern extra..
tags
Servia.New York. .Liverpool.. July 6
huge Jime light pictures of current events
@12
Raisins.
the establishment
that FreshYvestern..
Kaiser
W
de
G
New
York.
and portraits of our distinguished mili- proprietor of
6
.Bremen_July
Musctl.50 lb bxs606%
“Uncle Sam’’ would settle the bill. The Held.
IBattex.
London tay'rll 76@20C l.anfranc.New York. .Maranham.-July 5
tary and naval heroes, will conclude a scheme worked to a
but
It
will
be
York..
Britannic.New
Liverpool...
charm,
6
July
18«19
deal.
day’s programme enjoyablo to our visitors some time before the restauranter allows Oreameryjncy..
Westerniand .New York. .Antwerp. ..July 6
GUtEuae vr’mt. @18
Ketatl—delivered.
and pleasunt and profitable to the city of
Numidian
.Montreal...
7
Liverpool,..
of
recruits
to
July
another
off
so
Choice...
Cumberlana 000*4 26
squad
get
Portland.
Edam.New York.
Cheese.
Chestnut....
@6 00 Anchoria.New York. .Amsterdam July 7
easily.
9
.Glasgow
N. Y, lot-rv u @10
.July
FrankUa...
8 00
July 9
Ferment... 9 fclO
Lehigh....
@600 Mobile.New York. .London
WAR WILL NOT AFFECT THEM.
Pretoria.New
York.
9
.Hamburg
.July
10%
Pea.
4
Sage,....
811
60
Touraine.New York. .Havre
July 9
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool. .July 9
Grain Quotations.
Berlin .New York. .So’ampton
July 9
An Old Orchard Man Says Season’s ProsSparndam.New York. .Rotterdam.. JuW 9
BOARD OF XBA Id
CHICAGO
Lahn.New York. .Breineu
July 12
pects Are Bright,
free
Majestic.New York. -Liverpool...July 13
Friday’s quotations.
Kensington ..New York. -Antwerp... July 13
WHEAT.
Hilary.New York. .Para. &c.. .July 16
July.
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Sept,
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ahead of last year’s showing.
23
Old time Closing..e......
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NEWS
PORK,
guests are coming, and every day letters
July.
of inquiry from prospective tourists are
PORT OF PORTLAND.
9 55
Opening..
receiv’d. Nobody says anything abont Closing.
9.50
SATURDAY, June 25.
ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Saturday’s quotations.
the war. The new pier will help the
Arrived.
WHEAT
beach in many ways, not only increasing
July.
6ept
Steamer Cumberland.Thompson, St John, NB
Montreal ami Quebec to Liverpool.
the number of visitors, but affording Opening. 73
67% via Eastport for Boston.
1'rorn
Brora
66%
them an opportunity for boating and Cosing...... 71%
Steamer Percy V, How, Phlpsburg via CunLiverpool Steamship
Montreal
cons
dy’s Harbor.
which have been practically un12 May.
California,
28 May lishing,
Scb Golden Sheaf, Chandler, Perth Amboy,
cepr.
.'uiy.
19 May.
Kunildian.
4 June known pastimes there.
327/a clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Closing. ..32Vi
26 May.
Laurentian.
11 June
Sch J Nickerson, Littlejohn, Raritan River,
317/a
32Ya
“I look for a busy season. So much Opening.. ........ •.
2 June.
Parisian.
IS June
clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
o..
9 June.
25 June rain has fallen thus far this year that
Sch Alice E Clark. Clark, Louisburg, CB, coal
Carthaginian,
16 June.
SO June
Calitorman,
Juiy.
Sept. to Me Cent RR.
July and August are likely to be hot and Opening .....23 Vfc
Sch Lyra (Br), St John, NB, for Boston.
20%
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. in., conHot
is
22 Vs
weather
bound
to
Sch Mildred A Pope, Irons, Machias for Bos22*/e
make the Closing...
necting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Port- dry.
ton.
roni*
land the previous evening.
summer resort business good.
Sch Vicksburg. Kendall, Raritan River, clay
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
July.
Stoneware Co.
Opening.970 to Portland
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
Sch Hannah Grant, Strout, Boston.
9 70
only.
POLITICAL POINTERS.
Closing...
Scb Railroad. Simmons. Friendship.
The Saloons and Staterooms are In the cenSell Helen Maria. Kelley, Boston.
tral part, where least motiou is felt.
Sheriff Samuel I). Plummer is a candiElecin
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IN HOT WEATHER

keep kitchen and house
from steam and

odor by washingclothes with
EELS NAPTHA
and cold water.

soap

MARINJC

■

ALLAN LINE

tricity

is used for
lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Muslo
Booms and Smoking Booms on the

promenade
staterooms are heated

^a*oou9

b hteanu

^Kates^of

passago *52.60 to:*70.00.
A reductlon Is made on Hound Trip Tickets
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London ’and
Londonderry, *34.u0 and £116.26: return
$66.75 and *69.00.

date for a place on the Republican state
E. Dudley Freeman, Esq
committee.
will endeavor to remain a3 Cumberland
county’s representative on the committee.
The list of Portland Republican candidates for representatives to the legislature

Boston

The following
quotations of stocks atBoston:
Mexican Central 43. 61%
Atchison, Top. & SantaiFe. R. new. lays
Boston & Maine.162%
dopfd
Maine Central.127
UnlonIPacific. 23%
Onion Pacific pfd. 60%
American Bell.276
American
Sugar,
common.180%
Sugar, pfd....Ill
Cen Mass.’Pld.

is, up to date, ns follows: Messrs Harry
William R.
R. Virgin, Richard Webb,
Anthoine, Frederick O. Chase, William
further information anDly to M.
Theodore A.
do
Bradley,
Josselyn,
T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress St., S. B.
Flint &
KEATING. 6lVn Exchange Si., ASHTON’S Charles J. McDonald, James A. Connellan
TICKET aGKFCY, 931 1-2 Congress St.. H
and Sheriff Samuel D. Plummer.
& A. ALLAN, Moutrcal, 92 Stale St_ Boston’
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage *22.50 and *23.60.
Bor tickets or

and 1

India St., Portland.

jly31dn

~~

~00Mll0N LINE.
MONTREAL am

QUEBEC ll LIVERPOOL.

THE DEATH RATE.
There were seven deaths in Portland in
the week which ended Saturday noon.
The deaths were duo
to
convulsions,

inantition,
diphtheria,
meningitis,
paralysis, tuberculosis and typhoid fever.

flancau
the
closing

tttoan

were

commcn
...
Per© Mara.
New York Stock Market.

NEW YORK, June 26.
The following are to-day’s opening and closing Quotations of stocks:

Opening. Closing.

Metropolitan...160%
Transit.

62%
Booklyn Rapid
Philadelphia & Reading. 19

95%
Delaware & Hudson....
COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS’ OUT- St. Paul.! 99%
Scotsman
ING.
C.. B. &Q.1063/a
Yorkshire
Rock Island.'..107
LomluloD
The annual outing ot the Maine ComNorthwestern.
mercial Travellers’
Association occurs Omaha.
The
2.
members will Ontario & Western. 16%
Saturday,
July
TO L1V KlJl’OOL VIA. QUEFNSTOWN.
meet at City hall at 9 o’clock a.m.
sharp, Cleve.Ctnn., Chicago & St. Louis 42
From
From
and march from there to Custom House CanadaSouthern.
Steamer.Boston.
Liverpool.
y. 8. Gamma, June 2. 7.30 a. m. wharf where they will take a steamer for New York Central.116%
5lay 18.
Jmie 16.
S. S. Canada, June .30, 5.30 p.m.
A shore dinner will be Lake Shore.190
Long Island.
Pacific pfd —.70
RATES OF PASSAGE.
served and a good time is assured all Northern
First Cabin, $52.53 and upwards.
American Tobacco.117%
Return
§ioo and upwards according to steamer and ac- who attend.
U. S. Leather pfd. 65%
commodation.
Clieapeakel & Ohio. 23|
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonBUTLER SCHOOL EXHIBITION.
Union Pacific. 2334
donderry and Oueenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $60.75 to
There has been so much interest evinced Western Union. 9t
$78.40, according to steamer
and accommodation.
in
the
exhibition of the work of the Manhattan.104
Srecrage, to Liverpool, London. Londonderry.
Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast- pupils of the Butler school that Mr. Sugar.130%
t22 50 to $25.50 according to steamer.
Louis & Nash. 62%
J- K- K. RATING, T. P. McGOWAN, Andiews, the principal, has decided to
Coal & Iron. 24%
J J JLNSi-.N,
Portland, or allow the
ASHTON,
exhibition to continue to- Tenn.
Hi TORRANCE &
1
Wabash pfd.X9%~
GO., Gen. Agents,
and
day
Aiwiitreal
Tuesday.
je2dt£
Missouri Pacific. 36%

Steamer_From

Labrador
Vancouver

Montreal

From

June 25, 9 a. m.; June25,
July 2, 9 a. m. I July 2,
9,9 a.m.
9.
16,9 a.m.
16,
23, 9 a. m. I
23,

Quebec

6. p. m.
6. p. m.
6. p.m.
6. p. m.
6. p. m.

ioostopst

JerseyCentral.

160%
63%
19%
95%
93%
106%
106%

16%
41%
116%
190

79
118%

658%
23
24

83%
103%
130
53

25
j8yg
36

{‘B

h“’folk;

barques J B Rabel, Tampico; Willard
Barbados; sells Bertha E Glover.Cox*
fn.?,Ior Bortland; C J Willard. Jersey City
Desert Ferry; Hattie McG Buck, do for

Fatou, South Amboy for Calais.
f5?2SvvJ* L Ar
24th, aehs Samuel Dillaway,
«.vTiVi
Baltimore; S P Hitchcock, Sorensen,
J:1l“JRobert A
from a coastwise

Kinner,
port;
r*i
V.?1'1,®8 A Hunt, Wright, Stonlngton; Lizzie Lee,
Mary Steele, Pascnal. RockA ^eer
Mans; L A Plummer. Foster, Hoboken;
W Glover, Jameson, Rockland; Lanie
nufBo
Eobb,

Beal. New Vork ; A Hooper, Calder,Calais:
Hoyt, Thatcher, Philadelphia; Hazel
Pell» Duffy, Elizabethport Emma S Briggs, Osggrue. Hastings. NY; Horatio L Baker, Atkins,
Washington; Estelle Phinney, Puinney, do;
Mary Brewer, Gilbert, Rockland; E M Sawyer,
Ca

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
June 25—Ar, sch Onward. New York.
soh Herbert E, Sullivan for New York.

Old,

exchange dispatches.
Passed Tory Island June 24. steamer Lake
Winnipeg (Br), Jones, Montreal for Liverpool.
Memoranda.

Rio Janeiro. May 31—Barque Celina, Hutton,
which arrived lere May 26, is bound to Buenos
Ayres, and put iu here damaged, she will proceed to destinatb n.
Vineyard-Haven. June 25—Soil K F Hart,
leather from Hoboken for Bath, arrived here
today witli loss ol port anchor and chain. Procured another from steamer Susie B.
Domestic

Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 24th, barque Emita, Pray
Brunswick ; sells EUa M Willey. Barter, Turks

and PHILADELPHIA. topeTk TTland
1

I

(C'R|»t II.

Frc.ii Boston every Wednesday and Saturday,
From Ptiilaileiphia every Wednesday and

Saturday.

South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $13.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods shipped by this
line are
covered against war risk by open policies
this

company

without

expense

shipper.
MB. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 80 State St, Flake Building, Boston,
to

oct22dti

ass.

cts!

HScflc,

Towuseittl.)

Commencing Wednesday, May 11,1898, steamwill leave east end Portland Pier for Bay
View landing.
WEEK DAYS.
5,50, 7.00, 8.00, 10.15 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 3.00,
5.00, 0.15, 7.25, *11.00 p. m.
Returning leave Bay View landing 0.20, 7.20,
8.25, 10,40 a. m., 12.25, 2.25, 3.25, 5.25, 0.30,10.30 p.
er

From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
Fine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and

issued to

IS.

RAILROADS.

FOR 5

Sir. island

STEAMSHIP LIME.

SABAGO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.
Songo River, Naples, Bridgton, North
The
Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.

to

daily excursion route through the
Winding Songo and Sebago's chain of Lakes.
conOn and after June 27th to make close
nections with steamer for above places, take
M. C. lb u. (Mountain l)iv.( train for Sebago Lake, leaving Union Station dally at 8.45
a. m., 1.25 p. m.
Returning, steamer leaves
Harrison 7.45 a. m„ 2.00 p. m., North Bridgi<m 8.00 a. m„ 2.15 p. m„
Bridgton 8.30 a. m.,
2.45 p. m., Naples 9.15 a. in., 3.30 p. m. Connecting at Lake Station with 11.45 a. m. train
lor Portland and Boston.
Information and
tickets obtained at Union Station.

famous

jne6tf
C. L. GOODRIDGE, Mgr.
or, Calais.
Eld, sells Nellie F Sawyer, Willard, Hillsboro,
NB; Spartan, Coombs. Kennebec and WasliingIndependent. Case, Norfolk.
t0£j:
Sid. sebs Nellie F Sawyer, Hiilsboro, NB;
George A Lawry, Vinalliaven; Independent,
Norfolk; x W Allen, Calais; Bertha Dean and
Mary Manning, coastwise.
PORTLAND AND BANGOR.
Ar 25th, barkentine Stephen G Hart, Babhidge, Charleston; sells Josie R Burt, Burt.
Commencing Tuesday, June 28, 1898,
Newport News; Elm City, Falkeuburg. Newport
News, Geo P Davenport. McLeod, do; Oregon,
Gross. Rockland; Annie Lee, Cole, Maclnas;
£i'ed Jackson. Weldon, Norfolk; Maggie Todd,
Coggswell, Red Beach for New York; Freddie leaves Franklin Wliarf, Portland, Tuesdays
Eaton, Clark, New York; Sunbeam, Campbell. and
Saturdays at 6 a. m. Touching at Squirrel
StOIli!ll?ton Mnd'iiy'-iaAnp H nntinu’frnri l-lmt’/in
Island, Rockland, Camden, Belfast and
Conn.
BucUsporr,
Arriving at Bangor about 7 p. m.
Cld. schs John It Halliday, Moore, Kennebec
Retu ning—leave Bangor Mondays and
and Richmond, Va; John M Fiske, Norton.
at
5 a. m., making above landings.
Thursdays
Booth bay; Alice M Colburn, McLeod, Newport
Arriving at Portisnd about 6 p. m.
News.
Connections*—At Squirrel Island lor BoothSid, schs A It Keene. Hillsboro. NB; Lizzie
Lee, 8 A Paine, N Jones, Deer Isle; Lulu W bay Harbor, Heron 1st md, Christmas Cove and
At Rockland
for Vinalhaven,
Lpps, Ellsworth; H S Boynton, Rockport; Wm Pemaquld.
North Haven and Stonington.
Thomas, Calais; Hume, Rockland; Lincoln,
FARES
FROM PORTLAND TO
Miilbridge; Alice M Colburn, Newport News;
Abel E Babcock.
Squirrel Island.75c, round trip,
#1.25
"
Highland Light—Off here 26th, schs Right Rockland or Camden. .»l.50,
2.50
Away, Perth Amboy for Salem; Lewis H Gow- Belfast. 2.00,
3.50
••
ard Newport News for do; Ni btingale. Perth Bangor.
2.50
4.50
Amboy for Bucksport.
Weather permitting.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 24th, sch James B
O. C. OLIVER, President
Woodhouse, St George.
CHAM. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.
je25 dll
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, schs Morancy Dyer,
Oarteret; Susie M Plummer, Hart, Boston.
Cld, schs Bertha F Walker, Bearee, Providence ; Cora Dunn, Harrington, Boston; Henry
P Mason, Blair, Bath.
Ar 25tli. schs Mary E H G
Dow, Malcolmson,
lort Tampa; James W Bigelow, Graham, Sa—17-..7 FOR
vannah.
BANGOR—Ar 25th, schs Wm H Card, Sarah
Eastport, Lubeo. Calais, St Jo''n. N.B.,Ha!itax, N.SMills, Jolm F Randall, and Helen, Boston.
Sid, barque Agat, Newcastle-on-Tyne; sch* and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
BeDj T Biggs, Derby, Ct; Annie F Kimball, New Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
York; Charleston, Boston; Andrew Neblnger, favorite route to Campobello and St Andrews,
N. B.
New York: Susie P Oliver, do.
Summer Arrangement.
BATH—Sid 25th, schs Carrie A Norton Jessie
Murdock, E J Freucli, John Penrose, PhiladelOn and after Monday. May 9th.
steamer
phia; C W Church, and ;J Manchester Haynes. will leave Portland on Mondays,
Wednesdays
Washington; Monhegan, Baltimore; Samuel and Fridays at B.30 p. m.
Ilart, New York.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
BRUNSWICK, Ga—Ar 24th, schs Kate S
Flint, Decker, Noank; Mary L Crosby, Trimm, days.
New York.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—In port 24th, schs E to destination. (^“Freight received up to 4.00
Wale man, Portland for Calais; lmogene, RockTickets and Staterooms apply at the
land for Portland.
DUTCH ISLNAD IIAKBOR-Ar 24tli, sch S Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other Information, at Company’s Office,
Sawyer. Boston for Providence (and sailed).
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 23d. sch Cora C Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
Meatier. Meader, Baltimore.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
HYANN1S—Ar 24th, schs George A Plereemarl8dtfH. P.O. HERSEY Agent
Mary Louise aiid Maud, for western ports; Oil,
ver Scholield and Thomas B Garland, Tenant’s
Harbor for New York; Frances Goodnow, Roberts Harbor for do.
Ar 26th. Charles Cooper, Amboy, to discharge:
'MattiejHolmes, Bangor for Norwich; Kuttie
Paige and Uranu3, for western ports.
At Bass River, soli Mary EEldriUge, Portland
for New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 24th, sch JohnSDeering, Ba ttmore.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 25th, sch Mattie J Alles.
New York.
NEW LONDON-Ar 25th, sch D D Haskell,
Brunswick.
NOBSKA—Parsed 26th, sch Lewis H Goward,
Newport News for Salem.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, sch E M Storer.
Haskell, Waldoboro.
Dally Line, Sundays Included.
Cld. sch Carrie E Pickering, Haskell, Greens
THB NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
Laudiug.
Ar 25th, schs Horace G Morse. Brunswick;
U & J Blenderman, Gardiner; B R Woodside,
Savannah.
Cld 25th, tug International, Tilton. Portland,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf Port,
towing barge Kalmra: sch Bessie C Beach, IMc- land, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving
in
Keague, Augusta.
season for connection with earliest trains far
Reedy Island—Passed down 24th, schs R F points beyond.
Pettigrew, for Portland; Annie T Bailey, for

in.

•Saturday night only.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a. m,.
2.00, 3.00. 5.00 p. 111.
JOHN TEMPLE. Manager.
maylldtf

12.00 m.,

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co.
Kamme

r

Ai

rangemeutfi—Oil
him*

and

Aft*r

18 h, 1898.

GOING WEST.
UTIl. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. in., touching at So. Bristol tCbristmas Cove. Heron Island, tOcean Point, BootUbay Harbor and
Squirrel Island.
Wednesday, leave Damariseotta at 6 a. m. for
Portland, touching at anove landings
Friday, leave Pemaquld for Portland at 6 a.
m..touching at a' ove landings except Damariscotta.
GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland a» 7
a. m. for Damariseotta.
touching at Squirrel
Island, Boothbay Harbor, tOcean Point, Heron
Island. tCbristmas Cove, So. Bristol and East.

Boothbay.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. lor Pemaquiu, touching at above landings except
Damariseotta.
On Saturday will return from Damariseotta
to East Boothbay.
t

Passengers conveyed by

team.

Tuesdays and Saturdays'passengers lor Pemaqtiid conveyed by ferrv from So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
jel7dtf

Maine Coast Navigation Co,
PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

STEAMER SALACIA

International Steamship Co.

PXr

BAY STATE AND

Savannah.

Delaware Breakwater—Passod out 24th, schs
Edwiu R Muut, Philadelphia lor Providence;
Three Marys, do for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY
Slcl 25th, scU Leora M
Tburlow, Gardiner.
Sid 24th. sch Annie R Lewis, Ulmer, Belfast.
—

Pl/YMOuth—flirt

IMf.h

snh 'Fhnu T-T I

n virronno

Kennebec and New York.
PORT READING—Old 24tli, sells Jos Eaton,
Jr, Fisher. Hyannis; Mary blandish, Gray, Saco.
SALEM—Ar 26th, sch Ringleader. Bangor to
Salem, tor orders.
Sld. sells Velma and Mary Eleanor, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Cld 24th. sells M V B Chase,
Eastman, Gardiner; Jos W Hawthorn, Hoftses,
Portland ( atter sailed).
V1NKYAKD-HAVEN-Ar 26th. schs Ellis P
Rogers. Perth Amuoy lor Boston; Hope Haynes.
South Gardiner (or New York; Geo E Prescott,
Vinalhaveii for do; iMary E Morse. Randolph
for do; Samuel S Thorp. South Gardiner for do;
Edith & May. do for orders; EG VVUlald, Kingston, NY. for Boston; Nightingale, Perth Amboy
fur Bucksport (last two sailed); RFHart, Hoboken for Bath (lost anchor, but procured another
here), Druid. South Amboy for Thomaston:
Sarah L Davis. Port Liberty for Saeo (and sld);
Charles K Balcn. Richmond. Mo, for New Yorks
Thomas B Garland. Dumariscotta for do; Oliver
Cleared.
Allies, Rockport lor do; Miranda, South Gardiner for do; Mildred May. Brooksville for RondHoratio
Hall, Bragg, New York—
Steamship
out; Annie PConlou. Iceboro for Philadelphia.
J F Llscomb.
Passed—Schs Annie K Lewis, Perth Amboy
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East Boothbay—
for Belfast; Flora Condon, do tor llaliowell;
Alfred Race.
Annie
M Allen, bound east,
Steamer Salacla, Oliver, Bath, Boothbay HarSld, schs Ellis I’ Rogers, and Samuel S Thorp.
bor and Wiscasset—C R Lewis.
WASHINGXON-Ar 24th. sch O H Brown,
Sch Luis G Rabel, McKown, Kennebec and
Kennebec.
Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Maggie S Hart, Farrow. Kennebec and
Foreign Ports.
Washington—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Pavilion. Johnson, Machias—J H Blake.
Ar at Buenso Ayres May 27, barque Mabel I
Sch Forest Belle. Beals. Machias—J H Blake.
Sch Emma F Chase, Church, Cutler—J H Blake Meyers, Meyers, Boston.
Ar at Honolulu June 16, barque S C Allen,
Sdh Maud 8, Seavy, Prospect Harbor—J H
Johnson. San Francisco.
Sld June 2, ship A J Fuller, Nichols, Delaware
Sch Seth Nyman, Rtce, Prospect Harbor—J H
Breakwater.
Blake.
Cld at Hillsboro, NB, June 24, sch Oliver S
26.
SUNDAY. June
Barrett. Erwin, Baltimore.;
In port at Rio Janeiro June 1, barque Antioch,
Arrived.
Hemingway, for Turks Island.
Ar at Turks Island prior to June 17. sch Geo
Steamship Manhattan. Bennett, Nej York—
V Jordan, Bergman, baiitos. to load for Boston
passengers and mdse to J F Llscomb.
Sld fm Halifax June 24, sch Eita A Stimson,
Tug Nottingham. Philadelphia, with barge C
RR No 3. coal to Randall A McAllister.
Hogan. Savannah.
Soh Eleazer W Clark, Goodwin. Philadelphia,
coal to G T Ky Co.
Spoken.
Sch Charley Woolsey, Ginn. New York, coal to
June 24, off Charleston bar, sch J S Hoskins,
Me Cent RR.
Bennett, from Baltimore for Jacksonville.
SAILED—U S ship Badger; sch William C
Tanner, Kennebec, in tow of tug L A Belknap.
IThe Belknap made the trip from Portland to
the Kenuebec and return iu 5 va hours.]

SACO,

STKAMKRS.

STEAMERS.
"

delphiatdP
Ain!?'

Boston 1'roiiuoc

Market.
BOSTON. June 24. 1898—Thj following
ts-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.;

^ IJIorse> Kennlston, Jacksonville; Peno
sturgi-i K.fr.amirez- Jordan, St Simona; Ira D
Norfolk; Silver Heels,QulnAmboy fn'?r? fur Leith Amboy; Joseph Eaton,
Perth Ami,*1 Tennis; Flora Condon, Sellers,
Nash Hn?ti0y *or Hallowell; Morris & Cliff,
F n Odin?,?
Mary Augusta, Smith, Boston;
Irev (iionj;19'White, do; Edith Melnttre. Godllav’eu fn?c^8ter; Lavinia Campbell, Vail, New
9rfo|k; Onward, Wheeler. NorthportTilton. Hundlett, Kennebec; Jordan i »r?,r,y
ker lCen?,„; T>yer. Rockland; Lavalta, WhitaIIermai?S9i^C; H Bead, Torrey, Rockland;
Eevenaaif Kimball, Cane, Rockport; Elizabeth
Dumont*’ Keller, Thomastou; J M Horales,
Thom«^„uth Uardiuer; Samuel Mart. Brown,
^or hern Eight, Robbins, New
BedfnSs "9ttla
Shlpinan; tug Triton (of Bath),
Lewis p
Pi, k ort Antonio.
Wiliam
Mudgett, Thestrnp, Barbailnl,i"es
S,?3;-fKltabel, Mitchell, Tampico.
Keunebeo. HoThomastou;
bok»nSi? ,Prui(l>
hallowell; T W Cooper, do for HyanllisLertli
for
Flora ConSalem;
Amboy
don
dri ii£B£“> Amboy forHallowell; AnnieB Lewis.
San,?;, lfast! Sarah h Davis, Port Liberty for
Arthur c Wade, Rio Janeiro,
Ar'o-?,rrine
u
brig Havllah. Richardson, Brunswink
Dni.nV, ch,s Ahneda Willey, Randall, do; Eva B
Kennett, do; John Douglass, Thurstin,
A Heaton. Whiton, Rocklam ;
Whitney. Welch. Bangor; Cumberlnad,
ifSJJlohn, Portland; Cbatles II Sprague. Math“Wtaer; Jennie (J Plllsbury, Pillsbury,
Woodbury M Snow, Maddox, do;
c"r 9 L Hix,
Campbell, do.
jamos Drummond, Skewes, PhilaInn

WI. i. MARKS,.

Book, Card
AND-

JOi

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’
97 1-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange

FINE JOB

attondedT3

™

St.,

Portland

PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
°r

^eDhone^promptty

PORTLAND,

STEAMBOAT CO.
Daily

round

trip (Sundays excepted) between

HOW,

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m„ for Lowell's Cove, Orr’s Island; Card’s Cove.
Quoliog Bay, Poor’s Point, East Harpswell;
AsbdaTe, Horae Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point, Sebasco, Pliippsburg and Cundy’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. 111.; Phippsburg, 6.13 a. m.; Aslidale, 6.30
a. m.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.45 a. ill.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.13 a. in.:
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
Por lurtlier particulars apply to
J. H. MCDONALD, Pres. and Manager,
158 Commercial street..
Telephole 46-3.
apr4
dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CD.
Custom House Wharf.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing Thursday, April 38, 1898
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 5.45,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m„ 2.15, 3.15,
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. rn.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15
3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. m.
For Little
and Great Diamond
Islands,

Leave Fonce’s Landing, 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m.,
2.50, 5.10, 0.55 p. m.
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 8-15. 11.05 a. m„ 2.45,
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m.,
12.00 m„ 12.25, 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.50 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a.
rn„ 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.t5. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefetlien’s, 0.20, 7.10, 9.10, 11.50 a. m.,
12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40. 3.15, 5.20. 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marriuer's Lauding, Long Island, 11.30 a.
m., 3 00 p. m.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
9.00. 10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15,
3.15, 5.00 p. 111.
For Little
and
Trefetlien’s and
10.30 a. m., 12.16,

Great Diamond
Islands,
Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00

2.00, 4.20 p.

111.

For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
a. m„ 2.00, 4.20 p. in.
For Marriner’s Landing,
m., 2.00 p. m.

Long Island,

10.30

37th, 1898,

5.45 p.

111.

From Quebec, 6.40 a. m aud 5.45 p. m,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,
8.30 p. m.
For Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
and West, 0 40 a. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 0.40 a. m.
The 8.30 p m. train runs through to Montreal
daily, Sundays included. Attached to this
train is a Pullman for Montreal: also a through
Pullman for Chicago daily, Sundays Included.
Pullman
Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET OFFICE, DEPOT AT FOOT OF
INDIA STREET.
Je22dtf
_Port!and, June 20th, 1898.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Jr. effect June 27
TRAINS LEAVE TORT LAND.
m.
For Brunswick, Lewiston. (Lower)
Bath, Boothbay, Rod bam Beach, R ckland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegau, and Belfast.
8.30 a, m. For Danville Jc., Rumford Falls,
Bern!.?, Lewiston. Farmington, Rangeley.
10.05 a m. Express for Danville Jc.. Lewiston. Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor, Bar linrbor, Aroostook County and for
Moulton, Woodstock. St. Stephen, St. Andrews.
St. John, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
7 00 a.

Ui

UUanil.Ai

DUUI,

town aud Greenville.
1 10 p, m.
For Danville

Lewiston,

Je., Rumford Falls,
Farmington. Carrabasset.

Rangeley, Bingham. Waterville. Skowhegan.
I. 15 p.m.
For Freeport, Brunswick.
Augusta, Waterville. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dover
aud Foxcroft. Greenville. Bangor. Oldtown and
Mattawamkeagand to Bucksport Saturdays.
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,

Augusta and Waterville.

5.10 p. m. For Danville Junction, Mechanic
Falls. Lewiston. Saturdays to Rumford Falls.
8.00 p. m. Express to newiston.
II. 00 D.

m.

Night

Express,

for

Brunswick,

Bath, Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Moosebead
Lake,
Aroostook county via
Old Town, Bar Harbor. Buoksport Vaneeuoro.
St. Stephen, 8L Andrews, St John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not rnn to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m„ midnight—Hit. Dessert special for
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.
White Mountain Division.
8.45

For

a. m.

Bridgton, Fabyans. Burling,

ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago. St. Paul and Minneapolis.
1.25 t>. m. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Tia
Rail and Songo River, North Conway, Fabyans,
Lancaster, Colebrook.lQuebec, Lunenburg, St.
Johnsbury, Newport, Sleeper to Quebec.
5.55 c. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Bridgton, North Conway and Bartlett.
8.30 p. m.
For Sebago Lake, Fryeburg,
North Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, Si. Johnbury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
daily except Saturday. Lancaster, Colebrook,
Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to Montreal.
7.20 a. m.
7.25 a. m.
12.30 p. in.

Arrivals in Portland.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m.,
Waterville, Rockland and Augu'ta, 8.33 a. m.,
Bern is, Rumford Falls,
angeley,
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 12.15 p. m., Bangor,
Augusta and Rockland, 11.39 a. m.; Beecher
Falls. St. Johnsbury, Bridgton, 12.13 p. m.; Express. Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
Greenville, Bangor, 1.16 p. m. j Lewiston. 3.25 p.
m.; Lancaster, Whitefleld, Fabyans, 5.00 p.m.;
Skowhegau.Waterville, Augusta and Rockland,
5.20 p.m. daily; St.John, Bar Harbor. Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake and Bangor,
#.30 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Rumrord
Fails, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Lancaster and Fabyans, 7.42 p. m.; Mattawamkeag. Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. m. daily:
Halifax, St, John, Bar Harbor, Bangor aud
Augusta, 5.08 a. m. daily.
Sundays—Lewiston, 9.58 a. m., 5.13 p. m.; Bar
Harbor, 12.25 p. m., and Waterville, 5.20 p. m.
GEO, F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.

daily,

Farmington.

F. E. BOOTHBY, G. F. S T. A.
1e25dtf

C. W. T. CODING, General Manager,

Beginning Juno 19, 1808, steamers will leave
Portland Pier,Portland,daily, as follows:
For Cliff Island, Great Chebeague, Harpswell,.Bailey’s and Orr's Island. 9.30 a. m, 4.15

DIVISION.

Quebec, 8.10 a. in. and 8.80 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 16.40, 8.35, 11.30 a.
3.15
and
5.15
m.;
p. m.
j From Island Pond, Berlin and Gorham, 6.40 and
11.30 a. ui. and 5.45 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 6.40 a. m. and

a.

apmdtf

p.

WESTERN

m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Bangor.
Paper train for Lewiston.
6.15, 7,30 p. 111.
For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30, 8.00,
Augusta,
Waterville,
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20,6.15 p. m.
6.CO p. m. For Lewiston.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
8.30 p. m. For White
Mountain Division,
m., 2.00 p. m.
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
RETURN.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for all points.
Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20. 8.30. 9.30,
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Waterville,
10.50 a. m„ 1.00,2.35.; 3.45, 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
Trefetlien’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,
*5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 4.20,

1,

Ju Effect June

p.
For

Bemls,

every
E»“U
HAHriWcLL MtASYlbUAS UU.
Manager"
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen! lgt°YLE'
The 365 Island Route.
Sept
1897.

BOSTON & MAINE R. R.

m.

IWM.

Steamer “Percy "^7r”

wT„h/r.iiv.tl^vfo°;k,pertocv.,deuce’Lowei1’
WHAKF' Bo3toa'
RAILROADS.

4.00. 5.20 and 8.30 p.

For Gorham. Berlin, and Island Pond, 8.10 a. m.;
1.30 and 8.30 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.10 a. m. and 8.80

Rockland, Lisbon Falls. Augusta, Waterville.
Newport, Bangor. Bucksport, Bar Harbor. Old-

Portland and Cape Small Point.
On anu alter April 4th. isos.

CAPT. CHAS. H.

On and after MONDAY, June 20tb, 1*98, trains
will leave as follows i
LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.00, 8.10 a. m.; 1.80,

m.

Return for Portland-Leave Orr's Island, via
landings, 0.30 a. m., loop. m. Arrive
Portland, 9.00 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for Long Island,
Clift and
Great Chebeague Islands, So. Harpswell, lu.OO

above

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.
Flu Effect June 27, 1898. fl
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
lor Poland, Mechanic Fails. Buckfleld. Canton, Dlxneld, Rumlord Fails and Bemls.
8.30 a. m.. 1.10 and 5..0 u. m.
From
Union
Station for.Mechamc Fulls and intermediate
stations.
Saturdays only, 5.10 p. m. train runs through
to Rumford Falls.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemls.
Connections atBemis for all points in the
Rangeley Lakes.

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for а.
ni., 2.00 p. m.
Scarboro Crossing, 7.10, 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00
Summer Excursion Tickets on Sale.
Return lor Portland, leave So. Harpswell, via
1.20,3.55,5.15,6.20,6.50 p.m.; Scarboro Roach’ same landings, 11.45 a. m.. 3.45 p. m.
Arrive
Pine Point, 7.00, 7.10, 8.15, 9.05, 10.00 a. m. li oo’
Portland. 1.00, 5.30 p. in.
R. C. BRADFORD, Tiaffic Manager,
l. 20, 3.30, 3'55, 5.15, 5.50, 6.20, 6.50, 8.00 p. m„ Obi
Fare to Harpswell and return Sundays, 350;
Portland, Maine.
Orchard Reach, 5.20, 7.00, 7.10,8.15,8.40 9 05
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent!
other landings, 25e.
10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.30, 1.20, 1.45, 8.30, 3.55, 5.15’
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gon’l Manager.
dtf
Rumford Falls. Maine.
jel8
5.50, 6.05, 6.20, 6.50, 8.00 p. in; saco, Rtddeford’
june24tfm
7.00, 8.15, 8.40, 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.30, i.oo'
3.30, 3.55, 5.15, 5,50, 6.20, 8.00 p. 111.; Keunebunk
Ken nc hunk port, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. In., 12.3o’
3.30,5.15,6.05,6.20 p. ni.; Wells Reach, 7 oo’
8.40 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p. in.; Dover, Soinorswoi tli, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30, 5.15
p. ni.
Island
liooliHcer, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf’ Great Diamond
Station Toot of Preble 81.
boro, 8.40 a. ni., 12.30, 3.30 p. In.; Lnkepori, f,;lcoma, Weir6, Plymouth, 8.40 a. ni., 12.30 p
On and after Monday. June 27, 1808. Passenger
On and After July 23d, 1S9S,
*
m. ; Heirs,
Centre Harhu
ong
Island
trains will Leave Portland:
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. m; WorFor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
STEAMER MADELEINE
cester (via homersworth and
Rochester) 7. a
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
ni.; fdanchester, Concord, (via Rockingham
p. m.
Junction), 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. ni.; North Ber- Will
leave Portland
Pier For
Manchester, Concord and points North at
wick, Dover, Exeier, Uavorhl'l, Lawrence
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Lowell, Bostun, a5.20, 7.00,8.40 a. m
1° 30’
For Great Diamond Island at 0.45, 9.00 a. m., For
Rochester.
Sprlngvale, Alfred, Water3.30, 6.05 p. m. Arrive Boston, 8.40,10.15 am
boro and Saco River at T.30 a. nn, 12A0 and
12.10. 3.00 and 0.15 p. m. For Falmouth at G.45,
Leave Boston'fo^ 9.00 a.m., 12.10,3.00.6.15 p. m.
12.42,4.02, 7.15, 9.15 P. m.
For Chebeague
6.3j p. m.
Portland. 5.59, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m., 1.15, 4 IS 1; 00 and Cousins Islands, Prince’s Point, Yarmouth For Gorham at 7.30 and 0.45 A m., 12.3% 3.0%
p. m. Arrive Portland, 10.10, 11.50, 11.55 am
6.3:i and 6.20 p. m.
at!) a. m. and 3.00 p. m.
12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. in.
RETURN—Leave Diamond Island at 8.00. For Westbrook, Cimiberland Mills. Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7,30. 9.46 a m,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 5.30 p. ni. Leave Falmouth at
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Leave
12.30, 3.00, 5.30 and 6.20 p. m.
б. 00,7.25, ll.oo a. m.. l.oo, 5.00 p. 111.
The 12.30 p. m. tram irom Pori.
miects
Leave
Chebeague Island 10.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m.
For Scarboro Crossing, 7.10, 9.20, 10.15 a m
at
Aver Junction with "Hoosao Xu..
a.
m.
Route”
4.30
Prince’s Point
m.,
p.
2.00. 3.40.4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Scarboro Cousins 10.30
lor the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
a. m., 4.45 p. m.
10.45
Pine
Beach,
Poini, 7.10, 8.15, 0.20, 10.15 a m
for Providence and New York, via ‘‘Providence
12.55.2.00, 3.40, 4.15. 5.10,6.16, 7.15 p. ttl. 01,1
Sunday Time Tuble.
Line” for Norwich and New York, via "NorOrchard Reach, 5.20,7.10,8.15,9.20,10.15 a m
Portland Pier for Diamond Island, Fal- wich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
Leave
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 6.10, 5.30. 6.15. 7.15 n 'in
mouth, Chebeague and ICousins Islands and the West, and with the New York all rail vta
Saco, isiridetoril, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 tt. Ill
lVV't’ Prince’s Point, at 9.00 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.
“Springheld.”
2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 5.10, 5.30, C.15, 7.15 0
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
Return leave Chebeague at 10.30 a. in. and 4.15
Kxnnebunk, 12.55, 4.15. 5.00, 5.30 p. m.; Rochat 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
Island
at
a. m. and 4.30 p.
Cousins
10.45
m.,
ester, Farmington, Alton Ray, 4.15, 5,30 ,, p. Leave Prince’s Point 11.00 a. m. and
and 5.4a p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
4.45 p.
m.
in.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haver
Leave Falmouth at 11.10 a. in. and 5.00 p. in. 10A0 A rn., 1.30, 4.15, 5. IS p. m.
ni.
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, a 5.20 a In
Diamond Island at 11.40 a. in. and 0.30
UN DAY TRAIN’S.
12.55.5.00, 5.30 p. ni., Arrive Boston 8.40 a m" Leave
!V
5.28, 8.32. 9.42 p. m. Leave Boston for Portion c 1
Arrive from Rochester and way stations 9.25
BENJ. M. SEABURY, Gen. Manager.
3.45 a. in,
Arrive Portland 7.10 a. ni.
a. m.
juue23dtf
Leave fo.- Roehrs'.er and way Stations. 6.15 p.
EASTERN DIVISION.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. CO. Portland & Worcester Line.

■

Route.

For Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburvport, Amesbury, Salem, l.vnn, Boston 2 (iii
9.00 a. m., 12.45, b 1.45, 6.00 p. m. Arrive Boston. 5.58 a. m., 12.30, 4.00, 4.30. 9,00 p. m. Leave
Bostun for Portland, 7.30, 0.00 a. m.. 12.30 7 no
9.45 p. in. A irive Portland, 11.45 a. in.
12 on
4.30,10.15 p. m., 12.40 a. m.

(IAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

fORTlMD & ROCHESTER It. R.

m.

For through tickets tor all points West and
South apply to li. i. FARMER, Ticket Agent,

Portland,

Me.

ie2BdtfJ. W. PETERS. Supt,

three trips per week.
The steamships Horatio Hall and ManFranklin Wharf,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
hattan alternatively leave
1’onlaud, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays Portland, Mf. Deserl and Mactiias St&t. Co
For Biddefo d, Portsmouth,
Newbury- at 6 p. in. for New York direct. Returning, leavo
Sir. “Frank Jones.”
port, Sa'cm, Lynn, Boston, 2 a. m., 12.45 p in
38. E. If.,
and SaturArrive Boston 5.58 a. m., 4.00 p. m. Lcavo Bos- Pier at 5 l>. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays
Beginning Saturday, April 30th,1898. will leave
days
ton for Portland, c 0.00 a. m., 7.00, 9.45 u m
These steamers are superbly lifted and fur- Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4a m.
Arrive Portland, 12.26, 10.20 p. m„ 12.40 a. m.'
nished for passenger travel and afford the most ou arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p in., for
a.
Stops at Norih Berwick and Exeter convenient and comfortable route between Rockland. Bar Harbor, Machtaspan and
interonly.
mediate landings, Returning leave MachlssPortland and New York.
b. Western Division
to
North BerwickFare: one wav. *5-00; round trip, S8.no.
port on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 A »., arstops Klttery .Jet. and Portsmouth only.
Goods carried are insured against wak riving in Portland 0 a in T'-esdays and Fric. Western Division from North Berwick.
Rl-K, under tile terms or the Company’s Open day*.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P, & T. A. Boston. Folicy, without additional
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, sercharge to shipper.
GEO. H. THOMPSON, Ticket Agent, Portland,
J. F. LLSCOMB.Get,oral Agent.
vice tile her
GEO. P. EVANS,
ievr
-owdtf
*!',
dtl
THOS. M. BARTLETT, Ac'sumi±mlAMp

THTE

Ancient Order of Hibernians Take
NJKW ADVEKTlSliMJSNTS

TODAY.

Cwen. Moore & Co.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Libby Co

J. U.

Fart in

A

New York Suicide

Celebration.

Who Was

Fort Preble

The Hibernian Knights and friends
to
the number of 53, left Portland at 8.45
o'clock Saturday morning over the mountain
division of the Maine Central on
their pilgrimage to Montreal.
In the

Haskell & Jones.
Charles Day.
Card of 'I hanks.
Boston & Maine R. R.
Atkinson Furnishing Co.
standard Clothing Co.

EJGHTY-FIRST M!LESTONe

TIRED OF LIVING.

OFF FOR MONTREAL.

PRESS.

Once

Anniversary of the First

,

School

Soldier.

AMOSEMEFTS,
Hem Theatre.
Riverton Park.
McCuHnm Theatre.
Piano Recital.
AUCTION.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

The

|
J

Bears the

Iu

use

signature

for

more

of Chas. H.

than

thirty

Fletcher.

years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.

“Mrs. Winslows tiootmug
Has

been used

over

Fifty

Years

Syrnp,
by millions of

mothers for their childreu while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other pauses. For sale by Druggists in every Dart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
a

bottle

BRIEF JOTTINaa.
The alarm from box 4 yesterday morning was a false one. Two men were seen
to run from the box.
The Fofirth of July committee met

Saturday evening in the aldermen’s room.
The
only business transacted was the
sending of $100 to the Portland battalion
with which to celebrate the Fourth.
The
Mosque of Juno, shown in the
window of Gould & Whipple’s, is to be
Assembly hall of the High
plaoed in
school. It was presented by
the Current
Events club in acknowledgement of their
appreciation of the services of their retirInn nroclrlonf

Tl.frn

*•*

The members [of the
A. O. H. of A., are

A nrmofna Cfonano

ladies’

auxiliary,
requested to be at
the meeting Monday evening, June 37.
Business of importance will be transacted.
Two
came

hundred Masons

Cornish
to Portland via the Mountain difrom

vision of the Maine Central
visited Riverton.

Saturday

and

Albert Meserve, aged nine years, a son
of Robert Meserve of Gorham, has been

missing

from home since

Friday evening.

The steamships Horatio Hall and Manhattan of the New York line alternately
leave Franklin wharf, Portland, Tues-

there was

a

muster

Rt. Rev. Bishop Healy, administered
the sacrament of confirmation at Brunswick yesterday morning and at Bath in

oury was
in some localities
in the nineties. A
good many rode out to Riverton, and
to the Cape Casino, while some took the
trip to Westbrook and others to North

with a processional

specially adapted

hymn]entitled, “Soldiers

a

King.”
After

a

prayer

by

the pastor and a se-

GLOVES

all

extra-

|
Young Lady |

To tell you what extracts are
the best.
Ask her why they

the best. The
be /
are

answer

will

One lot of two

Baker's
^ Fruit Flavors Extracts^
In all Pure

I

at

and

Jwhite,

a

pair

79c

Because they never vary. Their strength
3s double other extracts. You can purYou are assured of the
chase all flavors.
Purity, Strength, Quality and Quantity,

today,

notions counter.

One lot of John
a

3c

EngSharpes Needles, at

paper,
Also

regular price

To be convinced try
Baker's Extracts JUST ONCE
<

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM

x
x

$
W
W

Novels, Appleton’s Town

waists,

col-

and

Country

75c,

sold

everywhere

lars

Taylor’s play

at the Gem tonight. Z*
of which
the deckload was made up,
Commander A. S. Snow of the U. S. S. were
swept overboard. The tug Naos
with Mrs. Snow, are at the towed the scow to a wharf.
Badger,
Preble house.
About 1,600,000 lobster fry arrived Sat'
Mr. Mauley Simons ct the U. S. naval
urday for the Grampus. They Will be
academy, arrived home this week for the distributed in Casco

Adam

P.
historian.

Leighton,

who

was

the class

hay.

The C.A. Dickey towed the Cates yacht
down from above the bridge
Saturday,and she will go Into commission
Brentwood

deaths,

Seven members of the school are in
the service of their country, one on the
1.

Montauk, and
J.

Rev.

K.

six at

Chiokainauga.

'Wilson,

the new pastor of
the Free street ohurob, briefly addressed
the ohildren. He referred to the soldierly
spirit now exemplified in all public
gatherings and from it drew a lesson of
the need of bearing arms for Christ.

pair,

sailed for Boston
will remain during

marked

at

tons,
33c,
down from 50c.
lot

Another

of

fine

weight
russets,

a

and there was a large congregation.
John XVI, 13.
When He the spirit. of
truth is come, He will guide you into all

Scotch

truth.

marked down from

Mr.

Elder spoke on the general
theme, “the right point of view.”
To
find this it is necessary to ask of whatever comes for one’s judgment, is this
right and true. Most of us are more likely to ask, does it accord with my party
or creed.
In religion the trouble especial-

ly with the Presbyterian church is this,
that the utterances of such men as Dr.
Briggs and Bmith, are measured by the
creed.
men

The ohurch deos not ask are these

speaking what is eternally true. The

ohurch needed the same loyalty to truth
that tbe great scientific leaders show, who
revise their opinions upon the
In
discovery of new truth.
political
matters also what is needed is the spirit
whioh can measure a question regardless

are

ready

to

of mere party affiliations. It is absurd to
ask whether Admiral Dewey is of one
The real question is,
party or the other.
did he do his duty. Such questions as the
annexation of Hawaii, the destination of

Also

will have seats on the
•**

ug

4VDVXVOU

iV*i

UUg

platform.
UVUCT

Seats

bUUUlCU

pair.
heavy

Golf and

mixed

Bicycle Stockings,

lot

of

be sold

at

brief

addresses on

GRADUATION MUSICAL PROGRAMME.

Morse, Randall, Winslow,
Libby. There will also be
tette composed

Borden
a

and

piano quar-

of Ur. Mason and Misses

Robinson,

Chapman and Linscott.
Messrs. Welch and Cousins will ulso play
a violin duet.
Mr.| Welch has been conducting the rehearsals on the class song,
which is his own composition.
PINE TREE LODGE, K. of P.

October, 1890,

ton.

Deputy

Grand

Chancellor

evening
Joseph W.

DIVINE SERVICE ON THE MONTAUK
Rev. Mr. Freeman of Chestnut street
church, officiated on the Montauk yesterday. The officers were drawn up on the
quarterdeok in full uniform and the men
in their natty blue suits, forward.
The
service was muoh enjoyed and much
good
was doubtless accomplished.

be

corporal

Cavalry,

in which he was serving when
the present war broke out. His laBt duty
at home was at Fort Sill, where for some
years he was

the right hand
man
of
Captain Hugh L. Scott, in charge of
Geronimo’s band of Apaches who were

confined there as prisoners of war. Capt,
Scott’s wonderful Buccess in civilizing
these Indians after their long record
of
bloodshed and rapine has been described
in these columns and Lieutenant Capron
shared the Captain’s credit for this work.
He was a splendid specimen of physical
manhood and every inch a soldier in
habits and spirit. He was widely known
in the army as a man of promise, and his
loss will be felt as a shock in the junior
circle.”

At the regular meeting of Pine Tree
lodge, It. of P., held Friday evening, the
officers were elected:
Master of Work—Geo. Hudson.
Chancellor Commander—D. A. Hamil-

to

and
sergeant and came up for examination in
the fall of 1863 for seoond lieutenant. He
was accepted in November of that
year
and assigned to the Fifth Infantry and in
1894 was transferred
to the
Seventh
rose

FISHING AT SEBAGO.

Last Thursday Lino Daniels took two
salmon at Sebago lake, one weighing
seven

the other eight and.one-halt
Daniels says that the best three

and

pounds.
lays of Ashing at Long pond are usually
;he last two
days of June and first six
lays of July,

Uttiiy

Alio

uie

rigm, puiut

oi

down from $1.

Also

lot

one-third

quilted
Bibs, trimmed with Lace,

at 7c, were 10c.
UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Knitted).

One lot of lisle thread

neck,

judge each other is proved when
one puts his hand in the spirit of truth
and suffers himself to be freely lead by it.
The service in the church had a special
interest, from the fact that Mr. Elder’s
class of 1873 of the Portland High sohool
whioh held a reunion the day before, attended in a body.

Eight colorings
tinsel
Gimp,

and

for

yard,

marked down from 10c.

SAILING OF THE BADGER.
The United States
auxiliary cruiser

Badger, Capt. Snow, sailed yesterday
afternoon having finished coaling.
A story is told that a young man was
walking down Custom House wharf Saturday morning, and met a middle aged
The young man
gentleman coming up.
accosted the elder und asked him if he
could tell him where he would take a boat
for the Badger.
“What do you want with the
gruffly asked the older man.

“What's that to you,

Only

Helped

All Others Failed—Nervous Troubles

replied

the

younger.
“I am Commander Snow of the
Badger,
sir,” said the older man.
“And I,” replied the younger, “am
Ensign Sicard, and I am ordered to the

Badger.

“The deuce you are,”
said Captain
Snow, “and so you are the son of my old
friend the Admiral.
Come along with
me, sir, I’ll show you
the
Badeer’s
6
boat.”

“I have taken Hood’s
Sarsaparilla for
three months fornervous trouble and have

BEFORE

JUDGE

S

parilla

Is the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.

Hood's Pills

cure

ail

liver ills.

25

cents.

down from 25c.

of

“C.

French Corsets,

long

P.
and

short

waists, white and
colors, at $1.69, marked
down from $2.75.
Also
a
lot of linen Corset,
Lacings (5 yard length)
at 5c.

One lot

cf fine Mus.

lin

Nightgowns, neck
and sleeves trimmed with
Swiss embroidery, tucked
62c, marked
down from 86c, Also a
lot of plain Corset Cov-

yoke,

assault and

battery; probable cause; bail |1000
Henry J. Keebler, intoxication; fined S3
and costs.

at

One

Skirts,

ings,

styles

white

Jer-

Vests

Pantalettes,

all

and

sizes,

at

hundred

assorted

JapanSaucers,
shapes, many
and

decorations,
1-2C

to

go at
been 15c,

today,

19c and 25c.
One
lot

closely

woven

with

handle,

dozen,

Cups,

at

45c a
down

marked

from 60c.

One

lot

staff,

of

satteen

inches,

18x30
on

at

three

foot

for

25c

two

today, great bargain.

Smyrna

at 15c for

dysentery,

complaint,

pound

2

a

bar.
One lot of ‘‘Brilliant”

polish)

metal

in half

fh°eWmerdic!nerohML

pint tins,
One lot of fancy

celluloid

woven

Basket

Trays,

marked
550,
from 79c.

down

at

HABERDASHERY COUNTER.

lot

men’s

of

all
Neckties,
assorted colors,

shapes,
three

at

72c,

colormarked

down from $1.00.

in

Fifty pairs

for 25c.

fancy

Chamber
ruffled, which

Curtains,

tumbled and are
fold, to be sold

$1.00

out

of

today

at

pair—good

a

SILVERWARE

less

more or

I*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
SALE. !

for

houses.

summer

1 have over Twq Thousand pieces of Silverware
that I shall sell at lower
than over before for
rst class goods in this city,
The goods are made by
Wm.
Rogers, (Simpson,
Hall & Miller), Rogers &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

An

assorted

lot of
and hemstitched

Srices

Handkerchiefs,

soiled from
having been handled at
the counter, to be sold
are

at three for 25c

!

today.

RIBBONS COUNTER.

An

lot

lengths

satin and
at 19c a
to 62c.

of

fine

Desert
doz *

been

25c

doz.,

One

bale

(Table

genuine

made

at 10 1-2C

to go

yard today,

worth 14c and

At
15c.
assorted

|

counter,
lot of German
Turkey
Red Table Cloths 21-2

same

an

yards long,

fringed

at

Pie

Medici

Laces,

medium

widths,

at 12c a

been 18c and

One lot
of

assorted

Tea

remnants

widths,
12

$1.39

Knives,

ing Cards,
for

at

gentlemen’s
Cards,
of

at

lot

One

25c.

Playpacks

two

12c

a

of

Visiting
package

One lot of
of

Vaseline

fancy sterling

glass

OWEN.

at 8c

1-2C

a

I

doz.,

Sets,

pretty.

lot of broken
such as Tea aud
a

j

Sugar Bowles, Spoon

We have over 500 pieces
of Sterling Silver,
9251000 fine.
We make a
straight 25 per cent reduction on every article and we
have a splendid stock to
select from.

and

l

|
1

Sterling Tea Spoons,

four-in-hand or
today, marked

at 25c

I

down from 50c.

$2.79 per 1-2 doz.
A great bargain.
Every article is guaranteed to be satisfactory or

Witch Hazel
-ANDA_

SUMMER

1

VACATION.
Extract Witch Hazol
will cure

1

1

Sprains,
Mosquito Bites,
Sun Burn,

Sale opens

WEDNESDAY
MORNING

I

June

I

and continues until

30th.

Lame ness,
i hindrull,

Kheuinatism.

Salve

Makes excellent
Hair Tonic.

Pots, with
silver top,

MOORE

1-2

f

Sterling Silver. I

An assorted lot of coL
cred silk
Stock, with
detachable necktie to be

fifty.

8

$1.49

money back.

Club

1-2

Knives,
99c to $ 1.50

ers,

STATIONERY COUNTER.

One lot of

set,

$1.79 I

Holders and Butter Dishes,
These goods will be sold at
cost to close them out.

20c.

NECKWEAR COUNTER (Women's)

puff,

set, 12
$ 1.59

Coffee Pots, Cream Pitch-

15c.

as

per

We have

embroideries,

been

Spoons,

terns and very

COUNTER.

of

Swiss

per

And hundreds of others
fancy pieces, the latest pat-

351.25.

EMBROIDERIES

89c

Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c
Soup and Oyster Ladles,
$ 1.50 to 2.50
Berry Spoons,
99c to $1.69

all

Linen

yard,

per set, 1-2

Spoons,

Medium

Russia

wide,

a

few of the

a

Desert Knives, 1-2 doz.,

of

extra

are

Spoons

doz.,

LINENS CO UNI Eli.

rouna,

Here

of

fancy ribbons,

yard,

companies.

Tea

assorted

j

prices:

owen'”" moore'^TcoT

at 34c.

& CO.

of

muslin

spot

Hay’s Ext. W itch Hazel is the purest
15c 1-2 pint.
25c pint.

Si. Si.
OWEN, MOORE

50c.

DRAPERIES ROOM.

worn

One

Dr!

Strawberry

yard, regular price

yard,

at 13c.

diarrhoea,

if you liavo

a

CARD OF THANKS.
wish to thank my friends who so kindly
helped me In my late bereavement; also for the
many lovely flowers so kindly given.
Respectfully yours,
MRS. HERBERT H. ALLE.W
Bcarboro, June 27. 1888.
It

An assorted lot of pure

of pure olive

dlw

I

LACES COUNTER.

Three hundred pounds
green Castile Soap, made

oil,

Je27

One lot of
printed
Florentine
Silks, conventional patterns, at 35c

TOILET GOOES COUNTER.

in

CHARLES DAY.

SILKS COUNTER.

short
of

544 CONGRESS ST.

of

19c to 50c.

some

Cups

ese

lot

Cushion
i-2c, been

12

Swiss

No need to fear
sudden[at tacks of
cholera infantum
or summer

Tops,

at

scalloped

BASEMENT.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

linen and other

marked down from

25c.

of Lawn

assorted
at

lot

ribbed

19c,

assorted

JEWELRY COUNTER.

SKIRTS COUNTER.

Three

An

have been

CHILDREN’S UNDERWEAR COUNTER.

sey

price today. Many
bargains in

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

at

$1-25.

(a liquid

CORSETS COUNTER.

high neck, good
quality, at 12c.

been greatly benefited. I tried other mediFrederick Colbeth, intoxioation; fined
cines and was doctored by the physician |3 and costs.
LovinalJondary, intoxication; 30 days
but received no permanent benefit until I
In county gall and fined S5 and costs
began taking Hood’s.” MB8. G. VV.
Patrick Bowen, assault; 30
riavs
in
y
county jail and fined 35 aDd costg
Appleby, Palmyra, Maine.

Hood

brown, slate and cream,
at 18c a eard, marked

ers,

ROBI^SOJi,

Saturday—William Foxton,

tan,

Badger,” UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin).

THE MUNICIPAL COURTt

Hood’s

quality

Lining,

lots

sleeves,

today.

c

Works—Headquarters for best
Fire Works, Flags, Masks,

of

Cotton and Wool Bunting Flags at
reduced prices; 0 foot to 40 foot; also
Flag Poles, Fire Balloons.
Cotton Bunting Flags 4x6 feet, $2.00
each; 6x8, $2.75; 6x9 $3.00 eaoh; 6x10,
$3.50; 8x12 $4.60, all fast colors. English
Flags Cuban Flags, Silk Flags, Wool Bunting Flags; lowest market prices. We have
the best 10 ct.
Flag with Gilt head, warranted to stand
any weather; we have already sold thousands of them; also Japanese Lanterns and Candles for same.
etc.

this lot.

high

86c, marked down from

Flags,
of silk

Two

short

mounted

a

of

Combination Suits,

quality

remarkable

Crash,

and

TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

view rrom

whioh to

half

hand

lace

at 6c

75c,

marked
a

Fire

50c,

Books, light and dark
colors; all sizes, to go at

glass Lemonade

off—great bargain.

decorating,

at

years,

at

et

black

chiffon, the
prices on
which are $2.50 to $6.75
to

79c,
from

white Nainsook and
colored lawn
Dresses,
for children six months
two

Library,

An assorted lot of high
class Combination Pock=>

marked down from 75c.
Also a lot of pressed

fine

with

to go at 29

J uly,

paper

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

marked down from 15c.
In same section, a lot

to

hundred

89c.

Parasbls,fassorted styles,
trimmed

A

Hammocks, very
strong and durable, assorted colors, at
59c,

at 59c,

PARASOLS COUNTER.

A

at

$1.36. Also a lot of
fancy figured Lawn, yard
wide, at 10c a yard,

12

1U

in Patriotism

will also be given by
different topics.

light
and

lot of

a

cuffs,

Muslin Hats at
marked
down

Five

seamless

At the First Parish ohuroh yesterday.
Rev. Charles B. Elder of Keene, N. H.,
an old Portland boy, occupied the pulpit

at 9c

and

INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.

HOSIERY COUNTER. (Men's.)

black

FIRST PARISH CHDRCH.

Sebascodegan
Saturday where she

Balbriggan Shirts,
fronts, pearl but-

Half-hose,

at once.
The

satin

detachable

marked down from $1.19.

(wo-

polka

&co.

FANCY GOODS COUNTER.

of

quality

hay, tributions, $193.79; baptisms, 8;

rigging

Benner.

x
x

go

Jersey

I

S

to

marked down from $1.

lish

COUNTER.

1

new advertisement*.

One lot of plain white
lawn laundered
Shirt-

pair.

jg

ra

clasp

washable chamois skin
Gloves,
natural
pearl,

yellow

SHIRTWAISTS

A lot of embroidered

counter.

“Columbia" Crochet Silk
ball.

Boynton, light,

|

Vice Chancellor—C. H. Statin.
Prelate—George S. Thompson.
Master at Arms—Win. H. Drysdale.
Keeper of Records and Seal—Charles J.
Butler.
Master of Finance—John B. Brown.
Master of Exchequer—Joseph K. Brett.
Inner Guard—Isaiah G. Millar.
Outer Guard—John O’Neil.
R. P. H. A.—Artemas G. Alchorn.
These officers will he installed at the
next regular meeting Friday
by

w

sav-

spots,
special value.

following

Ask any

the

to

shades,

yesterday morning.
Maggie O’Rorke, well-known
polloe, had a squabble in Callan’s place,
Under his skillful managenear the corner of Pearl and Commercial orchestra.
streets, Saturday afternoon, and Maggie ment the work has progressed rapidly.
got a black eye and was arrested and sent One of the features of the afternoon will
Then
i over.
Maggie complained to the be a double
female quartette, composed
sheriffs
that Callan
was selling
beer,
and that was bad for Callan.
The squab- of Misses Sohumacher, Pollister, Tripp,
ble drew a big crowd of men and women.
The Portland Wheel club had a run
out to the Checkleylhouse yesterday.
A
The wind
large number participated.
was high and it was pretty hot
pedaling,
but all enjoyed themselves
and had a
good rest and dinner at the Checkley.
The meeting of the Women’s Suffrage
party will not take place until after July
4th.
Twenty-three children of the Fraternity
school went to Long Island on a picnic,
Saturday, in charge of Misses Clement
aDd Morton, teachers of the school.

all

ordinary chances for
ing money.

sing-

of the

and

season

in which 50 girls took part,
marohlng up
the main aisles, carrying flags and

ing

weather

men’s) black

The musical programme for the High
school .graduation has been arranged by
Mr. Frank Welch of the graduating class,
to the who is also
a member of the Jefferson

$

opened

HERE’S
Bargains,
hot

Hosiery

There were several oblldren baptized by
Rev. Mr.
Rogers at Pine street church

ij j

The ooncert

list of

a

fine

Deering.

£

ar-

Portland, Juna 27, 1803.

ine similarity oi given names
oavairy.
tho Philippines or Cuba
are
natonial LININGS COUNTER.
doubtless aooounts for the confusion.
matters.
Statesmen are demanded who
K.
was
a
New Yorker and
the body of the house near the platform, Aliyn
Capron
can consider them as the high
One lot of fine
ground
while the singing will be the chief feature entered the army as an enlisted man in
above parties.
In the simpler relation of
up in the latter eighties, and
the Fourth Cavalry
Taffeta
of
20th
of the afternoon.
Lessons
op the

It was another hot day yesterday, and
but for
the very strong
west wind,
would have been unbearable. The mer-

(a

wero

members of that parish and the
Sunday
school might attend the
anniversary celebration at the sister chnrch.

company.
The four masted schoo ner Eleazer W
Clark arrived from
Philadelphia, th
schooner Charles Wolsey came in
deep
and the tug Nottingham, schooner H. 8

the summer.
The Phantom is doing patrol duty.
Col.
John D. Frindable will be the
The schooner Grecian Bend, which was
chief marshal of the Lincoln club parade beached at Old Orohard a week ago, has
been
condemned.
The underwriters
tomorrow, when the delegation goes to
pete.
will attempt to haul her off. Her cargo
The Maine Press Association will put the state convention at Augusta.
of limerook will be entirely sacrifloed.
in the second week of July in Canada.
The American
Vice-Consul
General
brig Aront, hailing
Springer and
arrived in New York,
The party will leave Portland July 11 for Misses Springer of New York will arrive from Machias,
from
Monte
Crlstl, San DoSt. John, spend a night there, sail aoross in Portland this week. Mr. Springer has Saturday
mingo.
Capt. Cates i said that he was at
the hay of Fundy to Digby, N. S., thence recently composed an opera.
the Canary Islands when the war broke
to Kentville, where they will remain till
Attorney General William Haines of out3 and sailed soon afterward. On his
here he passed quite near two SpanWednesday. Halifax and St. John will Waterville, contemplates passing the com- way
ish
war vessels olose enough to see the
season at Great Diamond island.
next be visited, and two days spent in ing
Mr. ;and Mrs. Fred G. H. Williams of men moving on the decks, but apparen teach city.
Mr. M. N. Rich of Portland Montreal, spent Sunday in
Portland. ly they did not recognize the Aroot as an
Is a member of ihe committee of arrange- Mr. Williams is news editor of the Mont- American vessel, as they did not bother
her. The captain considers himself mighty
real
Star.
ments.
lucky that they didn’t.
The membership of the Maine
division,
CHILDREN’S CELEBRATION.
THE LATE CAPT. CAPRON.
League of American Wheelmen, has inIl'The arrangement for the children’s obcreased to 483.
The Boston Evening Transcript says:
servance of Independence Day, under the
Members
of the High and Grammar
auspices of the Portland Woman’s Coun- “Universal regret is expressed for the
schools who
intend taking part in the
are nearly completed,
and the full death of young Capron, who was one of
cil,
of
Fourth
July parade are requested to
will soon be given to the pub- the most valuable officers in the regular
programme
meet
at Reception hall, City building,
lio. This Sunday observance will be held army. Some of the reports have evidently
Monday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock.
in City hall, on the afternoon of July 8d. oonfused two men, for they speak of him
There will be a meetiTiEr nf the anrwi>{n.
There are two
A grand chorus of several hundred school as an artillery officer.
tending school committee at their rooms, children will
the patriotio airs, and Caprone in the line—Allyn of the First
sing
this
afternoon at 4.30
City Building,
as many children as can be aocommodated Artillery and Allyn K, of the Seventh

o’clock.

flags

owenTmoore

lection, “Give Me Thy Hand,” by the
a lot of
also arrived.
5c.
Arion male quartette, | the.'school repeated
There was very
good travel to th > passages ! of Scripture in response to
at
the afternoon.
islands by the island boats yesterday, an< l question from Superintendent W.H. Field
Miss E.
a
R. Taylor, principal of the the cool spots on the wharves were occu A
8c
; chorus, “Soldiers of the Cross,” was
Maine School for the Deaf, has gone to
pled by many people enjoying the strong next sung by the school. The members
hosiery counter.
Philadelphia, where she will spend the westerly wind.
Many light oraft Bailee of the primary department gathered on
summer.
down and beat back, careening over unti
the platform and united in singing “The
One lot of
seamMiss
Mabel J. Libby, nieoe of City it seemed as if they must capsize.
A recitation,
Great, Round World.”
Treasurer Libby, arrived home Saturday
cotton
less
The Merryooneag, one of the HarspweL "The Kings and
Queens,” by Alice
Portland this steamers, has been chartered to run dur
She will be in
night.
Green, an anniversary hynjn by the
and russet
summer and next fall will go to Provi- iner the summer in Boston harbor.
8h<
junior sooiety of Christian Endeavor, and
dence to teach in the deaf sohool there.
that
morn
left for
some with
a recitation, “Keep
port early Saturday
in the Line,” by
Ex-Gov. Perhara and wife of Washing- ing, amid the blowing of whistles fron Harold
Rose,_oame in tho order named.
at
12 i-2c a
ton, are visiting their sister, Mrs. Ellery tugs and boats at the different piers Then six little girls from the infant deThe Governor’s Her send-off was a right royal one.
W. Rowe, Spring street
partment sweetly sang a juvenile hymn.
health is much better. They are on their
Joseph Marsey of the bark £ Bordeau “Children Tread the .Holy Portals” was
to
summer
Paris
their
home.
way
Hill,
was brought to the Marine hospital, Sat
the title of a chorus in which the school CHILDREN’S HOSIERY COUNTER.
jur. xayior,
no auinor oi
Diuiess sinurday. His leg was broken by a fall participated.
One lot of Rauh’s best
ners,” the new play that will receive when the vessel was going up the Kenne
The anniversary report of Superintenits iirst production at the Gem theatre, beo river. The broken bone was set ii
dent W. H. Field contained these statisleather Knee Protoday, arrived at Peaks island Saturday Bath.
tics:
Number of classes, 29; number of
The rehearsals will be under
evening.
tectors, at 20c a
The scow Ella,i Capt. Joseph Sawyer scholars, 35S; teaohers and
offioers, 46;
his direction,
which ensues a splendid was
harbor
af
the
Saturday
beating up
membership of primary department, 61; UNDER WEAR COUNTER (Mm's).
ternoon about 1 o’olock. When near tht total membership,
production of the new comedy.
404; average attenMr.
R.
the
wellAugustus
Pitou,
dredge a small squall struck her anc dance, 266; largest attendance, 844; total
One lot of fine
known manager and playwright, is at the
suaped her mainmast short off to the collections
during the year, $453.60;
He has come on deok.
Congress Spuare hotel.
ribbed
When it fell it carried away part
school expenses, $231.66; benevolent conthe initial
to see
performance of Mr. of the
and a few bales of

days, Thursdays andJSaturdays, at 6 p.
m,, for New York direct; returning leave summer.
Pier 33 East River, Tuesdays, Thursdays
Among the graduates of this year’s
class of the Hebron academy were James
and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
The following
entries have been re- G. Johnson, son of ex-Councilman Johnceived for the professional double scull son of this city, who received honors; and
on
the
Fourth of July: Mat Hugh C. Leighton, son of ex-Alderman
race,
O’Brien and H. McKinley, H. McGee
and M. J. Lee, John O’Brien and Thomas Black. Councilman Driscoll will receive
entries of anybody
else wishing to com-

ferns!

anniversary exeroises were held in
The church was filled
the evening.
in
spite of the exoessive'heat. The usual
evening service at the Free Street Baptist
church
was omitted,
in order that the

Steamship

PERSONAL.

banked with

reoess was

The

were

parade.

Evening

at intervals along the
gallery rail.
In the morning the pastor, RBy.
\y S
Ayres, preached a sermon to the children. It held their rapt attention and
contained many
points of interest and
profit to the parents.

met at the
depot by the Hibernian Knights of Mont- Items of Interest Picked Up Along tin
real and members of the order. After a
Water Front.
brief parade
they were escorted to the
hotel for supper. While in the city they
Schooner Alice E. Clark, Captain L. B
were the
speoial guests of the Knights Clark, arrived from Parrisboro, N. S.
of the Canadian metropolis.
Yesterday with 2605 tons of coal to the Dominioi
and

pulpit

ranged

contingent

Saturday evening

Celebrated Last

Sunday

evergreens and flowers, above which stood
a mammoth
evergreen cross, and from
the ceiling depended streamers
of tricolored hunting, extending to
the ends
°f the
Cross
galleries.

[
S

CASTORIA

Baptut

Yesterday’s services at the jrirst B
Sergeant Edgar Stuart of Fort Hamil
ton, who ended his life in a New Yorl : tist ohuroli were dedicated to the
children
beer garden, after
a
protrated spree the day marking the 81st
anniversary of
was a soldier at Fort
Preble some 1 i the
school.
The church was
Sunday
The farewell message h J beautifully decorated for the
years
ago.
occasion

noticed: Capt. M. T. Ragen wrote a few
party
minutes before his deatl i
and wife, 1st Lieut. J. A. O’Keill and read as
follows:
wife, 2d Lieutenant W. C. McCallum,
‘‘I am tired of living. I am a complet >
B. E. McDonough, M. S. O’Hare, C. H. slave to drink, and thought only a fev
Adams, Joseph Bowen, Thomas Dolan, days ago that I had succeeded In over
my unfortunate appetite. Bu
F. E. Dunn, ll. J. Devine, J. T. Conley, coming
it seems as if nothing could break It ofi
F. Gromley, J. Maloy, J. A. McGonagle, I have been robbed of what money I bai
J. McGonagle, T. F. Martin, P. McDon- except $5 I got on my watch and 75 cent
on
two rings
belonging to my wife,
ough, R. H. Whitmore, J. G. Welsh and could leave
the world happy If it wer ,
W. Kearns, J. Grimes, P. J. not for my two little boys. God hel] >
wife, J.
Kelley, A. D. McDonald, P. McDonald, them, for their worthless father is no
P. F. Buckley and wife, J. O’Connor, M. able to do'so. Good by.
Edgar Stuart.
E. McDonald, J. J. Ward, J. E. Clari‘‘Take me to Fort Hamilton.”
ty, A. Hopkins, M. McGee, A. Brannigan.
HARBOR NOTES.
The Portland
a rived early
were
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